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ABSTRACT

A comprehensive study of the substitute materials used in clinical

radiation dosimetry has shown that many of the existing products

give poor simulation for both photon and electron interactions•

Those materials with known composition were classified according

to the errors in their attenuation and energy absorption coefficients,

stopping and angular scattering powers compared to those for the

material being simulated Large discrepancies were found at low

photon energies, with lung and bone substitutes giving poor results.

The existing selection procedures were evaluated and two new

techniques were evolved, namely, the BASIC DATA METHOD and

the EXTENDED Vx) METHOD. The first procedure was based

on the attenuation and absorption quantities, while the second method

used an extension of the popular, but misused, concept of effective

atomic number.

A thorough analysis of the dependence of photon and electron

interactions on atomic number was made so that the effective atomic

number data could be manipulated more accurately.

Computer programs based on the new procedures were written

and, using a library of some 1040 materials, produced 77 new

formulations including muscle, fat, lung, bone, skin, breast,

liver, thyroid and air substitutes.

Techniques were developed for the manufacture and quality testing
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of 35 of these new materials.

The results of a series of 'narrow-beam photon attenuation

measurements, nominally from 10 keV to 1 MeV, verified the high

precision of the selection procedures and provided useful data on

the contaminants present in some of the base materials.

Finally, the applications of the new substitutes in practical

dosimetry were investigated.
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CHAPTER 1

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE THESIS

For many years experiments concerned with the dosimetric

effects within and around irradiated human tissues have used

so-called 'TISSUE EQUIVALENT MATERIALS'. These materials

must absorb and scatter radiation in exactly the same manner as

the tissues beiflg simulated. Formulations have been produced

which are said to simulate tissues such as muscle, bone, lung and

fat.

An important example of another type of material which has been

considered in this context is air. Air substitutes are used in the

manufacture of thimble ionization chambers which are employed

extensively in dosimetric investigations.

This thesis deals with the general problem of simulation for

both photon and electron radiation. Existing materials are

evaluated theoretically and experimentally and two new simulation

procedures are developed and used to formulate a family of new

materials with radiation characteristics superior to those of the

existing systems.

1.1 THEORETICAL ASPECTS

It was decided at an early stage in this study that, as the

available data on published formulations were incomplete and often

non-existent, means of accurately calculating the important physical

properties had to be established. A comprehensive suite of
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computer programs was subsequently written for this purpose and is

tabulated in APPENDIX 4. The large complex of computers at the

University of London Computer Centre (CDC 6600 and CDC 6400) was

utilized when large amounts of data were being handled, and the

computers in St. Bartholomew T s Hospital (Honeywell DDP 516) and

Medical College (PDP 8(S)) when smaller quantities of data were

involved.

Published data on photon attenuatioq and energy absorption cross

sections for the 70 elements shown in APPENDIX 2, were compiled

and stored on magnetic tape (HUBBELL, 1969; STORM & ISREAL,

1970). Thirty-three energy points were selected in the range

10 keV-100 MeV and the corresponding partial cross sections

[coherent, incoherent (Compton), pair production and photoelectric

interactions] were extracted from the tabulated data.

Electron stopping power data (collision and radiation) for

the first 25 elements were similarly compiled from published

reports (BERGER & SELTZER, 1964; PAGES et al., 1970) and stored

on magnetic tape.

Accuracy and consistency of both sets of data were checked by

manually plotting the stored data on large scale graph paper.

Elemental angular scattering powers were not stored on magnetic

tape, but generated when required using the formulae quoted by

ICRU, 1972 (Figure 1 . 1). (F or simplicity, the meaning of all the
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symbols used in Figure 1 .1 and subsequent equations are given

in APPENDIX 1).

The calculation of mass attenuation and energy absorption

coefficients for compounds was performed with the well-known

'ADDITION FORMULA'. In a general form the coefficient (C)

for a compound may be expressed as,

where ). is the
I

=
proportion by weight of

the th constituent haying a coefficient denoted by C

This method is known to be accurate I or photon interations to a

few percent for energies above 10 keV, except in the fine structure

regions just above absorption edges (HUBBELL, 1969; DESLATTES,

1969).

Two methods were used to calculate mass electron stopping

powers for compounds. The first method involved the use of the

addition formula and the elemental stopping powers stored on

magnetic tape. This technique is claimed to produce results within

a few percent of the true values (BISCHEL, 1968). The second

method utilised the conventional stopping power formulae derived

from first principles (Figure 1.2). The evaluation of the density

correction, 8 was not included in this analysis and was given a

zero value in equation 1.4. The values of the mean excitation

energy (I) and the ratio of atomic number to atomic weight

for compounds were calculated by addition formulae (equations 1,8

and 1.7).
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The agreement between electron stopping powers for muscle

calculated by these two methods with the data given in the

comprehensive reviews of BERGER & SELTZER, 1964 and PAGES

et al., 1970, is shown in Figure 1 .3. The data are normalized to

the values given by BERGER & SELTZER. Curve A depicts the

values quoted by PAGES et al., and curves B & C the calculated

values by the addition formula and first principles respectively.

It can be seen that up to 1-2 MeV, the agreement between the

different sets of data is excellent. At higher energies the

calculated powers show maximum variations ranging from 13%

for curve B and 35% for curve C. The data of PAGES et al, shows

maximum differences of-'3% over the complete energy range.

These results indicate that if reliable absolute stopping powers

are required above 2 MeV, then an evaluation of the density

correction should be made This effect is probably affecting

both calculation techniques. The first principle method (curve C)

is also liable to be in error at high energies due to the approximate

equation used to derive the radiation energy loss (-
\P/rad

(EQUATION 1.5).

Fortunately in this study absolute values of stopping powers were

not required. For comparisons over the complete energy range

10 keV-100 MeV, relative stopping powers were specified. The

differences in these sets of data when stopping power ratios are

considered are shown in Figure 1.4.
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In this figure, the ratios for polystyrene/muscle have been

calculated using the data of PAGES et al., (curve A), addition

formula, (curve B), and first principles, (curve C), all normalized

to the data of BERGER & SELTZER. The muscle formulation was

as quoted by ICRU in the National Bureau of Standards (1964)

Handbook 85. Divergencies are considerably reduced, curve C

showing a maximum difference of only 2% at 100 MeV. The negative

differences shown in curves B & C are due to the calculated stopping

powers of polystyrene having marginally smaller differences from

BERGER & SELTZER data than the values for muscLê,

The reason for the improved agreement is the small variation

in the ratios of calculated (first principle) data to BERGER &

SELTZER data for different materials. At 100 MeV, this ratio

is within a few percent of 1.30 for the majority of materials

considered in this survey.

Subsequently stopping power ratios were calculated from the

first principle method and, when required, low energy absolute

stopping powers were derived from the addition formula.

Electron mass angular scattering powers for compounds were

calculated by the addition formula in accordance with the-

suggestions made by ICRU, 1972.

The computer programs that were written for all of these

calculations are tabulated in Appendix 4.
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1.2 PRACTICAL ASPECTS

At the beginning of this study it was decided that a

comprehensive experimental evaluation of existing substitutes

and any new formulations produced during the study was ex±remely

desirable. This would have two important roles Firstly, the

results would establish the validity of any theoretical analysis.

Secondly, it would be essential if the chemical composition of the

components within a formulation were not precisely known

This latter point applies to commercial substitutes, complex

resins and polymers with imprecise formulae

The most effective method of evaluating photon characteristics

is the measurement of narrow beam attenuation coefficients at

low energies (10 keV - 60 keV). As the predominant interaction

in this range is photoelectric absorption which is strongly

dependent upon the atomic number,Z,of the constituents,

formulation errors are readily detected. This is especially

true as compounds containing elements of high-Z (called

'fillers') are frequently employed to correct the attenuation

characteristics in a low-Z base material (for example,

paraffin wax). A reliable simulation procedure must be able

to select the correct amounts of base material and filler to give

acceptable results at these energies so that confidence in the data

is essential.

Photon attenuation measurements were made on some 40

materials using the characteristic X-radiation from germanium

17



and molybdenum targets. These targets gave monoeneigetic

beams with the following X-ray energies (Handbook of Physics

& Chemistry, 1971-72):-

GERMANIUM:
-	 9.8864keV

- 9.8553 "

- tO.9821 "

- 11.1008 "

MOLYBDENUM:
- 17.4793 keV

- 17.3743 '

- 19.6083 "

- 19.9652

In addition to these energies, the y-rays from an

Americium -241 source were employed, which gave results

at 59.57 keV.

At photon energies around 1 MeV, the predominant interaction

is incoherent (Compton) scattering, which depends upon the electron

density of the absorbing material. Measurements in this region

were made with y-rays from a cobalt-60 source (1.1732 and

1.3325 MeV).

It was thought that these photon energies would adequately

evaluate the simulation procedures and the manufactured

materials and also provide valuable data formedical radiation

studies.
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The attenuation measurements involving characteristic radiation

were performed at the Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories using equipment

provided by the Environmental & Medical Sciences Division of

A .E .R.E.,Harwell. The measurements with Americium & Cobalt

were performed at the Physics Department, St Bartholomew's

Hospital.

In chapter 8 the uses of the old and new materials in radiation

dosimetry are explored. Experiments are presented on such topics

as thermoluminescent dosimetry, akin doses in mammography

procedures and organ doses with radionuclides. It is hoped that

these experiments will illustrate the many possible applications of

the new simulation procedures and the flexibility of the new materials.
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1.3 TERMINOLOGY

The symbols and nomenclature referred to in this thesis are

summarised in APPENDIX 1.

Chemical formulae are either quoted in the form of elemental

atomic proportions (e.g. H 2 0) or as proportions by weight

[H(11.19); 0(88.81)]

The term 'StJBSTITTJTE' will be applied in a general sense to

describe any material which has been, or could be used experimentally

to simulate a tissue or other medium. An 'EQUWALENT' material

was arbitrarily taken to mean any substitute having radiation

characteristics (that is, photon attenuation coefficients, stopping

powers, etc) within 1% of the material being simulated over a given

energy range.

As the terms 'attenuation coefficient' and 'energy absorption

coefficient' are frequently discussed, the contraction 'COEFFICIENTS'

will be used in a general sense to describe both total and partial

interactions. Similarly the term 'POWER' will be taken to

generally mean collision and radiation stopping powers and angular

scattering powers.

20



CHAPTER 2

A CRITICAL EVALUATION OF EXISTING SUBSTITUTES

2.1 THE MEANING OF 'EQUIVALENCE'

Of the many terms used in radiation dosimetry, 'TISSUE

EQUIVALENCE' is probably the one which has been misused more

consistently than any other • Materials which have acceptable

mass densities but of unknown composition are frequently referred

to as 'TISSUE EQUIVALENT'. Unsubstantiated statements such

as 'TISSUE EQUIVALENT WAX' or 'AN EQUIVALENT MATERIAL'

are found in papers spanning 60 years of radiation measurements.

There have, of course, been some excellent studies on this

subject (SPIERS, 1943 and 1946; MARKUS, 1956; ROSSI and

FAILLA, 1956; SHONKA et al., 1956; FRIGERIO & SAMPSON,

1969) but all too often the advice given by the authors has not

been heeded. A typical example is the use of pressdwood. From

1940 - 1943 two independent reports were published each showing

that pressdwood had variable photon attenuation properties

depending upon the wood-pulp and bonding resins used during

the manufacturing process. Despite these warnings, reports

of measurements based on pressdwood phantoms continue to be

published, even to the present day.

For two materials to absorb and scatter photons and electrons

in exactly the same way, five physical quantities must be identical,

namely,
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(i) MASS ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS (IVp)

(ii) MASS ENERGY ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS (I1en/p)

(iii) ELECTRON MASS STOPPING POWERS (S/p) 	
'a

(iv) ELECTRON MASS ANGULAR SCATTERING POWERS (p)

(v) MASS DENSITY(p)(or specific gravity)

(The symbols have conventional meanings and are -ai.e.cL in

APPENDIX 1).

Quantities (i) and (ii) describe photon absorption and scattering

interactions while (iii) and (iv) describe similar processes for

electrons. Strictly, partial coefficients or powers must be

identical and not simply the total effects 	 If, at a certain energy,

two effects are equally important (for example incoherent scattering

and photoelectric absorption), then a positive error in one could be

counteracted by a negative error in the other making the total

apparently correct. For these reasons, the partial contributions -

coherent & incoherent scattering, photoelectric absorption, pair

production, electron collision and radiation interactions - must be

considered in any serious study of equivalence.

If the two materials are to have the same physical dimensions

then the mass densities, or specific gravities, must be the same.

Nearly 80 different formulations have been published which are

claimed to simulate tissues (muscle, fat, lung, bone), air and one

polymer. Less than one-tenth of these have the five quantities

mentioned above with a few percent of those br the material being

simulated over the energy range 10 keV-100 MeV. All too frequently
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the maximum errors are in the energy ranges for which the materials

are designed. The best materials have been based upon mass

attenuation coefficients and specific gravities, whilst the least

acceptable are based on specific gravity only. Apparently no

material has been produced which takes into account the five

quantities.

The applications of the material will often decide which quantities

have to be analysed. For example, if a material is to be used for

low energy photon scattering experiments, then perhaps mass

attentation coefficients and specific gravities need only be

considered. In electron scattering studies, angular scattering

powers may be of prime importance. Conversely if absorbed doSe

studies are being planned, then the five quantities must be consideed,

because the attenuation and absorption coefficients will decide the

types and magnitudes of the photon interactions while the stopping

and scattering powers will influence the energy deposition of the

secondary electrons created by the photons.

When it has been established which effects have to be investigated,

the degree of simulation has to be selected. Again this will be

dependent upon the particular experimental arrangement and the

dosimetric equipment being employed. Differences of 1 - 2% may

easily be detected in the photon attenuation and absorption

coefficients for materials by simple photographic techniques

(JONES & RAINE, 1949; STACEY, 1973). Similarly differences
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of a few percent in stopping and angular scattering powers may be

detected with suitable sensitive measuring equipment.

In this study the computation techniques permit the selection

of any 'FITTING RATIO', which is defined as the ratio of the

coefficients or powers at a given energy for a substitute and the

'real' material. In most cases a fitting ratio of 1.01 (1%

simulation) was chosen because it was thought that as the accuracies

of dosimetric procedures are continually improving, the closest

simulation was desirable.

A problem which should be mentioned at this stage is the imprecise

formulae of the materials being simulated, in particular biological

tissues. The uncertainties and apparent lack of knowledge in the

composition of many tissues (TIPTON, 1973) makes the task of

simulation more difficult. It can be argued that it is futile to

simulate to 1% a tissue whose published composition varies

considerably. It is thought that until there is more precise data

on tissue composition, substitutes should be available which represent

the most reliable published data. If the composition is known to vary

over a given range, then a family of substitutes should be formulated

which adequately cover this range. Means of formulating materials

having coefficients and powers within narrow limits is obviously

required if such substitutes are to be successfully manufactured.

24



2.2 AN HISTORICAL SURVEY

The development of equivalent materials falls naturally into

two phases (Tables 2.1 and 2.2). In the first phase a general

awareness of the problems involved appears to develop with most

experimental studies using either water or wax. At the end of this

period a more analytical approach evolved and the concept of adding

compounds to wax in order to improve its attenuation properties was

introduced.

During the second phase, which continues to the present day,

many mixtures of solids and liquids are deriqed as substitutes for

biological tissues and other media. This phase is characterised

by the gradual improvement in the manufactured materials and the

use of effective atomic numbers which most authors employ in their

formulation procedures.

As in most prolonged developments, the transition from one

phase to another is blurred and not precise. In this survey 1940

was chosen as the 'mid-point' year.
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1906	 KIENBOCK states that water and muscle have similar
X-ray absorption properties.

1913	 CHRISTEN used bakelite to simulate water.

1920	 JUNGLING used talc as bolus in radiotherapy treatments

1922	 BATJ1VIEISTER introduced wax as 'tissue' substitutes

1924	 A body phantom was constructed by WESTMAN for
gynaec ological radiation measurements

1925 The concept of 'effective atomic number' was discussed
by FRICKE & GLASSER in connection with 'air-walled'
ionization chambers.

1933	 Rice used by PETTIT & LANDAUER for depth dose
studies and by HOLFEL]DER as a bolus material in
radiotherapy treatments.

1937	 TRtTBESTEIN used triolein as fat substitute.

FAILLA introduced pressdwood as a muscle substitute.

SIEMENS'WAX, a mixture of paraffin wax and magnesium
oxide, was described by OTT.

MAYNEORD re-introduced and extended the concept of
effective atomic nurober

TABLE 2 • 1 THE DEVELOPMENT OF EQUIVALENT MATERIALS

CHRONOLOGY - 1906-1939
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1940	 BRAESTRUP and BLATZ reported on the attenuation
properties of pressdwood.

1943	 SPIERS published comprehensive paper entitled 'materials
for depth dose measurements' and introduced a rice/sodium
bicarbonate mixture.

1944	 A cellular lung substitute introduced by EDLING.

1946	 SPIERS discussed effective atomic numbers with reference
to tissues and used plaster of Paris as a bone substitute.

1949	 JONES and RAINE introduced Mix D.

SPIERS used glass as a bone substitute.

1953	 'LINCOLNSHIRE' bolus produced by LINDSAY & STERN.

1956	 Improved wax based mixtures introduced by MARKUS
and HARRIS et al.

ROSSI & FAILLA discussed liquid and gel systems.

1958	 A family of conducting plastics produced (SHONKA et al).

1961	 'TEMEX' body phantom introduced (STACEY et al).

1962	 'RANDO' body phantom introduced (ALDERSON et al).

1969	 WEBER & van den BERGE presented a new analysis of
effective atomic numbers.

Complex liquid systems introduced (FRIGERIO & SAMPSON).

1972	 The formulation of 'TEMEX' lungs reported by STACEY.

TABLE 2.2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF EQUiVALENT MATERIALS

CHRONOLOGY - 1940-PRESENT DAY

27



2.2(i) PRE-1940

The study of equivalent materials started in the early part

of this century. when the newly discovered X-rays were being

intensively investigated both in Europe and the U.S.A. The June

edition of the 'Archives of the Roentgen Ray' for 1906 contains a

report by a Viennese radiologist, Professor KIEN]3OCK, on a new

dosemeter, called a 'quantimeter'. (Figure 2.1). Towards the

end of the contribution Kienböck reasons that 'an aluminium foil

1 millimetre thick is equivalent in absorption power to a layer of

water or muscle, 1 centimetre thick'. The study of equivalent

materials had begun.

Unfortunately the implications of these results were not

formalised until 1913. During the intervening years a number of

important investigations were made on the attenuation properties

of biological tissues. In 1907 BORDIER measured X-ray absorption

in adipose, mammary and muscular tissues using'pastille'

dosimetry. Two years later WILLIAMS compared lung tissue

and water, and GUILLEMINO.T compared fat, liver, lung and

spleen tissues. In 1912, at meetings of the Roentgen Society and

the Royal Society, RUSS reported on tissue absorption but added

data on scattered radiation from water, blood, spleen, liver and

kidney samples. (RUSS, 1912 (a) & (b)).

The ideas inherent in these results were crystallised in 1913 by

a Swiss radiologist, mathematician and politician, FRANZ

THEOPHIL CHRISTEN. In his book 'Messung und Dosierung
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der Roentgenstrahlen', Christen stated that X-ray beam quality

should be specified in terms of water attenuation, as water gave

similar results to soft tissue. He also introduced a solid water

substitute in the form of bakelite, which was said to have 'exactly

the same roentgen opacity as water'.

The claims on the attenuation properties of water were

substantiated during 1914 in a paper by SZILARDandindependently

by SALMOND, while addressing the Elctro-Therapeutic section

of the Royal Society of Medicine.

During 1922, in a lecture before members of the Swedish Society

for Medical Radiology, BATJMEISTER stated that wax had the same

absorption and scattering properties as 'tissue' (BA1JMEISTER, 1923).

The profound effect that the statements of Kienböck, Christen

& Baumeister had on future radiation measurements is evident

from the considerable quantities of data produced using water and

wax. Radium & radon isodose curves in water (FRIEDRICH &

GLASSER, 1922; SCHMITZ & HTJTH, 1922) and wax, (QUIMBY,

1928; HOED & STOEL, 1929) together with X-ray measurements

(DESSAUER & VIERHELLER, 1921; WEATHERWAX & WIDMANN,

1929; MAYNEORD, 192 9(a))are reported in numerous papers in

the journals of that time. It was not until much later that it was

realized that wax was not ideal, especially at low photon energies

(MAYNEORD, 1933; QUJMBY&ARNESON, 1937).
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It is frequently thought that tissue substitutes moulded into the

shape of a human body, or, so-called 'body phantoms', are a

relatively modern innovatior; but in 1924 WESTMAN used a

'pelvic phantom' made of wax and bolus alba for gynaecological

measurements.

[BOLtJS ALBA is a mixture of 2 parts flour and 1 part china

clay, by weight (STENSTROM, 1926)] Although a few attempts

at more realistic phantom shapes were reported during this period,

(FAILLA, 1925; MAY, 1934; GRIMMETT, 1939) the majority of

experiments were performed with tanks of water or blocks of wax.

The type of wax used is not always clear from the early papers.

Paraffin wax and beeswax were popular in the early work and

'unit density wax' was frequently quoted towards the end of the

period, A mixture known as 'Columbia wax' was sometimes used,

which consisted of paraffin wax, beeswax and sawdust (JONES,

1969; CLARKSON, 1973).

The use of bolus materials during radiotherapy treatments, to

fill interstices over the patient's skin commenced in 1920

(Jf)TTGL1NG, 1920). Talc was one of the first materials to be

employed, but bolus alba, rice, dough & water-bags are reported

by many authors (WESTMAN, 1924; FAILLA, 1925; PETTIT &

LANDAUER, 1933; HOLFELDER, 1933).

Rice was also used for dosimetric studies in some countries.
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In America PETTIT & LANDAUER (1933) used rice for depth dose

studies & were followed in France by BELOT & DATJVILLIER (1939)

and, perhaps inevitably, by WILLIAMS (1936) at the Department of

Radiology of the PEIPING Union Medical College, China.

It must be stressed that many dosimetric studies were made that

did not revolve around tissue substitutes. Work was progressing

on the aerniation properties of real tissues (FAILLA, 1920;

GLASSER, 1932; WILSON & MYERS, 1936). Cadavers were also

used for dosimetric measurements (QUIMBY et al., 1934); but as

WEATHERWAX stated a few years earlier, 'in a cadaver, we have

not reproduced the living' (WEATHERWAX & ROBB, 1930).

The only reported simulation of other media appears to be attempts

to find air equivalent materials (FRICKE & GLASSER, 1925;

GLOCKER & KAUPP, 1927; GLASSER et aL, 1928; MAYNEORD &

ROBERTS, 1937; SIEVERT, 1937) and TRUBESTEIN'S use of

triolein as a fat substitute in 1937. The effects of air cavities

in wax phantoms were investigated by LEDDY & WITTING.inll93&

but a lung substitute does not appear to have been devised until

much later.

Pressdwood, a compressed cellulose material, was introduced

in 1937 by FAILLA and enjoyed a long period of use, especially in

the U.S.A. (QUIMBY et aL, 1938; AEBERSOLD & CHAFFEE, 1939).

This phase ends with the introduction of SIEMENS'WAX , a
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mixture of paraffin wax (100) and magnesium oxide (21) which had

improved attenuation properties compared to wax alone. (OTT,

1937). In the same year MAYNEORD re-examined the concept

of effective atomic number that he had considered in 1929

(MAYNEORD, 192 9(b)) and that was discussed in 1925 by FRICKE

& GLASSER. Mayneord calculated the effective atomic numbers

for photoelectric processes for a range of carbohydrates, proteins,

etc and applied the results to energy absorption in tissues, which

became the basis of future simulation studJes.

In summary, during this period both water and wax had universal

acceptance as soft tissue substitutes, with the limitations of wax

being gradually realized. Other materials introduced included

rice, grain, flour, etc, and were utilized both in dosimetric

measurements and as bolus materials in radiotherapy treatments.

The period ends with the first attempt at modifying wax and a

theoretical study of energy absorption in biological tissues. Many

changes were to take place during the next few years, but these

will be described in the next section.
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2.2(11) 1940-PRESENT DAY

The general mood of intense scientific investigation and

innovation which started in the late 1930's continued into this period

with two notable papers by SPIERS. In 1943 SPIERS published a

paper entitled 'Materials for depth dose measurements', in which

he investigated the photon attenuation properties of many materials,

including water, wax, rice, sugar and borax. Significantly he

measured the properties of a number of woods & pressdwoods,

and in support of an earlier communication by BRAESTRUP and

BLATZ (1940), concluded that pressdwood had variable characteristics

and was not suitable when low energies were employed. Spiers also

substantiated earlier claims that wax was not suitable as a muscle

substitute at low photon energies, and some mixtures of rice and

sodium bicarbonate wer developed, claimed to have acceptable

properties at these energies. Another paper by this author in 1946

extended the concept of effective atomic numbers and energy

absorption in biological tissues. The absorption characteristics

of muscle, fat, skin and bone samples were analysed both

experimentally and theoretically.

Attention was now being given to other tissue substitutes • In

1944 EDLING introduced a cellular lung substitute called 'ZELLSTOFF',

while plaster of Paris and glass were used to simulate bone (SPIERS,

1946 and 1949). Bolus materials were also dramatically changed

when in 1953, LINDSAY & STERN introduced, at the Lincoinshire

Radiotherapy Centre, a particulate system consisting of

sucrose (87) and magnesium carbonate levis (13), to be known
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later as 'LINCOLNSHIRE BOLUS'. Within a few years most

hospitals throughout Britain were using this material in preference

to the rice, flour, etc which had been extensively employed in the

pasta.

The way in which the substitutes were applied to dosimetric

problems shifted in emphasis during this period from the techniques

based on solid blocks of material or tanks of liquids, to those based

upon body phantoms. Numerous reports of 'home-made' body

phantoms are to be found in the literature. A selection of these

phantoms, described in TABLE 23, should illustrate the diversity

of approach.

From 1949-1962 a number of substitutes were introduced which, as

water and wax did much earlier, strongly influenced experimental

dosimetry. In 1949 JONES & RAINE produced a water substitute

called 'MIX D'. This was a mixture of paraffin wax (60 k 8),

polyethylene (30.4), magnesium oxide (6.4) and titanium dioxide (2.4)

that could be cast into sheets or more complex body sections.

[NIKL (1965) has discussed an interesting and apparently fragrant

variation of MIX D which he calls the 'Japanese version', composed

of paraffin wax (61), polyethylene (25), pine resin (16.2), magneSiUm

oxide (6.4) and titanium dioxide (2.4)]

In 1956, ROSSI and FAILLA introduced some liquid & gel

systems based on an approximate formula for soft tissue, C 5 fl40O18N.
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REFERENCE	 DESCRIPTION OF BODY PHANTOM

JENSEN, 1945	 Female pelvis, partially dissected,
filled with bags of talc and
'.. .gathered in a canvas corset and
wrapped in a sheet. ..'

OSBORN et al., 1945

NAHON & HAWKES, 1954

WHEATLEY & LISTER, 1957

LINCOLN & GUPTON, 1958

JACOBS & PAPE, 1961

TROUT & KELLEY, 1972

Model of child's head '.. . made of
wax containing a small proportion
of starch to correct its density. ..'

Plywood thorax phantom

Human skeleton immersed in mix D
(described later), packed with
Lincolnshire bolus. Sawdust lungs.

Adult female paper-mâché display
manikin, covered with thin layer of
plaster and filled with wax. Two
empty polyethylene bottles inserted
to simulate lungs.

Fibreglass shell manikin (female)
filled with rice.

• . .Masonite sheets in the shape of
a torso. .

TABLE 2.3 SOME PUBLISHED BODY PHANTOMS
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These systems, in particular the liquid mixture consisting of

water (56.9), glycerol (28.4), urea (7.6) and sucrose (71),

have been used repeatedly over the years, both in the original

form and also with small variations in composition (AGAGI &

LEHMAN, 1963; FAIRCHILD, 1965; FIELD & PARNELL, 1965;

GOODMAN, 1969; OSHTNO, 1973).

A family of electrically conducting plastics simulating muscle,

bone, air and polystyrene were manufactured in 1958 (SHONKA

et al., 1958). The materials were compounded from a number of

polymers and inert fillers. For example, the muscle substitute

was blended from carbon (13.5), polyethylene (52.1), nylon (28.2),

silica (2.2) and calcium fluoride (4.0). Due to their conducting

properties these plastics, with some minor modifications

(SPOKAS, 1973) have been used extensively in the construction

of ionization chambers.

Two other important systems simulating soft tissues were

produced in the early 1960's. In 1961 a material to be known

subsequently as 'TEMEX' was devised at the Royal Marsden

Hospital in London (STACEY, et al, 196l) This was basically

a depolymerised natural rubber with the addition of carbon and

titanium dioxide (STACEY, 1972). In 1962, the 'RANDO' system

was introduced in the U.S.A. (ALDERSON et aL, 1962). The

material used was a synthetic isocyanate rubber, but no indication

was given in the original paper of the fillers employed. Some more
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information may be gleaned from the Complete British Patent

specification published in 1966 (ALDERSON, 1966), which states

that phenolic microballoons & antimony trioxide were added to

the isoyanate. 'Temex' and 'Rando' are both produced in sheet

form and moulded around human skeletons as sliced body phantoms.

Lung substitutes are also available, 'Temex' using a formulation

based on latex, while 'Rando' is based on an epoxy resin (STACEY,

1972; ALDERSON, 1966).

So, during the period 1949-196, five major systems were

developed, namely mix D, Rossi-Failla liquids & gels, the

Shonka plastics, TemexU & 'Rando'. Of course there were

other formulations, often having superior properties to these

five systems, but the uses were frequently localised at the centre

or country of origin and have not enjoyed world-wide acceptance.

In this context the wax formulations of MARKTJS (1956), called

'M3') and HARRIS et al., (1956) have useful attenuation properties

but have not been widely applied.

Most substitutes have been designed for photon interactions,

and materials specifically for electron & beta dosimetry are not to

be found in the literature. Electron studies using 'conventional'

materials, including perspex , polyethylene and polystyrene, are

reported by many authors (LAUGHLINT, et aL, 1953 and 1965;

HAYBITTLE, 1960; MARKUS, 1960 and 1961; ALMOND et al.,

1967).
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Unfortunately a large number of inferior products have found

applications during the past 20 years. It has already been stated

that pressdwood, although known to be variable in composition and

poor at low photon energies, continues to be popular, presumably

because of its cheapness and availability. Lung substitutes have

suffered most from the continued use of materials of unknown and

variable composition. Sawdust, cork, sponge, oatmeal and even

breakfast cereals have been employed and, in fact, are still being

reported simply because their mass densities are of the correct

order of magnitude.

The study of air substitutes for ionization chambers has not

progressed as rapidly as might be expected. Formulations have

been communicated by BERNSTEDT (1940), ALY and WILSON (1949),

arid OTLET & GEORGE (1960). A spokesman for a major U. K.

nucleonic organisation has reported that nylon, graphite coated

perspex and P.T.F .C.E. have been considered to give

simulation over restricted energy ranges (WRIGHT, 1973).

During the past fiveyyears two important contributions to the

study of equivalent materials have appeared. In 1969 a new

analysis of effective atomic numbers was published (WEBER &

van den BERGE, 1969) which has thrown some light on the poor

performances of earlier formulations based upon this quantity.

In the same year some liquid systems were developed which

simulated 'standard man' & muscle tissue (FRIGERIO & SAMPSON,

1969). These were complex aqueous mixtures containing many
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additives and designed to give a direct simulation of elemental

composition.

The modern radiation physicist has a large number of

substitutes available for dosimetric studies. All too often the

choice is dictated by finance and the materials used by former

colleagues. The choice is made even more difficult by the sparse

and far from complete data given by authors on their products.

A typical report on a formulation mlght 1 have only one effective

atomic number, the mass density and, perhaps, the electron

density quoted. In the next section a comprehensive analysis

of the physical properties of all the important substitutes will be

discussed.
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2.3 THE CHARACTERISTICS OF PUBLISHED SUBSTITUTES

In the previous section it was stated that the available data on

existing substitutes were incomplete and frequently non-existent,

The only adequate method of analysing the usefulness of a formulation

over a wide range of energies, is to consider the five physical

quantities discussed at the beginning of the chapter (namely mass

attenuation & energy absorption coefficients, mass stopping &

angular scattering powers, and specific gravities).

Calculations of coefficients and powers at 33 energy points in

the range 10 keV - 100 MeV have been made on as many substitutes

of known compositions as could be found in a thorough search of the

literature	 Some 77 materials were analysed in 8 categories, as

outlined below,

No.

MUSCLE
	

46
FAT
	

4
LUNG
	

5
MATERIALS	 BONE

	
10

SIMULATING	 BLOOD
	

1
BREAST
	

2
POLYSTYRENE
	

1
AIR

Each of these categories will now be considered in detail.

2.3(i) MUSCLE

The elemental compositions of 46 muscle substitutes were

calculated and their coefficients & powers derived for the energy

range 10 key - 100 MeV. These values were compared with the
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coefficients and powers for the composition of striated muscle given

by the ICRU (National Bureau of Standards, 1964) [H(10.2);

C(12.3); N(3.5); 0(72.893); Na(0.08); Mg(0.02); P(0.2);

S(0.5); K(03); Ca(0.,007)]	 The specific gravity of muscle was

taken to be in the range 1.00-1.06.

A selection of the important muscle substitutes, with brief

descriptions of compositions, is given in TABLE 2.4 (for solids)

and TABLE 2.5 (for liquids, powders ançl gels).

The substitutes may be conveniently split into three classifications

according to the magnitudes of the maximum errors in their

coefficients and powers compared to ICRU muscle. Classes A,

B and C refer to errors <5%, 5-20% and >20% respectively.

For low energy photons the energy range 10-15 0 keV was

considered, being the predominant photoelectric region. (At

150 keV the photoelectric contribution to the TOTAL mass

attenuation coefficient is 1% for muscle). This energy range

is also the one for which most substitutes are designed. The

classifications are given below and were based on a comparison

of mass attenuation and energy absorption coefficients.

CLASS A (Errors <5%):

Liquid systems
M3
Powder systems
Water

(FRIGERIO & SAMPSON, 1969)
(MARKUS, 1956)
(SPIERS, 1943)
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TYPE/NAME	 COMPOSITION	 REFERENCE

SIEMENS WAX	 PARAFFIN WAX + MgO	 OTT, 1937

PRESSDWOOD	 FAILLA,1937

MIX 0	 PARAFFIN WAX + POLYETHYLENE + MgO + T10 2 	JONES and RAINE, 1949

WAX BASED	 PARAFFIN WAX + Si 02	 HARRIS, et al, 1956

M 3	 PARAFFIN WAX + MgO + CaCO3	 MARKUS, 1956

CONDUCTING PLASTICS POLYETHYLENE + NYLON - 6 + C + SI 02 + CaF2	 SHONKA, et aL, 1958

TEFLON + CARBON	 SHONKA, et al., 1958

PHILITE	 ARTIFICIAL RESIN	 OOSTERKAMP and PROPER, 1959

BlO - PLASTIC	 THERMO - POLYESTER	 RODERICK, 1959

'TEMEX'	 NATURAL RUBBER + FILLERS 	 STACEY,et aI.,1961

RANDO'	 ISOCYANATE RUBBER + FILLERS	 ALDERSON,eL al., 1962

1

TABLE 2.4 SOME PUBLISHED MUSCLE SUBSTITUTES - SOLIDS

TYPE/NAME	 COMPOSITION	 REFERENCE

LIQUID	 . WATER	 KIEN8CK,1906

WATER + GLYCEROL + UREA + SUCROSE	 ROSSI and FAILLA, 1956

WATER + GLYCEROL + UREA	 GOODMAN, 1969

WATER + MISC. COMPONENTS	 FRIGERIO &SAMR5ON, 1969

POWDERS	 RICE + SODIUM BICARBONATE	 SPIERS, 1943

	

LINCOLNSHIRE BOLUS	 SUCROSE + MAGNESIUM CARBONATE	 LINDSAY and STERN, 1953

PASTE	 •	 PARAFFIN + M9O + CaCO3	 MARKUS, 1956

POWDER	 PARAFFIN -I- B2O3 -1- MgCO3 	WEBER & van den BERGE, 1969

GEL	 WATER + GELATIN + GLYCEROL + SUCROSE	 ROSSI and FAILLA, 1956

WATER + AGAR + MISC COMPONENTS	 FRIGERIO,1962

'TABLE 2.5 SOME PUBLISHED MUSCLE SUBSTITUTES -
LIQUIDS, POWDERS, GELS
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CLASS B (Errors 5-20%):

Line olnshire bolus
Lithium fluoride
Mix D
Shonka plastics
Siem ens' wax
Gel system
Liquid systems
(& derivatives)
Powder system
TLD lithium borate
Wax system

(LINDSAY & STERN, 1953)

(JONES &RAINE, 1949)
(SHONKA et a]..1 1958)
(OTT, 1937)
(ROSSI & FAILLA, 1956)
(ROSSI & FAILLA, 1956)
(GOODMAN, 1969)
(WEBER & van den BERGE, 1969)
(JAYACHANDRAN. 1968)
(HARRIS et aL, 1956)

CLASS C (Errors >20%)

A-150	 (SHONKA PLASTIC DERIVATIVES)
Bakelite
Beryllium oxide
Bio-plastic	 (RODERICK, 1959)
Cellophane
'Markite'	 (ROSSJ &AILI,.A, 1956)
Paraffin wax
Perspex
Polystyrene
Rice
Silicon encapsulant DP2628
'Teimex'	 (STACEY et aL, 1961)

At medium photon energies (-. 1 MeV) when the response is not

dependent upon the atomic numbers of the constituents but upon

the electron density and hence the hydrogen content, the errors are

reduced significantly. Discrepancies often start to increase as the

photon energy approaches 100 MeV.

Similar classifications may be made for electron interactions

Considering the complete energy range, 10 keV . 100 MeV, the

majority of the materials quoted are CLASS B, with only 9 materials

split between the other two classes • Water, the gel and liquid of

ROSSI & FAILLA (with derivatives), FRIGERIO and GOODMAN'S
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liquids are CLASS A materials. Paraffin wax, the silicon

encapsulant ]DP2628, talc & lithium fluoride are CLASS C

materials.

The specific gravities generally fall within the range 0. 92-1 . 20.

The wax compounds are at the lower end of the scale and the

polymers at the upper ends

FIGURES 2.2-2.5 show how a selection of these systems

respond over the complete energy range. The curves depict the

calculated ratios of the mass attenuation & energy absorption

coefficients (A and B), mass stopping & angular scattering powers

(C and D) for the materials compared to muscle. Data for WATER,

PARAFFIN WAX, MIX D and 'TEMEX' are presented. The curves

illustrate an earlier comment that errors are frequently greatest

at the extremes of the energy ranges.

The main conclusions from these calculations are that the

existing substitutes, with the exception of a minority such as

water, some wax & powder system and the complex FRIGERIO

liquids, may introduce large errors in most dosimetric studies.

Even water has errors approaching 5% for low energy photon

absorption processes. Errors in excess of 20% cannot be

tolerated and equally divergencies of 5% appear excessive by today's

standardà.
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2.3(u) FAT

The only fat substitutes that are published are:

POLYETHYLENE
POLYETHYLENE/CARBON SYSTEM (FOWLER, 1957)
POLYSTYRENE
TRIOLEIN

In addition to these four a commercial product is

available from ALDERSON RESEARCH LABORATORIES 1 U.S.A.

The composition of this material is not puiblished.

As a published formula for fat was not available when

this study began, the composition was derived from the

biochemistry texts of HILDITCH, 1956; WEST et al., 1966 and

WHITE et al., 1968. This gave a formula of

C (76.05); H (12.21); 0(11.74)

The composition was later confirmed in a preprint of an ICRP

publication on Reference Man (TIPTON, 1970) which gave a

formula for 'body fat' as

C (74.1); H (11.9); 0(11.1)

Triolein-has a formula extremely close to those given

above and its coefficients & powers are within 1% of those

calculated for fat.

The polyethylene/carbon system used by FOWLER has

maximum coefficient errors - . 13% and power errors —7% (CLASS B).

In the energy range 10-100 keV (that is, photoelectric

contribution down to below 1% for fat), polyethylene has maximum
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coefficient errors "-20%, while polystyrene has errors -'15%.

For electrons, both materials have power errors -'5% over the

complete energy range.
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2,3(111) LUNG

Only five lung substitutes could be analysed due to the

variable and often unknown composition of many of the materials

used (for example, cork, sawdust, sponge, etc) (SPIERS, 1943;

STONE, 1973) (TABLE 2.6).

COMPOSITION	 REFERENCE

CELLULAR MATERIAL 'ZELLSTOFF' 	 EDLING,1944

PARAFFIN WAX + SAWDUST	 KORNELSEN,1954

PLYWOOD	 NAHON & HAWKES,1954

CORK + FILLER	 COHEN,1955

SPONGE + WATER	 LOCHMAN,1955

GELATIN CAPSULES	 HARRIS,et aL1956

FOAM RUBBER	 KOREN & MAUDAL1957

SPONGE + 'CASCO' GLUE 	 SPLETTSTOSSER & SEEMANN,1955

POLYSTYRENE FOAM	 ANDERSON,et aI.,1969

ADIPRENE + FILLERS	 ROGERS,1970

PERFORATED POLYSTYRENE	 NORDBERG,1972

LATEX + FILLERS	 STACEY,1972.

GRANULATED SHONKA DERIVATIVE (A].5O) 	 McGINLEY,1973

TABLE 2.6 SOME PUBLISHED LUNG SUBSTITUTES

Comparisons were made with the ICRU muscle formula,

considring lung as an expanded muscle-type tissue. The specific

gravity ranges from 0.26 when the lung is inflated, to 1.05 when

deflated (TIPTON, 1970).

The classificati ons for low energy Photons in the range

10-150 keV are shown below.
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CLASS A (Errors <5%):

CLASS B (Errors 5-20%):

CLASS C (Errors > 2 0%):

NONE

NONE

Adiprene (ROGERS, 1970)
Gelatin capsules
Granulated A-150
Latex (STACEY, 1972).
Polystyrene (foam & sheets)

For electron interactions (10 keV - 100 MeV), the above materials

are CLASS B.

The specific gravities for all of these materials were of the

correct order of magnitude.

The coefficient and power ratios over the complete energy range

for STACEY's latex lung substitute are illustrated in FIGURE 2.6.

Errors in excess of 20% at low energies occur for mass energy

absorption coefficient ratios.

A - PHOTON ATTENUATION

1
	

B - PHOTON ABSORPTION

C - ELECTRON STOPPING

D - ELECTRON SCATTERING

1•1
B

RATIOS 1. - - - - - - - - -

D

•01	 01	 •1	 10	 100
ENERGY (MeV)

FIGURE 2.6 COEFFICIENT AND POWER RATIOS FOR -
•	 STACEY'S LATEX/LUNG
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It is concluded that these materials have errors which are

unacceptably high for most dosimetric purposes, and that new

CLASS A lung substitutes are urgently required.
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2.3(iv)	 BONE

Ten bone substitutes are summarised below in

TABLE 2.7.

COMPOSITION

PLASTER OF PARIS

GLASS

POLYETHYLENE + NYLON-6 + C + CaF2

SLUMINIUM

SULPHUR

WATER +CaBr2

MAGNESIUM

WATER + CaCl2

EPDXY RESIN+FILLER

CARBON TETRACHLORIDE +

ETHYL ALCOHOL

REFE RENCE

SPIERS,1946

SPIERS,].949

SHONKA et aI.,1958

GOODWIN .1960

MARKUS ,1960

SI3IERS & CHESTERS,1962

LAUGHLIN et aI.,1965

FACEY,1968

POLL,1972

VAKHLAKOVA &

S KORO PAD, 1972

TABLE 2.7 SOME PUBLISHED BONE SUBSTITUTES

Again the coefficients and powers for photon and electron

interactions have been calculated over the energy range 10 keV -

100 MeV. The data were compared with a formultion of hard

•bone given by WOODARD (1962), which is said to be superior to

the recommendations given by the ICRU in the National Bureau

of Standards' Handbook 85 of 1964 (SPIERS, 1971). The Woodard

formulation may be represented as C(15.5); H(3.39); N(3.97); 0(44.1);

Na(O.06); Mg(0.21); P(10.2); S(0.31); Ca(22.2). 	 The specific

gravity was taken to be 1.85 (SPIERS, 1971).

For low energy photons in the energy range 10-300 keV

(representing the predominant photoelectric region) the ten
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CLASS A (Errors < 5%):

CLASS B (Errors 5-20%):

substitutes may be classified as follows:-

CLASS C (Errors > 20%)

NONE

Aluniiniurn
Resin (POLL, 1972)

Liquid bone (VAKHLAKOVA &
SKOROPAD, 1972)

Magnesium
Plaster of Paris
Pyrex
Shonka plastic bone
Sulphur

Specific gravities vary from approximately 1 . 7 to 2. 7.

In ifairness it must be noted that the ICRU formula for bone has

been used in the derivation of some substitutes, for example

Shonka plastic bone. If comparisons with this composition are

made, much better agreement is found.

FIGURES 2. 7 and 2.8 show the complete variation in the

coefficients and powers for PLASTER OF PARIS and PYREX

compared to Woodard bone s Pyrex gives large coefficient errors

at low photon energies.

For electrons, most of the substitutes were CLASS B materials

Exceptions were the resin system of POLL (CLASS A), sulphur

(CLASS C) and the liquid of VAKHLAKOVA & SKOROPAD (CLASS C).

The last two materials gave particularly high angular scattering

errors.
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FIGURE 2.8 COEFFICIENT & POWER RATIOS - PYREX/BONE
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2.3(v) MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS

In this section, the remaining categories of blood, breast,

polystyrene and air substitutes are considered.

Only one blood substitute could be found (HARRIS et al 1956),

compounded from methyl methacrylate (95) & silica (5). The

final product has a specific gravity of 1.19 [the specific gravity

of blood is given as 1 06 (TIPTON, 1970)]. For low energy

photons the material may be classified as CLASS C, and for

electrons CLASS B.

T} coefficient and power ratios for the breast tissue substitutes

could not be calculated as a reliable formula of 'average' breast

tissue was not available.

The single polystyrene substitute (SHONKA et al., 1958) is an

electrically conducting mixture of polystyrene (72); polyethylene

(15.1); carbon (12.9). As this mixture resolves into a chemical

composition almost identical with that of polystyrene, agreement

from 10 keV - 100 MeV for both photon and electron processes is

excellent.

Some of the important air substitutes are shown in TABLE 2.84
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COMPOSITION	 REFERENCE

BAKELITE+C+Si	 GLOCKER & KAUPP,1927

BAKELITE .	 BEHNKEN & JAEGER,1928

CELLULOID -	 BERNSTEDT, 1940

BAKELITE + C + VO	 ALY & WILSON,1949

NYLON-6+C+Si02	SHONKA et aI.,1958

BAKELITE+C+T102	 OTLET & GEORGE,1960

LITHIUM BORATE +Mn	 JAYACHANDRAN,1968

TABLE 2.8 SOME PUBLIShED AIR SUBSTITUTES

Calculations were performed on eight formulations, comparing

coefficients & powers with similar data derived from the composition

of air given b ICRU, (National Bureau of Standards, 1964). For

low energy photons (10-200 keV) most of the materials gave

maximum errors in the range 5-20% (CLASS B). There were

three exceptions; Shonka plastic had errors <5% (CIJASS A) while

the bakllte based substitute of GLOCKER & KAUPP (1927) and also

pure bakelite had errors in excess of 20% (CLASS C). For electron

interactions (10 keV - 1 00 MeV) all the materials gave maximum

errors. in the range 5-2.0% (CLASS B),
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From the data presented in these five sections it can be seen

that many of the existing materials purporting to be'equivalent'

to biological tissues and other media are inadequate, especiafly

at low photon energies. This is particularly evident f or the lung,

bone and many of the popular muscle substitutes. The reasons

for these discrepancies will be considered in the next chapter when

more reliable selection procedures will be proposed.
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CHAPTER 3

THE FORMULATION OF MATERIALS EXHIBITING
PWFDETERMINED RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS

3.1 EXISTING SELECTION PROCEDURES

Two principal techniques have been applied to the problem

of formulating substitution materials. These may be described

as (1) the ELEMENTAL EQUWALENCE METHOD and (ii) the

EFFECTWE ATOMIC NtJMBER,Z(x) METHOD.

In the first method the substitute is formulated such that it has

the same elemental composition as the material being simulated.

This method was originated by ROSSI & FAILLA (1956) when they

introduced their liquid & gel systems. Mixtures of water, urea,

sucrose, etc were made in an attempt to reproduce an approximate

formula for soft tissue (C5 H40018N) 	 The liquid system, which

with minor variations is still popular in neutron dosimetry, had

the formula , C5 H 5 018 N097

The methods of arriving at these formulae are frequently

omitted and the impression is given that 'trial-and-error'ls

employed. There are, of course, exceptions to this, a notable

one being the method discussed by FRIGERIO and SAMPSON (1969).

Frigerio uses a simplified version of Gibbs' Method of Canonical

Components. In the case of the formula C 5 H40018 N the

canonically required component H 2 0 is transferred to yield C 5 H4N (H2O)18

Urea, with the formula C H4 N 2 0 is next transferred to satisfy
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the nitrogen requirement. 8y writing urea in canonical form,

CH2N2 (H20),itis evident that 0.5 moles are required, which gives

C 4.5H3 + 05 (C H 2N 2 (H 2 0))+17.5H20. Glycerol, with a formula

C 3 H 2 ( H 20)3 ,is finally transferred (1.5 moles) to give:-

1•5 (C 3H2(H20)3 )^0.5(CH2N2(H20))+13H20 , which exactly resolved

into C5H40018N

This method becomes more involved as the x,eliable tissue formulae,

such as ICRU muscle, are used and leads to complex systems

having 10-13 components.

Another interesting variation of the Elemental Equivalence

Method was devised by SHONKA et al.(1958), "to produce a series

of electrically conducting plastics. The composition of a muscle

substitute was decided from the solution of a set of simultaneous

equations derived to satisfy (a) the nitrogen content, (b) the

hydrogen content, (c•) the electrical conductivity (13% free carbon),

(d) Compton interactions and (e) photoelectric interactions.

It appears from the literature that the methods of SHONKA &

FRIGERIO are the only ones based on any logical procedures.

The Elemental Equivalence Method accounts for less than 10% of

all the published substitutes. The second method, involving so-

called EFFECTiVE ATOMIC NUMBERS, is the technique most

frequently used for substitutes developed for dosimetric studies

with photon beams. In this method a single number is calculated

or measured, which is said to characterise the magnitude of the
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photon interaction likely to occur, Generally the effective atomic

number for photoelectric processes is considered as, historically,

low energy X-rays predominated for many years in Medical

Establishments The fact that this energy range is frequently

the one in which the largest errors are found, means a thorough

investigation of this procedure is imperative if improved

simulation techniques are to be developed. In the next section

the effective atomic number method will be discussed in detail

and its limitations and anomalies probed.
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3.2 THE EFFECTIVE ATOMIC NUMBER METHOD

When an element is placed in a beam of photons, the interactions

that occur will depend upon the photon energy (E) and the elemental

atomic number (Z). It has been shown that the cross section per

atom for an interaction (photoelectric absorption, coherent

scattering, incoherent scattering or pair production) is directly

proportional to the atomic number raised to some numerical power.

(BRAGG & PEIRCE, 1914; RICHTMYER & WARBURTON, 1923).

For convenience this power will be represe'hted by 'x + 1', so that,

ELEMENTAL CROSS SECTION (a)
(PER ATOM)

(when compounds are considered, the adoption of the 'x + 1'

convention results in formulae which are less tedious to manipulate).

The value of the power 'x + l'is dependent upon the type of

process analysed and is reported to vary from 1 to 5 (HUBBELL,

1969).

A compound may be regarded as a single element with an

effectiveatomic num ber, Z(x),given by

-	 I
Z(x) =	 ajz)

The derivation of this concept is illustrated in FIGURE 3 .1.

In general, the sum of the constituent elemental atomic numbers, Z,

raised to the power 'x' and weighted according t o their fractional

electron content, ct ,within the corn pound gives the quantity [ (x)]x

from which (x)rnay be calculated
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EFFECTiVE ATOMIC NUMBERS

(photon interactions )

(1) ELEMENTS

CROSS SECTION (a)	 ZX4I

(per atom)

(2) COMPOUNDS :

By ADDITION FORMULA , the mass attenuation coefficient (P/p) is given by ,

But
	

a. =.k.Z1
	

and	 =I	 I	 \P/i	 A1

So,	 =	 (A)..

P	 'A1

IF	 no	electron density of compound	 NAw.

arid a. - fractional electron content 	 = NALi.Z/A.fl

Then,	 = k.nd(zx)

a
Compound may be regarded as a SINGLE element , with EFFECTIVE ATOMIC

NUMBER, 2(x) where,

2(x) =

FIGURE 3.1 THE DERIVATION OF EFFECTIVE ATOMIC NUMBERS
(DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SYMBOLS USED ARE GIVEN
IN APPENDIX 1)
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This method of defining effective atomic number is the one

normally favoured in simulation studies (FRICKE & GLASSER, 1925;

MAYNEORD, 1937; SPIERS, 1946). The technique of weighting

according to the relative masses of the constituents has been

discussed, but is not widely used (HINE, 1952 HENRIKSEN &

BAARLI, 1957; MTJRTY, 1965).

The mass attenuation coefficientI 1/pfor a compound is directly

proportional to the product of the electron density, no , and the

effective atomic number raised to the power, x, or,

I.L/	 no [z(x)]x .............

The values of the exponent, x, which have been applied to the

study of tissue substitutes are shown in TABLE 3 , 1. The exponent

for photoelectric interactions has varied from 2.94 to 3.4, with the

majority of formulations based on the former value. An exponent

of 1 . 7 for coherent scattering processes was introduced by WEBER &

van den BERGE (1969). The pair production exponent is always

taken to be unity.

The large errors in the properties of the substitutes based on

this concept are due mainly to the manipulation of the above

relationship (3.1). Usually the simulation procedure is to adjust

the composition bf the substitute so that the value of (x)is as

close as possible to that of the material being simulated. This

is normally performed for only one photon interaction, namely

photoelectric absorption. But the coefficients depend upon the
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qalues of[(x)]Xto be called 'Z-Powers' in this study. A small

difference in the values of (x) will produce a significantly larger

difference in coefficients. This is especially true for photoelectric

processes when x is generally taken '-'3. The electron density is

frequently only referred to when incoherent (Compton) scattering is

analysed.• For this interaction (per electron) x is zero, so the

coefficients are directlyproportional to the electron density. If

the values of the .-Powers are exactly equal, any differences in

the electron densities will result in differences in the coefficients,.

eyen for the photoelectric interactions. The two materials must

therefore have identical Z-Powers and electron densities if good
1

simulation is required.

	

COHERENT	 PHOTO	 PAIR	 REFERENCE

-	 2.94	 -	 WALTER, 1926

(MAYNEORD, 1937)

	

•	 (SPIERS, 1946)

-	 3.1	 1.0	 MINE, 1952

1.7	 34	 -	 WEBER and

	

•	 vanden BERGE, 1969

TABLE 3.1 Z-EXPONENTS USED IN THE STUDY
TISSUE SUBSTITUTES (FOR MASS
ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT DATA)

The effects of using the product n0[Z(x)]Xf or simulation are
illustrated in TABLE 3 .2. In the tabulation the notation 'Z(3 . 0)',

refers to the value of Z(x) obtained by making x 3.0 • For simplicity
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the product no[z(x)]Xwill be called 'V(x)'. Hence 7(3.0)t is

equivalent to n47(3.o)]30

MATERIAL

MUSCLE

WAX

(a) MIXD

BONE

PYREX

PLASTER OF
PARIS

(3.0)	 V(3.o)	 (3.5)	 V(4.0)

7483	 1388 x 1023 4077 x 1023 1223 x 1024

5.436	 5541 x 1022 1356 x 1023 3320 x 1023

7.031	 1182 x 1023 4066 x 1023 1517 x 1024

13.25	 7219 x 1023 3025 x 1024 1290x 1025

11.20	 4201x1023 1492x1024	3'4j.024

14.17	 8749 x 1023 3663 x 1024 1535 , 10

DATA

Z(3.o)

(b) V(3.0)

V(3.5)

V(4.o)

RATIOS FOR

WAX!	 MIX	 PYREX! PLASTEfl./

	

MUSCLE MUSCLE BONE	 BONE

	

0.73	 0.94	 0.85	 1.07

	

0.40	 0.85	 0.58	 1.21

	

0.33	 1.00	 0.49	 1.21

	

0.27	 1.24	 0.42	 1.21

PHOTOELECTRIC
(c) MASSATTEN.	 0.34-0.30 083-1.03 0.58-0.46 1.22-1.21

COEFF .RATIO

TABLE 3.2 EFFECT WE ATOMIC NUMBER DATA FOR SOME
MUSCLE AND BONE SUBSTITUTES
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TABLE 3 .2 is split into three parts (a), (b) and (c). The

tabulation in (a) shows the values of(3.0), V(3.0), Y(3.5) and

V(4o) for two muscle substitutes, WAX and MIX D, and two bone

substitutes PYREX and PLASTER OF PARIS. Similar values for

muscle and bone are also included. The tabulation (b) shows the

ratios of the four quantities f or the substitutes and the tissue being

simulated, The final tabulation (c) gives the range of values f or

the ratios of the mass attenuation coefficients for the substitute

and tissue, in the photoelectric regin. The ratios are quoted

f or 10 keV - 150 keV for the muscle substitutes and 10 keV - 300 keV

for the bone substitutes. In each case the ratio for the lowest

energy is given first. These coefficient ratios indicate that the

substitutes have either increasing, decreasing or constant err ors•

It can be seen from the data that if the data for (3. 0) is used

to characterise the photoelectric effect, then large discrepancies

will occur. For example, with wax the Z(3. 0) ratios appear to

indicate a coefficient ratio of 0.73, but ratios from 0.34-0.30

actually occurs

The magnitude of these errors is evident from an inspection

of the relationship 3 . 1. If the ratio of Z(x) for a substltute(Zs(x))

and a tissue (Z1(x)) equals 'c' then the coefficient ratio given by

(n0)5[Z(x)? ,resolves into	 c. So, if a substitute has the
(no)T[T (x)JX
same electron density as the tissue but a Z(x) ratio of, say, 1.05.

then for x 3.0 a coefficient ratio of (1. 05)30 or 1.16 would be expected.
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For larger exponents, larger differences occur.

The data of TABLE 3 .2 also indicate that a single exponent will

not in general give adequate agreement over the complete energy

range that photoelectric absorption is significant. As the energy

increases larger exponents are required. A single exponent will

only characterise within certain limits the interactions at a

particular energy.

It is instructive 'to apply some of"these ideas to the formulation

of MIX D. The method employed by the authors was as follows:-

(a) The proportions of paraffin wax/polyethylene/MgO were

adjusted to give the same electron density as water.

(b) The amount of Ti0 2 to give the same value of Z(x) as

water was calculated (x = 2.94).

If these calculations are repeated, but in (b) the quantity (x)

is matched and not Z(x), the formulae given in TABLE 3,3 are

produced ('MIX E' and 'MIX F').

The ratios of the photoelectric mass attenuation coefficients for

the three mixes to those of water are shown in TABLE 3.4. It

can be seen that the 15% errors found with MIX D are immediately

reduced to 6% when the modified 'MIX F9.s considered.
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MIXD

'MIX E'

'MIX F'

PERCENTAGE WEIGHTS

PARAFFUt
WAX	 POLYETHYLENE MgO Ti 02

	

60.8	 30.4	 6.4	 2.4

	

52.44	 26.22	 20.33 1.01

	

52.80	 26.40	 20.47 0.33

r
BASED
UPON..

Z(2.94)

(3oo)

V(3.5

TABLE 3.3 THE COMPOSITION OF MIX D AND THE MODIFIED
VERSIONS, 'MIX E' AND 'MIX F'

MIXD

'MIX E'

'MIX F'

PHOTOELECTRIC MASS ATTENUATION
COEFFICIENT RATIOS

lOkeV	 20	 40	 80	 100	 l5OkeV

	

0.85	 0.97	 1.03	 1.08	 1,09	 1.11

	

1.03	 1.13	 1.16	 1.19	 1.21.	 1.22

	

0.94	 1.01	 1.02	 1,04	 1,05	 105

TABLE 3.4 THE PHOTOELECTRIC MASS ATTENUATION
COEFFICIENTS FOR MIX D, 'MIX E' AND
'MIX F' COMPARED TO THOSE FOR WATER
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In the formulation of substitutes, effective atomic numbers have

only once been applied to another photon interaction. WEBER &

van den BERGE (1969 considered both photoelectric and coherent

processes, using (x) with values of x of 3.4 and 1 .7 respectively.

The powder produced in their survey was given a CLASS B (5-20%

errors) identification for low energy photons (CHAPTER 2).

The relative importance of other photon interactions are

illustrated in FIGURE 3.2, which depicts the calculated ratios

of the partial attenuation coefficients (photoelectric, coherent,

incoherent & pair production) to the total coefficients from 10 keV -

100 MeV for MUSCLE. Coherent interactions are seen to account

for a maximum of "-10% at 30 keV, while above 3 MeV pair production

predominates. From 200 key - 2 MeV incoherent processes are

responsible for 99% of all the effects

It is clear from the data given in this section that effective

atomic numbers, together with electron densities, can indicate

formulations having useful photon attenuation properties if the basic

formulae are manipulated correctly. For this method to produce

systems acceptable over a large energy range, the concept must

be extended to include all of the partial attenuation data and not

restricted to photoelectric processes as it has been, almost

exclusively, in the past. If agreement for other effects are required,

then the possibility of using analagous effective atomic numbers f or

energy absorption coefficients & electron stopping and angular

scattering powers must be investigated.
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3.3 NEW SELECTION PROCEDURES

(1) SOME GENERAL PRCIPLES

In this section an account will be given of two new

selection procedures developed, and subsequently tested practically,

for simulating materials with predetermined characteristics for

photon and electron interactions. Both methods were based on

the three following general principles:-

(a) The procedure must precisely establish the relative

weights of the components of a substitute having

partial attenuation & absorption coefficients,

electron collision and radiation stopping

powers, angular scattering powers and specific

gravities within pre-defined limits

(b) The procedure must effectively select from a library

of compounds those which are suitable for addition

to a specified base material so that an acceptable

substitute is formed.

(c) If feasible two-component substitutes (that is, base

material and added correcting' compound) should

be formulated.

The first principle, (a), may in practice be relaxed in certain

circumstances when the application of the substitute requires only

a fraction of the photon and electron interactions to be within
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selected limits.

The second principle, (b), was designed to establish criteria

for selecting suitable components for a substitute. Frequently,

the choice of the base material is restricted by its subsequent

application; for example, paraffin wax may be chosen for its

moulding or casting characteristics. The choice of compounds

added to 'improve' the base material is, in general, completely

arbitrary and without any s ound quantitative reason • It may be

shown that some added compounds result in acceptable products,

while others produce inferior substitutes. A typical example is

found with muscle substitutes based on wax when the addition of

magnesium oxide yields a product with better attenuation properties

than the addition of silicon dioxide. The reason for this is extremely

important if precise procedures are to be formulated.

The final principle, (c), was made so that the manufacture of

the resulting substitutes would be relatively straightforward.

If two-component substitutes can be produced with radiation

characteristics within the defined limits, then it appears pointless

to consider more complex systems. It will be shown in a later

chapter that this principle was in general adhered to but had to be

modified in the case of epoxy resin based muscle, lung and fat

substitutes. In this instance an extra low mass density compound

(phenolic microspheres) had to be added to reduce the final specific

gravity to acceptable limits. The two-component procedure was
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still applied as the resin plus the fixed percentage of microspheres

was considered to be the base material.

The two selection procedures based on these three principles

may be described as

THE BASIC DATA METHOD

THE EXTENDED V(x) METHOD

Each method will now be described in detail.
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3.3(11) THE BASIC DATA METHOD

Together with the elemental equivalence technique, this

method,which uses coefficients and powers for compounds, is

the most precise for substitute formulation. The basic concept

is very simple. If a substitute, S. is composed of two components

A and B and precisely simulates a materiki, X, at one energy and

for one interaction, the coefficients (or powers) being respectively

C 5 , C., CB, C,, then if the Addition Formula is obeyed,

c = c = LaJA. CA + c,j' CB	 (	 are
proportions by

But	 WA + w = 1,	 weight

So,	 _CS-CB
WA - 

CA
 - .... 3.2

For the proportions given by equation 3.2, the coefficient at the

appropriate energy for the substitute is exactly the same as that

for the material being simulated. The agreement for other

energies and other partial interactions will depend upon the choice

of materials.

If a procedure wuld be devised so that the two selected components

gave acceptable coefficients (or powers) over an extended energy

range, then this single estimation of weight proportion would be

adequate for one effect. The method of compound selection to

facilitate these aims was based on tie slopes of the coefficients

(or powers) versus energy curves.

To simplify matters, only photoelectric attenuation coefficients

will be considered at this stage in the analysis. These coefficients
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(or cross-sections for elements) on a log-log plot against photon

energy form linear graphs over certain energy ranges (FIGURE 3.3).

The slope of this photoelectric curve (to be called PHOTO-SLOPE')

for a compound will depend upon the slopes of the photoelectric

curves of the elements that make up the compound. This is

because the photo-slopes for the elements vary as the atomic

numbers change.

The variation in the photo-slopes for the first 25 elements is

shown in FIGURE 3.4. The data for this graph were calculated

from elemental cross sections, in the energy interval 10-150 keV.

The absolute slopes are seen to decrease from 3.434 to 2,968 as

the atomic numbers increase from 1 to 25. The small graph in

the top right-hand corner of Figure 3 .4 illustrates the change

(exaggerated) in the slopes for three elements of atomic numbers

Z 1 , Z 2 and Z3

Compounds will each have a photo-slope depending upon the

elemental composition. Typical examples are fat and bone. In

this same energy interval, 10-15 0 keV, the numerical value of

the photo-slope for fat is 3.249 and that for bone is 3.071. As

expected, fat has the larger value due to its larger hydrogen

content.

The same reasoning applies, of course, to a substitute made up

of two compounds. The final slope will depend upon the compounds

and their percentage weights.
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\<CTRI	

I \z
I <Z2<Z3

	

3.4 	 _______

	

3.3 	 ________

IS LOPEL 3•2	
E

In(energy)

3•1

(0.01-0.15MeV)

1
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ATOMiC NUMBER (Z)

FIGURE 3.4 THE VARIATION N SLOPE OF
-	 in (CROSS SECTION)vs in (ENERGY)

FOR DIFFERENT ATOMIC NUMBERS
(ATTENUATION DATA)

The p ermissible variation in the slope of the final material may

be calculated as shown in FIGURE 3. 5. In the figure the

substitute material (5) and the material being simulated (X), have

exactly the same photoelectric attenuation coefficients (C) at

some mid-point energy, Em. The photo-slope for the substitute,

	

resolves into the ratio in(Cs'/in (Ern\ 	 [C and c, are
\C'x)/	 Eo)

the coefficients for the substitute and. the 'reaP material at the

minimum energy, E0] . A similar expression may be derived for

the photo-slope, m . If the ratio C /C, is called the FITTING

RATIO, f, then the differences in the slopes m 5 and n may be
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Ci—+

CALCULATION OF ACCEPTABLE SLOPE VARIATION

Cs	 MATERIAL 'S' TO SIMULATE

'1-

 C)(N\	 MATERIAL 'X'

'4-

0	
..	 Assume ' S ' and • X correct at E

PHOTO

Em In(Energy,

If C5/C=f

[FITTING RATIO]

s/ce
(Slope)s =	 =

In(Em/Eo)

[similar expression for m 1
xJ

[	 In(f)
m5 - m=

In (Em/Eo)I '"

FIGURE 3.5 THE CALCULATION OF THE PERMISSIBLE
VARIATION IN PHOTO-SLOPES FOR A SUBSTITUTE,
T51, SIMULATING A MATERIAL, 'X'

CALCULATION OF SLOPE FOR NEW MATERIAL

CB	 ,	 I MATERIALS	 ' + 'B'
C5 X	 PHOTO I

'-S. CA'\\	 L .. NEW MATERIAL'S'

in (c5/c)
= m	

In(Em/Eo)

[similar expressions for mA , mB]

E0 	Em	 In(Energy)	 If' Em/E0K

KmA = CA /C ; K" CB/C Kms = C /C

But	 Cs = WACA + L) B C B , so by substitution

Kms= (A)ACA KmA + 
WCB KmB

C

Kms = PA K A + PBKB

[p ,p are fractional contributions to coefficients at E ]AB	 m

FIGURE 3.6 THE CALCULATION OF THE PHOTO-SLOPE OF A
TWO-COMPONENT SUBSTITUTE
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expressed in terms of the ratio ln(f)/ln[] . Once the variation

in the coefficients at energy E 0 has been set, then the permitted

variation between the photo-slopes of the substitute and the material

being simulated may be calculated (Equation 3.3).

If the substitute, S, is a mixture of two compounds A & B,

where A is the base material and B an unknown compound which

will be added to improve the radiation characteristics, then

equation 3.4, derived in FIGURE 3.6, relates the photo-slopes

for the three materials, S, A and B. Here, an addition formula

relating the quantity Kms (with K being the energy ratio ErnIE0)

to the same expressions for A and B (}çmA and KmB ) has been

produced.

The final step in the analysis is the specification of the photo-

slope of the added compound, B (mB), If the'real' material, X,

and the base material, A,are fixed and compound B is added to the

base so that the coefficients (C and C ) agree exactly at energy

Em, then m 8 is given by Equation 3.5 (FIGURE 3.7) This slope

is derived from an expressionwhich includes m 5 , mA , K, WA,

and also the coefficients at Em, namely C, and C . The inclusion

of the fractional weight, WA, shows predictably that the acceptable

photo-slope of B depends upon the relative amounts of A and B that

are to be added together. If the variation of in 5 is set by means

of the Fitting Ratio, Cs /C, , , then the permitted spread in niB may

be calculated.
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MANIPULAUON OF SLOPE EQUATION

'-s \

H\:XIF

E M In ( Energy )
THEN.

r /Kms_I3AKAV'
mB 

= L"	 Pa	
)j.[ln(K)]

(a ) Materials 'X ' and 'A ' are fixed and

C b ) Material ' B 'is added so that fit is

correct at energy Em

K m — (^)KmAl
II

m	 =	 In -	 [fl]

1-- II
c(

If the limits of m are known , the ACCEPTABLE spread of mB

can be calculated

FIGURE 3.7 THE CALCULATION OF THE PHOTO-SLOPE
OF THE ADDED COMPOUND IN A
TWO-COMPONENT SUBSTITUTE

It is now feasible to select and formulate two-component

substitutes having photoelectric coefficients within specified limits,

The material to be simulated and the base material are selected

and the permitted variation in the photo-slope of the substitute is

calculated. A material has then to be found which, when added to

the base in the correct mass ratio, gives a mixture with exactly

the same photoelectric coefficients, at a mid-point energy, as the

'real' material • In addition the photo-slope of the added compound

must fall within certain limits, which may be calculated once the

mass ratios are known. If the photo-slope of the proposed

additional compound falls within these limits, the resulting
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photoelectric coefficients for the substitute will be acceptable over

the extended energy range.

For this method to be completely adequate, it must be possible

to apply the technique to interactions other than solely photoelectric

absorption. The restrictions on its application are (a) the Addition

Formula must be obeyed and (b) the relationsh!i p between the

coefficients (or powers) and energy must be expressed in a form

which is,f or closely approximates to, a linear function,

It was stated in the first chapter that the Addition Rule was

obeyed, within a few percent, for photons over the energy range

10 keV - 100 MeV. For electrons it s apparently held for

angular scattering powers over this same energy range and for

stopping powers from 10 keV - 2 MeV. Above 2 MeV the Addition

Formula gives divergencies from the values calculated theoretically.

The linearity of coefficient and power data versus energy is

evident from FIGURES 3,3 and 3.8. For photon attenuation

processes, photoelectric and coherent interactions produce near-

linear curves when plotted against energy on a log-log scale s Pair

production effects may be approximated to straight lines over

restricted energy ranges. Similar comments also apply to

photoelectric and pair production in energy absorption interactions

In both photon attenuation and absorption, the incoherent curves

were considered to be unchanging in slope (or shape) and varying

only in amplitude. Incoherent data were consequently only
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evaluated at a single energy point, namely 1 MeV. This

approximation proved to be completely acceptable in practice.

For electrons, collision and radiation stopping power curves

may be approximated to straight lines over limited energy ranges,

while angular scattering powers are predominantly linear over

extended ranges.

A few numerical examples should illustrate the degree of

linearity that exists. In the energy interval 10-150 keV the

coefficient & power slopes, together with standard deviations,

were calculated for CARBON. The slopes, assuming a log-log

relationship between coefficients (or powers) and energy, were

as follows:-

PHOTOELECTRIC ATTENUATION.....-3.263 t00Ø5

PHOTOELECTRIC ABSORPTION ......-3.303 toOO7

COHERENT ATTENUATION .k.1. ?02 0. 042

ANGULAR SCATTERING POWER...... -1.768 tO.007

The way in which this method was applied in practice will be

described in the next chapter.
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3.3(111) EXTENDED Y(x) METHOD

It was apparent from the analysis of effective atomic

number given in section 3 .2 that this quantity, together with

electron density, could produce useful formulations. In the past

their application has been limited almost completely to photoelectric

interactions when a single -exponent is used to characterise the

effect. For a more rigorous treatment, effective atomic numbers

must be applied to the other important interactions, namely coherent,

incoherent & pair production processes, collision and radiation

stopping powers and angular scattering powers. These numbers,

or derivations from them, should also indicate the suitability of

added compounds for two-component formulations, in an analagous

way to the manipulation of photo-slopes developed in the Basic

Data Method. With these aims in mind, the Extended V(x) Method

has been produced.

Using the same criteria as discussed earlier, the method

should effectively....

(a) Establish precisely the relative masses of the

components of substitutes which have coefficients

and powers within specified limits.

(b) Screen an array of compounds and locate the best

components for a defined substitute

(c) Formulate two-component substitutes,
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Similarly as in the previous method, the simulation for

photoelectric interactions will be discussed initially, followed by

the application to other effects.

To establish the relative masses of a two-component material

(A + B) which yields a specific photoelectric coefficient at a given

energy, the V(x) value must be considered. The magnitude of the

effect for the substitute (S) is proportional to the product of the

electron density, (n0) and the Z-Power, [Z5(x)]x, which in this

study is termed Vs(x). If this quantity equals (x) for the 'real'

material, the photoelectric processes, at this particular energy,

willbe the same in the two materials

The relationship which relates the V-values in a two-component

substitute is developed in FIGURES 3.9 and 3.10. The development

is in three parts.

In FIGURE 3 . 9(a) equation 3 .6 is produced, relating the Z-Powers

for compounds S, A and B. The general form of this equation is,

[Z(x)]	 a[j(x)]X

electron contribution of the i"

where c( j is the fractional

compound of -Power, [.(x)]X

A similar equation (3 7) is then developed for electron densities, no,

ih FIGURE 3 . 9(b) , The general form of this equation is

=	 i/(nj	 ,	 where (no)jis the electron density

of the 1th corn pcund.
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TWO-COMPONENT SUBSTITUTES

(a) EFFECTiVE ATOMIC NUMBER, Cx)

[2(x)] ' = 5 
ci = Electron fraction

Z 1 = Atomic No. th element

If the substitute is made up of compounds A & B in molecular

proportions p ,q ,.or.. . (A ) + (B )q	 S ,then

	

(n1Zr) -	
n1 = No. electrons from	 el.

A	 I	 B	 (N A = Total no. electrons in A

	

p(N)A +	 q(N)8
(N )B = Total no. electrons in B

But,	
(Enz)= (N)AA(x)]X , etc "

p(N)A[A(x)]X 
+ q()[(x)]X

So,	 [5(x)]
P(N)A	 +	 q(N)B

or,	
=	 A[ZA(x)]^aB[ZB(x)]

(b) ELECTRON DENSITY ,n0

	

(no)A = 
N (N)A	(N)B	 5NA Avogadro's Number
•A --	 ; 

(no)	 NA	
' M B = Mol. Wts

If substitute is •made as before. . . 	 (A ) + C B

Then,

But,

so,

(n0)5 = NA[p(N)A + q(N)]

PMA + qM

- NA(N)A
MA -	 , etc

(no)A

- NA[P(N)A + q(N)8]
(no)5 -
	 NA(N)A + q.NA(N)B

(no) ,	 (n0)8

or,	 l/(n	 = aA/(nO)A +	 B/(fl o)B

FIGURE 3.9 THE CALCULATION OF EFFECTIVE A TOM IC
NUMBER AND ELECTRON DENSITY FOR
TWO-COMPONENT SUBSTITUTES
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The product of these two relationships results in equation 3.8

(FIGURE 3.10), which relates the Y- .values for S, A and B. The

fractional quantities 4'A lB , are functions of the electron fractions

and electron densities of A and B.

If the -exponent, x, has been correctly chosen, equation 3.8

should effectively dictate the electron fractions that will give a

perfect simulation at the one energy point. For the agreement to be

within specified limits at other energies, the photo-slopes have to be

analysed.

FIGURE 3 • 11 illustrates the application of -Powers to the

specification of photo-slopes. Again, the new material, S. is

made up of compounds A and 13. If the coefficients at two photon

energies are considered, each will be characterised by the product

n0[7(x)]X , or V(x), with the value of x being dependent upon the

energies chosen 1 For energies E 0 and Em,the values of x are

denoted by x0 and xm . Using this approach an equation similar

to 3.4 (FIGURE 3.6) is developed, which relates the photo-slopes

of A and B to that of S in terms of Em/E ,or K,the electron fractions
0	 *

and the Z-Powers at the mid-point energy, Em (Equation 3.9).

This reasoning leads to Equation 3.10, giving the relationship of

-	 ________
the Z-Fower Ratios, 	 , for the three materials in an

[!(Xm)] m

analagous equation to the one which related the photo-slopes.

Hence, the Z-Power Ratio, R, which is the ratio of the Z-Powers

at two energies, may be used to test whether the added compound,
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CB
CS

04-
a)
0

C

and similarly for RA, RB

PHOTO SLOPES AND ! - POWER RATIOS

I MATERIALS 'A ' + 'B 1

NEW MATERIAL 'S

I (Sbope)sI\j	 -	 In (Ern/Eo)

If Ern/Eo = K , then

E0	 Em	 ln(Energy	
Kms	 Cs/Ct

[similarly for mA and mB]

a	 -
If Z - exponent , x , has values x and x at energies E and E:m

0	 m	 0

Cs = n0 E7s xo x0 j o and C = (n0)5 Z5Xm)]Xm.km

C k , k are constants )
a	 m

So,

	

	 KmS 
= k0 [5(x0)]x0	 ko(aAA(xo)]x0 + aB[ZB(xO)1)

k m [Zs(Xm)]Xm = km(aA[ A(xm)]xm + aB [B(Xm)]Xm)

or,	 Kms = AK	 +	 BK

aA[ZA (Xm)]Xm
where, IA =

	

	 and	 +	 — 1
cxA[Z,xm)J + aB [Z8(Xm)]Xm

•	 [ A, -fract ional components of [Z5(xm)]Xm]

If the -Power Ratios are denoted by £R,

- [Zs(xo)]X0
then, R

- [s(Xm)]Xm

Kms = .! .2. R 5 , etc
km

By Substitution, R5 = 4A RA	 +	 4'B R B ....................

FIGURE 3.11 THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PHOTO-SLOPES
AND Z-POWER RATI

So,

co



B, is acceptable.

The Fitting Ratio, f, the permitted ratio of the coefficients at

the extremes of the energy range, established the relationship

between the -Power Ratios for the substitute and the material

being simulated (Equation 3.11 - FIGURE 312). Once 'the

permitted variation in the Z-Power Ratio for the substitute, R5

has been calculated and knowing the electron fractions of A and B

which give a perfect fit at the mid-point energy (from the V-values),

the permitted variation of the i-Power ratio for the added compound,

B, may be computed (Equation 3.12 - FIGURE 3.13). If the value

of RB lies within the permitted limits, then an acceptable substitute

should follow for the particular effect.

This method,to be of general use, must be applicable to the other

photon and electron interactions. As the basic definition of effective

atomic number (section 3 .2) assumes that the Addition Rule is

obeyed, the comments regarding this Rule recorded in the last

section (3 . 3(u)) are applicable. With the exception of electron

stopping powers above 2 MeV, all other photon and electron

interactions appear to obey the Rule.

When this method is applied to electron interactions it is more

convenient to redefine effective atomic number in terms of

fractional weights (i), instead of the definition based on electron

fractions (ct). The electron fraction terms were introduced
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CALCULATION OF ACCEPTABLE 2 - POWER RATIO (R) VARIATION

From BASIC DATA METHOD:	
m - m = _______

In(EmIE0)

or,	 Kmsmx = f (FITTING RATIO) , where K = Ern/Eo

But
	 Kms u • R

	
and
	 Kmx	 .	 R

So,	 Kms/ Kmx	 Rs/Rx	 , or

J
R/R =	

I

FIGURE 3.12 THE.RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN R-VALUES AND
FITTING RATIO FOR MATERIALS 'S' AND 'X'

MANIPULATION OF 2 - POWER RATIO

- ARA

IF
	

(a.) Materials X ' and 'A are fixed arid

(b ) Material ' B 'is added so that the value

of V(x ) for the mixture.A+ B is the

same as that for S

THEN,
A[ZA(Xm 

)]Xm

R—
[(x m)]Xm

RB=
cIA [ZA(Xm)]Xm

-
[7sm)]Xm

if the limits of R 5 are known , the ACCEPTABLE spread of RB may be

calculated

FIGURE 3 • 13 THE CALCULATION OF THE Z-POWER RATIO
OF THE ADDED COMPOUND iN A TWO-COMPONENT
SUBSTITUTE
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historically in the evaluation of photon attenuation processes and

although completely adequate for photons, are difficult to apply to

electron interactions	 The difficulties are easily resolved by

saying that, for a compound, the interaction is proportional to

, which, in this study, is made equal to a term designated

b [(x)] , .	 The only modifications which have to be made to

the derived formulae involve Equations 3 . 6 (FIGURE 3.9(a)), 3. 7

(FIGURE 3.9(b)) and 3.8 (FIGURE 3.10).

In Equation 3.6, the electron fractions are replaced by

fractional weights, or,

[Z5(x)] = WA[2A(x )]W + wB[B(x)]T

Equations 3 . 7 and 3 .8, which involve electron densities, are no

longer required in this approach. The relative masses of the

components are calculated by comparing the new Z-Power data

and not V-values. The equation (3.10) for Z-Power Ratios has a

similar structure, but the fractions IIJA , 'l , contain fractional

weights instead of electron fractions.

The extension of the concept of effective atomic numbers in

this manner is strongly dependent upon the accuracy of the

Z-Power law for the different interactions. If the dependence is

imprecise, then the resultant simulation procedure will be

ineffectual	 The next, and last, section in this chapter deals

with an intensive analysis of Z-dependence which has been made for

photon and electron interactions.
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3.4 AN ANALYSIS OF Z-DEPENDENCE

The investigation of Z-dependence was performed in two phases.

In the first phase photon attenuation interactions were analysed and

three computational procedures developed and assessed, In the

second phase photon absorption and electron processes were

investigated using the procedure which was considered to be most

appropriate,

The three procedures assessed during the first phase may be

classified as

(a) Llnweighted elemental analysis

(b) Weighted elemental analysis

(c) Compound analysis

These methods will now be described with reference to photon

attenuation data.

(a)	 The variation of elemental photon cross section per atom ,

with atomic nu!nber (Z) was analysed using the relationship,

a = k Z +1

or, in(a) = ln(k) + (x + 1) ln(Z)

IJnweighted linear regression of ln(a) against in (Z) was performed

for different energies and different groups of elements. Each

regression produced a specific value for the Z-exponent,'x + 1'.

The procedure was completed for photoelectric, coherent,

incoherent, pair production and total cross sections, in the energy
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ranges where the interactions were important.

Three groups of elements were chosen. As most biological

tissues have 'effective atomic numbers' for all photon processes

between 5 and 15, these Z-limits were selected in the first group

(that is, boron through to phosphorus). The second group hydrogen

(Z = 1) through to manganese (Z 25), represented the extremes

of the atomic numbers to be employed in new formulations. As

hydrogen is present in all tissues, the third group was similar

to the first but included hydrogen (that is, hydrogen, boron through

to phosphorus).

The calculations were performed on the elemental cross

sections stored on magnetic tape (Program : DATAPE), using the

computer program DATFIT (Appendix 4).

EIQtTRE 3.14 shows the values of (x + 1), from these calculations,

for the photoelectric process. Values are plotted, together with the

magnitudes of the standard deviations, over the energy range 10 keV

to 10 MeV. It can be seen that the Z-exponent depends strongly

upon the photon energy and also the elemental grouping. A

minimum exponent value of 4.39 occurs at 10 keV with the Z -grouping

of 5 to 15, and a maximum in excess of 5 at energies above 150 keV

for the Z-grouping 1, 5 to 15 • The effect of hydrogen Is very

prominent. The only difference in the upper (TRIANGLES) and

lower (SQUARES) curves is the addition of data for hydrogen to the

regression calculation.
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x^1
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2•6

Z-EXPONENT

x +1
a

24

2.2oi 0•1	 10

PHOTON ERGY (WeV)

FIGURE 3.14 Z-EXPONENTS FOR PHOTOELECTRIC
ATTENUATION PROCESS (UNWEIGHTED
REGRESSION)

PHOTON ENERGY (MeV

FIGURE 3.15 Z-EXPONENTS FOR COHERENT ATTENUATION
PROCESS (UNWEIGHTED REGRESSION)
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The use of effective atomic numbers for photoelectric

interactions appears very tenuous from these results. Not only

will different exponents have to be considered at different energies,

but exponents win change at constant energy as the elemental

composition changes. The total variation In the exponents may

be reduced if the energy range 10-150 ke y is regarded as most

important, being the range in which photoelectric interactions

make up more than 1% of the total interactions for most tissues.

This restriction gives an exponent variaion of 4.39-4.80 at 10 keV

to 4.78-5.11 at 150 keV.

Similar analyses have been made for coherent, pair production

and incoherent cross sections and are illustrated in FIGURES 3.15,

3.16 and 3.17.

From 10-15 0 keV, the exponents f or coherent processes vary

from 2.34 to 2.74.

Pair production interactions gave exponents of 1.91-1.96 at

5 MeV to 1.81-1.91 at 20 MeV. Exponents as low as 1.76 were

recorded at 100 MeV.

Incoherent processes gave exponents of unity from approximately

500 lceV to 100 MeV. At lower energies, exponents down to 0.73

were obtained.
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JO	 100

Z-EXPONENT
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FIGURE 3.16 Z-EXPONENTS FOR PAIR PRODUCTION
ATTENUATION PROCESS (UNWEIGHTED
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(b) The second analytical procedure was a linear regression

of the form given in (a), but based on three new elemental groupings.

These groups were the elements found in FAT (C, H, 0), MUSCLE

(C, H, N, 0, Na, Mg, P, S, K, Ca) and BONE (C, H, N, 0, NaMg

P, S, Ca). With each of the three groups a linear regression

calculation was made, [lnca. against ln(Energy)Jweighted according

to the relative elemental masses found in the tissues.

The results for photoelectric frlteraStionth are shown in

FIGURE 3.18. As with the previous graphs, the values of

Z-exponents (x + 1) are plotted against energy (10 keV-10 MeV).

The effect of hydrogen is evident from the curves. The highest

exponents correspond to the tissue with the largest hydrogen

content, namely, FAT. Bone, which has the smallest hydrogen

content has the lowest Z-exponents.

Similar data were obtained for the other photon attenuation

interactions.

(c) Te third analysis involved data generated for a library

of compounds compiled for the simulation programs (chapter 4).

At the time this analysis was made, 1041 compounds were assessed,

The mass attenuation coeffic1ent for a compound , I 1/p., was

assumed to be k. (V(X))m, where Y(x) was as defined previous1y So, as

in[.E1= ln(k) + rn ,ln(V(x)), a plot of 1n[.]vezsus .tn(V(x)) should
PJ	 LpJ
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result in a straight line of slope 'rn' 	 This regression, using

the calculated values of 	 arid (x) for the 1041 compounds, was

computed for a number of values for x and the value which

corresponded to 'm = 1' was interpolated. When 'rn' was unity,

the equation resolved into the conventional, i± k.Y(x).

The results of these calculations for photoelectric

interactions are shown in FIGURE 3 .19. Here the Z-exponents,

x, are plotted against energy. Each point represents the

regression on the complete group of compounds and the associated

(x) values. The unweighted elemental results are also plotted on

the same scale. The lower eponents obtained in the compound

analysis, was due to the fact that many of the compounds were

completely devoid of hydrogen.

Because of the enormous quantities of data used, this method

proved to be extremely tedious, even when fast digital computers

were employed.

The combined results from these three methods for photoelectric,
a

coherent and pair production attenuation processes are summarised

in TABLE 3 . 5. The unweighted and weighted methods are seen to

produce sets of data in close agreement. The influence of hydrogen

is responsible for the higher photoelectric values obtained for

weighted regression and the low values for the compound method.

This effect is also the reason for the high exponents for pair
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(a) PHOTOELECTRIC

Z EXPONENTS

DATA ANALYSED	 10 keV	 40 key	150 keV

ELEMENTAL (NOT
WEIGHTED)	 4.39-4.80	 4.63-4.99	 4.78-5.11

ELEMENTAL (WEIGHTED) 	 4.53-5.03 4.78-5.17 4.94-5.29

COMPOUND	 4.19	 4.54	 4•74

(b) COHERENT

Z-EXPONENTS

DATA ANALYSED	 10 keV	 40 keV	 150 keV

ELEMENTAL (NOT
WE1GTFD)	 2.34-2.57	 2.56-2.70	 2.57-2.68

ELEMENTAL (WEIGHTED)	 2.43-2.46 263-2.76 2 64-267

COMPOUND	 2.45	 2.55	 2.65

(c) PAIR PRODUCTION

Z -EXP ONENTS

DATA ANALYSED	 5 MeV	 10 MeV	 20MeV

ELEMENTAL (NOT
WEIGHTED)	 1.91-1.96	 1.85-1.93	 1.81-1.91

ELEMENTAL (WEIGHTED)	 1.88-1.94 1.81-1.89	 1.77-1.86

COMPOUND	 1.96	 1.93	 1.91

TABLE 3.5 CALCULATED VALUES OF Z-EXPONENTS FOR
(a) PHOTOELECTRIC, (b) COHERENT AND
(c) PAIR PRODUCTION ATTENUATION DATA
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production with the compound method.

Incoherent attenuation processes gave exponents within one

percent of unity from 150 keV -100 MeV. The exponents

decrease as the energy falls below 150 keV, being in the range

0.73-0.85 at 10 keV.

The remaining photon absorption and electron interactions

were subsequently analysed using the first procedure, namely,

unweighted linear regression. From the evidence obtained from

the photon attenuation data analyses, it was apparent that this

procedure would produce adequate and meaningful results. Some

of the results are plotted in FIGURES 3.20-3.23 and a resumé of

the exponents are shown in TABLES 3,8 and 37.

The regression for the photoelectric energy absorption process

was confused by the fact that only two cross sections were available

for hydrogen (10 and 15 keV). This caused dis continuities in the

exponent versus energy curves that included hydrogen in the

elemental grouping (FIGURE 3. 2tL The maximum exponent at

150 keV could not, therefore, be precisely recorded.

In general, the results for electron stopping powers (FIGURES

3 .21 and 3 .22) were poor, producing large exponent variations and

large standard deviations, suggesting that simulation procedures

based on this method would be inadequate for these interactions.

Conversely, angular scattering powers yielded smaller exponent
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(a) PHOTOELECTRIC

Z -EXPONENTS

DATA ANALYSED
	

10 keV	 40 MeV
	

150 keV

ELEMENTAL (NOT
WEIGHTED)
	

4.33-4.79 I	 4.64-4.67 I 4.74-4.82

(b) PAIR PRODUCTION

Z -EXP ONENTS

DATA ANALYSED	 5 MeV	 10 MeV	 20 MeV

ELEMENTAL (NOT
WEIGHTED)	 1.91-1.95	 1.83-1.90	 1.78-1.83

TABLE 3.6 CALCULATED VALUES OF Z-EXPONENTS FOR
(a) PHOTOELECTRIC (b) PAIR PRODUCTION ENERGY
ABSORPTION DATA

_______________	 Z-EXPONENTS

ELECTRON______ _______ ______ ______ ______
INTERACTION	 lOkeV 100 keV 1MeV	 10MeV 100MeV

COLLISION
STOPPING POWER	 0.19-0.41 0.13-0.36 0.09-0.33	 -	 -

RADIATION
STOPPING POWER	 -	 0.62-1,07063-1.01 0.49-0.8 0.48-0.85

ANGULAR
SCATTERING POWER 0.63-0.88 0.67-0.92 0.69-0.95 0.71-0.97 0.69-.94

TABLE 3.7 CALCULATED VALUES OF Z-EXPONENTS FOR
ELECTRON INTERACTIONS
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variations and standard deviations (FIGURE 3.23).

Incoherent energy absorption interactions yielded Z-exponents

within one percent of unity over the energy range 150 keV-3MeV.

Outside this range the exponents decreased to be 0.73-0.80 at 10 keV

and 0.72-0.83 at 100MeV.

It appears from this investigation thai the few Z-exponents

published in the literature are not adequate for precise simulation

procedures. This is particularly true in the important photoelectric

region, where considerably higher exponents than the popular

'2.94' are indicated. The results for most interactions vary

widely with energy and elemental grouping, so simulation procedures

based on the concept of effective atomic numbers will never produce

formulations equivalent to those from the superior Basic Data

Method. Unfortunately, neither method is applicable to high

energy electrons, when the Addition Rule is not strictly obeyed.

Despite these reservations, the two new methods described in

this chapter have both produced many useful substitutes. The

way in which these methods were applied in practice will be made

the subject of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE
NEW SELECTION PROCEDURES

In the previous chapter, two selection procedures were

introduced, namely, the BASIC DATA and the EXTENDED V(x)

METHODS. Formulae were developed which could be used for

estimating the relative masses of the components of a substitute

and selecting those compounds which would give pre-defined

radiation characteristics over extended nergy ranges. In the

case of the Extended V(x) Method, a thorough investigation of

Z-dependence was made and data presented for all of the important

photon and electron interactions.

This chapter will formalise these results and present them in

a manner which will permit a relatively straightforward translation

into workable computer programs.

4.1 FORMALISING THE NEW SELECTION PROCEDURES

(i) BASIC DATA METHOD

This procedure may be broken into six separate parts,

each requiring a definite, but isolated mathematical action. At

this stage the six steps will be applied to some 'general interaction',

assuming that the material to be simulated and the base material

for a two-component substitute have been selected.

(1) Select the FITTING RATIO, f.
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(2) Calculate the limits of the slope of the substitute

(me), using EQUATION 3,3 (FIGURE 3.5),.

(3) Calculate the acceptable slopes of the added

material (mB), for a range of fractional weights

(EQUATION 3.5 - FIGURE 3.7).

(4) Find a material which is COMPLEMENTARY to

the base material (that is, if the base has

coefficients, or powers, less than those for the

material being simulated, the added compound MUST

have correspondingly larger values).

(5) Calculate relative masses of base and added

materials which together give perfect agreement

for coefficients, or powers, at a mid-point energy

(EQUATION 3.2).

(6) Check that the proposed added material has an

acceptable slope (defined by (3)) for the fractional

weights derived in (5). If this test is positive,

the material is suitable for this interaction.

This procedure would have to be repeated for all of the other

relevant effects.

In this study, three fitting modes were evaluated. ATTENUATION

and ABSORPTION fitting considered partial photon interactions,-
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while ELECTRON fitting was devoted to electron stopping powers.

The technique of selecting a given set of interactions and performing

fitting manipulations on this aspect alone, leads to results which are

more easily compared with theoretical predictions. The more

complex technique of cascading the fitting through all of the partial

interactions was rejected, although once the individual fitting

modes are functioning correctly the transition to this technique

would be fairly straightforward. In practice, the three fitting

modes were extremely successful, especially in situations where

certain interactions predominate, when the appropriate mode

produced su bs.titutes which were directly applicable.

For the two photon fitting modes, photoelectric and coherent

(attenuation only) slopes were evaluated in the energy range

10-150 keV, with exact fitting at 40 keV. Pair production slopes

were calculated over the energy range 5-20 MeV, with exact

fitting at 10 MeV. Incoherent interactions were fitted at 1 MeV

only.

The first choice for each formulation was the simulation, within

the specified limits, for all of the interactions considered in the

particular fitting mode. For example, photoelectric, coherent,

incoherent, pair production attenuation processes were considered

for the ATTENUATION fitting mode. If this condition was not met,

then low, medium and high energy fitting was attempted. For

photons, photoelectric and coherent interactions were considered
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for low energies; incoherent process for medium energies; pair

production and incoherent interactions for high energies. This

method ensured that a useful list of formulae was always

generated, even if no one compound could be found which was

suitable for all of the interactions.

For electrons, three specific energies in the range 10 keV

to 2 MeV were considered and the corresponding collision

stopping powers analysed with respect t the Addition Rule

(EQUATION 32). This simple procedure was found to give

acceptable results.
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4j(ii) EXTENDED 7(x) METHOD

A similar sequence of six mathematical steps, as described

in the first section, may be derived for the Extended V(x) selection

procedure. For a 'general interaction' and again assuming that

the 'real' and base materials for a two-component substitute have

been selected.

(1) Select the FITTING RATIO,f.

(2) Calculate the limits of the Z-Power Ratio for the

substitute, RS(EQUATION 3.11 - FIGURE 3.12).

(3) Calculate the acceptable Z-Power Ratios for the added

material (RB) for a range of electron fractions

(EQUATION 3.12 - FIGURE 3.13).

(4) Find a material which is COMPLEMENTARY to the

base material (that is, if the base has 7(x) values less

than the material being simulated, the added material

MUST have correspondingly larger values).

(5) Calculate electron fractions of base and added material

which gives perfect 7(x) agreement with the 'real'

material (EQUATION 3.8 - FIGURE 3.10).

(6) Check that the proposed added material has an acceptable

-Power Ratio (defined by (3)) for the electron fractions

derived in (5). If this test is positive, the material is

suitable for this interaction.
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As for the Basic Data Method, the procedure would have to be

repeated for all of the other relevant effects.

Only photon interactions, attenuation and absorption, were

investigated by this method, due to the L*.e..o.kZ-dependence of

stopping power data. The variations of Z-exponents with energy

and elemental grouping, made the choice of exponents, even for

photon interactions, extremely difficult. The possibility of

having the Z-exponents governed by the type of material being

simulated was considered. The higher values for photoelectric

effect could be employed when materials of high hydrogen content

were being simulated (FAT) and the lower values for materials having

small quantities of hydrogen (BONE). This method appeared to be

inappropriate in two-component substitutes having widely differing

hydrogen contents. In these circumstances the photoelectric

interactions of the components are characterised by different

exponents.

The exponents that were finally used in this study are shown in

TABLE 4.1. The values were based on acompromise selection

and repeated practical tests in the final computer programs. In

the table the photoelectric and coherent exponents corresponded

to 10, 40 and 150 keV, while those I or pair production were for

5, 10 and 20MeV.

Incoherent interactions were analysed solely in terms of the

magnitudes of electron densities (EQUATION 3 , 7 - FIGURE 3 .9).
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-EXPONENT

EFFECT	 lOkeV 4OkeV 150 keV

PHOTOELECTRIC (ATTENUATION) 	 3.5	 3.7	 3.8
(a)

PHOTOELECTRIC (ABSORPTION) 	 3.4	 3.6	 3.7

COHERENT (ATTENUATION)	 1.4	 1.6	 1.7

Z-EXPONENT

EFFECT
	

5MeV 10MeV 20MeV

PAIR PRODUCTION (ATTENUATION) 094	 0.92 0.88
(b)

PAIR PRODUCTION (ABSORPTION)
	

0,92 I	 0.88 I 0,80

TABLE 4.1 THE Z-EXPONENTS FOR (a) PHOTOELECTRIC,
COHERENT, (b) PAIR PRODUCTION INTERACTIONS
USED IN THE EXTENDED (x) SELECTION PROCEDURE
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41(iii) THE COMPOUND LIBRARY

It was decided at the beginning of this study that a

comprehensive library of compounds had to be compiled if the

selection procedures were to be fully exploited. If the library

was large enough to allow a number of equally acceptable

substitutes to be formulated, then the final choice could bd

governed by ease of manufacture and availability of products.

It was found in practice that, in certain circumstances, even

when the library contained 400-500 compounds, the choice of

suitable substitutes was frequently limited. For these reasons

the number of compounds contained on the magnetic tape store was

steadily increased throughout the study, whenever new polymers,

resins or any materials of known composition were discovered in

the literature.

The compounds may be divided into four groups, namely,

INORGANIC, ORGANIC, POLYMERS/RESINS and LIQUIDS. As

most of the inorganic and organic compounds were to be added to

polymers and resins, it was necessary to restrict the choice

according to the physical characteristics. As the added

compounds normally had to be added in the solid phase, inert

materials of high melting point were the most satisfactory.

The basic list of inorganic compounds was compiled from the

HANDBOOK OF CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS (1971 -1972). Compounds

were selected with melting points above 150°C, which would not
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readily decompose and were not hygroscopic or deliquescent.

The melting point restriction was relaxed if a compound had a

formula which looked promising (for example, a high hydrogen

content).

Similar reasoning was applied to organic materials, but due

to the considerable number of formulae published it was thought

prudent to further restrict the choice according to their availability.

The excellent publication by the EASTM4N KODAK CO. 'ORGANIC

CHEMICALS' was used to prepare the initial list. Although this

limitation still resulted in many hundreds of formulae, it was

comforting to know that all of the compounds were available,

albeit at a price.

The list of polymers and resins was prepared from commercial

literature and the advice of experts in the field (BRYDSON, 1971

and 1973; MARTIN, 1971 and 1973; CASS, 1971). This group was

by far the hardest to compile due to the difficulty of obtaining

reliable formulae from the relevant manufacturers.

The final group contained popular liquids and was prepared

from the HANDBOOK OF CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS (1971-1972)

and the data presented by FRIGERIO & SAMPSON, 1969.

In the four groups, once the compound had been selected,

computer data cards were prepared which recorded the following

information:
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COMPOUND NAME

MELTING POLT/ BOILING POINT

SPECIFIC GRAVITY (IF KNOWN)

CHEMICAL FORMULA

The format of these data cards, which were used in conjunction

with the magnetic tape writing programs ATTAPE and ZE TAPE

(APPENDIX 4), will be given in the next sections

Advice was sought on the toxicity and carcinogenic properties

of the selected compounds (FRANCIS, 1973) and those which had

dubious properties were rejected.

The most recent listing of the complete library of compounds

is given in APPENDIX 3. The tabulation was, for convenience,

generated via the CALCOMP 1670 microfilm plotter. The

approximately 1040 compounds which are now stored on the

magnetic tapes have proved to be invaluable in the formulation

of many equivalent materials.
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4.2 THE 'ZEDIT' SERIES OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS

(1) THE AIMS OF THE PROGRAMS

The two new selection procedures have been translated

into two independent computer programs, called ZEDITA and

ZEDITE (APPENDIX 4). Execution of each program requires

the use of two magnetic tapes, one containing elemental

attenuation and absorption cross sections and stopping powers

the other relevant compound data.

The principal aims of the programs were five-fold:

(1) The programs must strictly follow the theoretical

selection procedures.

(2) Program execution time should be short to enable the

complete library of compounds to be searched at each

run.

(3) It must be possible to formulate one - or two -

component substitutes.

(4) The systems should be simple to run with the minimum

of 'user input' (i.e. input card data, etc).

(5) The structure of the programs must be flexible so that

future modifications and improvements could easily be

made.
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In pursuit of these ideals the programs were written in Fortran W,
strictly according to the formulae developed in CHAPTER 3 and

ultimately run on the complex of fast CDC computers housed at the

University of London Computer Centre (U.L.C.C.). The speed

of execution was important because a complete search of the

compound library tapes during each run was highly desirable in

order that useful formulations were not missed. A facility for

re-positioning the magnetic tapes, and effectively rejecting a

set number of initial compounds, was designed for the cases

when the permitted time was too short for a complete run e In

practice a Central Processor (CP) time of 120 seconds normally

gave a complete search which allowed the jobs to be run under the

ULCC 'J9' parameter. This gave a job turnaround of approximately

one day: a longer CP time would have been categorised as a 'J12',

with a subsequent turnaround of 1-2 weeks.

When the original versions of the ZEDIT series were designed,

it was hoped that once a formulation was specified, a complete

tabulation of coefficients and powers could be made. This was

feasible when the numbers of derived formulae were below ten,

but as the compound library increased in size, this thorough

tabulation had to be abandoned. In its place a simplified

tabulation was made of the basic formulation, expected specific

gravity, energy ranges over which the coefficients and powers

were within the specified Fitting Ratio and the maximum errors

in these data. This necessitated a third program, TABLEC,
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which gave a comprehensive compilation for the ten best formulations

selected from the complete search of the compound library. TABLEC

gives four print-out pages of data for each formula including V(x)

values, Z-Powers, coefficients, powers and also the ratios of

these quantities with those for the material being simulated.

When an extensive compound library was available, it was

thought that many of these materials could be acceptable without

any corrective additions, Consequently the facility for searching

the compound tapes for suitable materials was included in both

programs.

Experience has shown that 'user input', the data card input

required with each program, should be minimized. Large numbers

of data cards ultimately findthemselves out of their intended order,

especially if the card deck is frequently run. Unless elaborate

checking procedures are written into the program, the simplest

solution is to keep these cards to below ten. Inmost of the runs

with ZEDITA and ZEDITB only 7-9 data cards were required.

Finally, the structure of the programs was made as flexible as

possible by the liberal use of subroutines, complete 'mini-programs'

each having a definite computing function, called from the main

program. This method allowed modifications to be performed

without disruptive consequences to the 'et cbf ±he program.

The validity of this point was proved towards the end of the study

when the programs were modified to take attenuation data directly
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from tissue absorption measurements as the 'real' material

characteristics	 This had to by-pass the normal formula input

and the subroutines responsible for coefficient computations.

More details of the structure of ZEDITA and ZEDITE will be

given in the next section.
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4.2(u) THE BASIC STRUCTURE OF ZEDITA AND ZEDITB

Eabb ZEDIT has a main program and a number of subroutines.

The function of each of these units is summarised below

(a) ZEDITA (Photon Fitting Only)

This program is based upon the EXTENDED V(x) METHOD

and has, in addition to the main program, nine subroutines

(ACALC, LIMITS, ZRANGE, ACHEKA, WRITAA, WRITAB,

WRITAC, TABLE, ZCALC).

The sequence in the MAIN PROGRAM may be divided into 23

parts- - - -

START

(1) SET: 100 elemental names and atomic weights (Data

Statements).

(2) SET: 33 energies (Data Statement).

(3) OUTPUT: Elemental names and atomic weights.

(4) INPUT(card): Fitting Mode (Attenuation, Absorption).

(5) SET: Z-exponents.

(6) INPUT (Mag. Tape):	 Coefficients and powers for 30 elements.

(7) INPUT(card): Formula of material to be simulated

(8) CALCULATE & STORE: Coefficients and powers for 'real'

material (via subroutine ACALC).
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(9) CALCULATE & STORE: Z-Powers, etc (ZCALC).

(10) OUTPUT: i-Powers, coefficients, powers, etc (WRITAA,

WRITAB, WRITAC).

(11) SET: Fitting Ratio.

(12) INPTJT(card): Optional single material tabulation1

(13) IF: Single material tabulation required, search compound

tape, find acceptable compounds and tabulate results

(ACALC, LIMITS, TABLE).

(14) INPUT(card): Formula of base material.

(15) CALCULATE & STORE: Coefficients, powers, v-Powers, etc

for base material (ACALC, ZCALC).

(16) OUTPUT: Z-Powers, coefficients, powers, etc (WRITAA,

WRITAB, WRITAC).

(17) INPIII(card): Number of initial compounds to be missed for

tape repositioning.

(18) CALCULATE & STORE: Acceptable Z-Power Ratios for range of

electron fractions (ZRANGE).

(19) OUTPUT: Selection of stored f-Power Ratio data.

(20) ]NPUT(Mag. tape): Search tape to find acceptable compounds

(ACHEKA).

(21) CALCULATE: New formula, coefficients and powers (ACALC).
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(22) OUTPUT: Tabulate results (LIMITS, TABLE).

(23) OUTPUT: Number of compounds analysed.

END

Short descriptions of each SUBROUTINE now follows -- - -

ACALC:	 Calculates and stores coefficient data by the Addition

Formula.

LIMITS: Calculates energy range over which coefficients and

powers are within the limits specified by the Fitting

Ratio. Maximum errors are also derived. The

type of fitting is specified for low (LO), medium (MED),

high (HI) or the complete range (ALL) of energies.

ZRANGE:

ACHEKA:

WRITAA:

Calculates and stores acceptable range of Z-Power

Ratios for 1000 electron fractions fri the range

0.001-1.0. A selection of the stored data is

tabulated.

Checks compounds from the magnetic tape for photon

interactions.

Tabulates name, formula, specific gravity and

molecular weight for a compound.

WRITAB:	 Tabulate electron density, Z(x),[Z (x)](x) and

ratios of V(x) for any material to those for the

material being simulated. The exponent, x, has

30 values from 08-4.0).
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WRITAC:	 Tabulates coefficient and power data in the energy

range 10 keV-100 MeV. Partial and total

attenuation coefficients, total energy absorption

coefficients, partial and total electron stopping

powers are given.

TABLE:	 Tabulates names and percentage weights of accepted

added compounds. Energy ranges over which

coefficients and powers are within the limits set

by the Fitting Ratio are given together with the

maximum error in the data corresponding to the

Fitting Mode. The type of fitting is also indicated.

ZCALC:	 Calculates and stores Z-Powers and electron

densities.

(b) ZEDITE (Photon and electrOn Fitting)

This program uses the BASIC DATA METHOD and has a

structure similar to ZEDITA. It is composed of a main program

and nine subroutines (CALC, LIMITS, SRANGE, BCHEKA,

WRITBA, BCHEKB, WRITBE, TABLE, ALINE).

The sequence in the MAIN PROGRAM may be divided into

22 sections

START

As ZEDITA, but includes 'electron fitting', via (4).

(5) SET:	 Energy ranges over which coefficient and power

slopes will be calculated.
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(6)-(8):
	 As ZEDITA [(8) calls subroutine CALC]

(9) OUTPUT:	 Coefficients and powers (WRITBA, WRITEB).

(1O)-(13):
	 As steps (11)-(14) in ZEDITA, with CALC

replacing ACALC.

(14) CALCULATE & STORE: Coefficients and powers for base

material (CALC).

(15) OUTPUT:	 Coefficients and powers for base material

(WRITBA, WRITBB).1

(16) As (17) in ZEDITA.

(17) CALCULATE & STORE: Acceptable coefficient and power

slopes for range of fractional weights (SRANGE).

(18) OUTPUT:	 Selection of stored slopes.

(19) INPUT (tape): Search compound tape to find acceptable

compounds (]3CHEKA, BCHEKB).

(20)-(22):	 As (21)-(23) in ZEDITA, CALC replacing ACALC.

END

The SUBROUTINES will now be described briefly - - - -

CALC:	 Calculates and stores coefficients and powers by the

Addition Formula. The routine also initiates, via

ALINE, the calculation and storage of coefficient and

power slopes.
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LrMITS	 As for ZEDITA.

SRAN	 Calculate and stores acceptable coefficient or power

slopes for 1 000fractional weights in the range

0. 001-1.0. A selection of the stored data is

tabulated.

WRITBA:

BCHEKB:

WRITBB:

TABLE:

Checks compounds from magnetic tape for photon

interactions.

As for WRITAA used in ZEI?ITA, but with the

addition of a table showing coefficient or power

slopes.

Checks compounds from magnetic tape for electron

interactions.

As WRITAC in ZEDITA.

As for ZEDITA.

ALINE:	 Computes linear regression for inputed data1

ZEDITA and ZEDITB both require approximately 31 5k of

storage. The amount of storage for ZEDITA is abnormally

high because it was considered necessary to input and store

elemental coefficients and powers, so that direct comparisons

could be made between the 'real' and new materials. If these

comparisons had been omitted, then the amount of storage could

have been drastically reduced,
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The basic flow chart for these programs is shown in

FIGURE 4.1. The chart gives some indication of the logic

branching used which the summarised versions in the text

could not specify.
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4. 2(iii) INPUT! OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS

Two types of inputs were used in the computer programs

ZEDITA and ZEDIT]3. These were magnetic tape input and card

input.

To produce reasonably fast execution times it was necessary

to generate two different compound data tapes, one for each of the

ZEDIT programs. If one common tape had been employed,

containing simply the chemical formula, specific gravity and

melting (or boiling) point of each material, then before a screening

check could be made to ascertain the acceptability of a given

compound, the coefficients, powers, or (x) and Z-Power Ratios

would have to be calculated. Multiply these calculations by 1000

and many precious seconds are wasted. The problem was solved

by generating two tapes, namely,

ZETAPE:

ATTAPE:

This contained the chemical formula, specific

gravity, melting or boiling point, electron density

and 30 values of Z(x) and -Powers for each

compound.

This contained chemical formula, specific gravity,

melting or boiling point and the partial coefficients from

10 keV-100 MeV for each compound.

It was found in practice that these tapes significantly reduced

the calculation times.
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The other magnetic tape input, used in both programs, was

COTAPE, which contained partial attenuation and energy

absorption cross sections, collision and radiation stopping powers

for the first 30 elements•

Both programs use limited card inputs. FIGTJRE.4.2 and

TABLE 4.2 shows a typical set of seven data cards and their

associated formats,

The first card selects the type of 'itting procedure to be used,

The three different types of Fitting Modes were denoted by ATT

for attenuation coefficient fitting, ABS for energy absorption

coefficient and ESP for electron stopping power procedures. All

three modes were available with ZEDITB, but the electron

procedure was omitted from ZEDITA.

The second and third cards specify the name, specific gravity

(SG), melting/boiling point (MP) and formula of the material tobe

simulated, A similar card structure was used for the base

material (cards 5 and 6). This format was employed throughout

all the other computer programs which required similar compound

input data.

Single material tabulation was selected by punching 'ONE' on

card 4,

The last card set the number of initial compounds to be missed
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from the compound magnetic tape if repositioning was necessary.

TABLE 4.3 illustrates the typical output tabulation which was

common to both ZEDITA and ZEDITB. The table shows the

results for fat simulation and photon attenuation fitting, using

polyethylene as the base material. The first four columns

gives the number and name of the added compound, its percentage

weight and the molecular proportion, respectively. The next

column gives the expected specific gravities for the indicated

relative weights.

The next six columns give the energy ranges over which the

attenuation coefficients, energy absorption coefficients and electron

stopping powers are within the specified limits set in the program,

in this case 1%. The last two columns indicate the maximum

error in the data specified by the Fitting Mode, in this run

attenuation coefficients, and the type of fitting that was used,

As stated earlier, the programs always attempt to fifld a material

and formula which gives an acceptable fit over all of the energies

and interactions. If this is not possible, low, medium and high

energy fits are attempted. The codes indicate that the following

interactions are acceptable

ALL	 -

LOl	 -

L02	 -

MED	 -
1111	 -
1112	 -

All interactions

Photoelectric and coherent

Photoelectric only

Incoherent only
Pair production and incoherent
Pair production only
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PI4311 ATFENJATIISI 1TT100	 1TA) 5(112,5150 I45TERIF4. 1042155 A7

6055 couPcliv ptlmtuc

PERf1-9 P66P-6

11.9650	 .1416
4.6515	 .0500

12.6)74	 .0261
6.0476	 .0125

11.2952	 .0425

7.50132	 .0271
12.0773	 .1012
6.3276	 .0492

13.2700	 .0421
6.5127	 .0195

22.1165	 .0260
25.7130	 .0317
13.5426	 .0360
6.295)	 .0155

13.049)	 .0278

6.4266	 .0119
33.7007	 .0195
6.4702	 .0046

14.44)2	 .0I38
5.9664	 .0052

9.0377	 .2631
70.4534
	

2.6954
12.2217
	

1574
50.9752
	

1.7565
10.9746	 .0944

12.9431
21.2411	 .1)217
13.5963	 .0375
3.9490	 .0596

13.0163	 .0295

4.6694	 .7
13. 7517	 .0356
5.7544	 .0 137

13.4952	 .0223
7.7667	 .0121

14.9 155	 .0757
3.6252	 .0155

14.9696	 .0494
4.5973	 .0138

14.9096	 .0464

PCCSD S1.551WE

I	 11411,04
2 #L71lNILAl
3 11,IRMNILMI CPSSIDS
4 #.12IIIIZL*1 CF#BIDC
S	 11141181 FLUO14IC*

5 .LI11N1Ull F1,U0PI
7 6,1911141191 14176106
S 6.1511141)31 I1ITRIO6
9 6,191.11411_sI OXIDE

10 6.1911141191 OXIDE

11 6.u1Ir1Iu1 PI€1IOXIDC
12 ALIIII76ILRI P.&tOXID(
13 6.1911111)71 005P15
14 6.1811111181 00m0c4105p445TE
15 6.1911111111 511, 1C7.TE (A>

15 6,1911112191 511. ICPTE (A)
17 6,li11NIIftI 511 ICATE CS)
10 6,1511141111 511 IC#TE (6>
19 6,1911111)_sI 51_tP4911E
20 6.1911141191 51.66615

21 50896
22 602)21 11175105
23 60296 14118105
24 50296 NITRIDE
25 69696 OXIDE

26 502014 OXIDE
27 60696 OXIDE.
26 602051 751019,514105
29686051 TSIS1.LPWIX
30 CFECILSI 6.161145)76(A)

31 C6.Cr(fr1	 5)15 CA)
32 CA) 01(31 rtrP602ATE
33 C6&C1L51 16163025176
34 C6.CIU9I IETP96OQAIE
39 C6.CX1.*1 1ET0RA1E

36 C6.CILRI C668105
37 CPI_C1tft1 CellS IDE
36 C6.CIVf? CF5)SOTIATE (02G051 1153
39 C6.CIUTI 05315)15 (PSG05l11E)
46 c6,C1L51 CF68,05615 )C6.CITE)

E?€RGY 015V) - 1 0,0 502.2,51165 	 5142 00
SO AT1E6.M1196	 A65T196	 ELECTRONS	 ERROR 7375

.699 0.i5) - 6.000	 0.200 - 6.0421	 0.010 - 60.00 100.5334 ('50

.949 10.00 - 100.0	 0.000 - 100.0	 2.000 - 100.0 27.5435 1412

.997 0.150 - 9.0(53	 0.200 - 0.005	 0.010 - 100.0 75.9129 450

.995 0.460 - 100.0	 0.600 - 100,0	 1.000 - 100.0 25.7439 1412

.997 0.060 - 20.00	 0.150 - 20.00	 0.010 - 100.0 37.0133 TED

.969 0.100 - 100.0	 0.150 - 100.0	 0.010 - 100.0 15.4109 412
1.014 0.150 - 0.000	 0.200 - 0.000	 0.010 - 60.00 68.7916 'ED
.964 0.300 - 100.0	 0.160 - 100.0	 1.000 - 100.0 24.4327 4112

1.024 0.100 - 0.000	 0.200 - 0.	 0.010 - 50.00 60.5928 160
.969 0.300 - 100.0	 0.300 - 100.0	 1.000 - 100.0 21.1009 1412

.974 0,050 - 100.0	 0.100 - 100.0	 0.010 - 15.00 . 7.2526 160

.964 0.050 - 100.0	 0.100 - 100.0	 0.010 - 5.	 11.4255 4112
1.006 0.150 - 0.000	 0.200 - 6.000	 0.010 -60.03 76.7172 lEO
.950 0.600 - 100.0	 4,000 - 100.0	 1.500 - 100.0 25.6002 412

1.021 0.150 - 6.000	 0.200 - 0.000	 0.010 - 50.00 69.3163 lEO

.664 3,000 - 100.0	 4.000 - 100.0	 1.500 - 100.0 22.3230 1422
1.019 0.100 - 5.006	 0.200 - 5.000	 0.0)0 - 50.00 67.2538 160
.964 0,500 - 100.0	 0.600 - 100.0	 1.500 - 100.0 22.0368 1412

1.0)7 0.150 - 6.2)10	 0.200 - 6,000	 0.010 - 46.00 97.7732 lEO
.958 5.000 - 100.0	 5.000 100.0	 3.000 - 1.10.0 29.5656 1412

.078 0.090 - 0.000	 0.150 - 5.000	 0.010 - 6.000 21.7976 lED
1.577	 -	 0.010 - 0.020	 -	 9.2533 102
.992 0.060 - 10.00	 0.100 - 10.00	 0.010 - 20.00 15.4141 lED

1.439	 -	 -	 -	 7.7552 4412
1.044 0.010 - 100.0	 0.010 - 100.0	 0.200 - 100.0	 .9067 102

1.001 0.043 - 30.00	 0.000 - 30.00	 0.010 - 100.0	 6.0731 lEO
1.061 0.020 - 100.0	 0.050 - 100.0	 30.00 - 100.0	 1.9456 410
.974 0.200 - 5.006	 0.300 - 5.000	 0.050 - 16.00 202.5512 PEE)
.935 20.00 - 100.0	 15.00 - 100.0	 4.000 - 100.0 45.7599 1412

1.017 0.150 - 6.000	 0.300 - 5.000	 0.010 - 30.00 171.9927 160

.051 15.00 - 100.0	 15.00 - 200.0	 5.000 - 100.0 16.7332 4112
-	 0.150 - 6.000	 0.300 - 6.000	 0.010 - 16.00 150.5773 'ED
-	 0.000 - 100.0	 0.000 - 100.0	 3.000 - 100.0 56.5539 1112
-	 0.190 - 10.00	 0.200 - 10.00	 0.010 - 60.00 96.8116 160
-	 0.200 - 100.0	 0.300 - 100,0	 0.300 - 100.0 49.1653 1412

1.006 0.200 - 4.000	 0.300 - 4.000	 0.100 - 30.00 341.4438 lEO
.946 20.00 - 100.0	 15.00 - 100.0	 6.000 - 100.0 69.0419 1412

1.025 0.200 - 5.000	 0.300 - 5.000	 0.0)0 - 20.00 224.0563 160
.951 15.00 - 100.0	 15.00 - 100.0	 6.000 - 100.0 57.5524 1412

1.021 0.200 - 5.000	 0.300 - 5.000 0.010 - 20.00 224.0553 l5

TABLE 413 THE FIRST PAGE OF THE COMPUTER PRINTOUT
FOR ZEDITA AND FAT SIMULATION USING,
POLYETHYLENE AS THE BASE MATERIAL
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This particular fitting procedure (ATT) was found to be the most

useful one for both ZEDITA and ZEDITB, and has been used extensively

for many combinations of materials
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4.3 COMPARING THE NEW PROCEDURES

The precision of the two selection procedures will be evident

when, in the next chapter, some new substitutes are presented

s imulating a number of different materials and the radiation

characteristics are calculated	 At this juncture it is constructive

to consider the results of the two methods when applied to the same

problem.

The problem chosen was the simulation of muscle using

polyethylene as the base material. Two identical sets of data

were processed through the ZEDIT programs simulating for photon

attenuation interactions. TABLE 4.4 shows the first page of

results from each run. The outputs were obtained in the form

of microfilm for this and the previous table.

It can be seen that the agreement between the two sets of data

is remarkably good, the same compounds being selected and fitted

for the same interactions. In the majority of cases the percentage

weights differ by less than 1%. This type of result is not atypical

and has been repeated frequently with many different materials.

These versions of ZEDITA and ZEDITB have been successfully

operating for over a year and have indicated more than fifty

substitutes with characteristics superior to existing systems. In

a number of cases substitutes have been produced simulating

materials which have not been adequately considered in the past

These new substitutes and their calculated properties will be discussed

in the next chapter.
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-	 0.150 - 105.0	 0.300 - 15.00	 -	 136.11699 1112
-	 0.150. - 5060 0.300 - 5.000	 0.010 - 0.500 40.7252 P60
- 0.150 - 106.0	 0.206 - 0.200	 -	 117.2310 4412

3.104 0.300 - 5.000 0.	 - 5.060 0.100 - 0.150 206.7021 P60
1.041 0.006 - 1*23.0	 4.0(0 - 40.09	 0.300 - 1.000 170.3004 1112
1.143 0.206 - 10.00	 0.300 - 100.0	 0.010 - 0.506 151.6223 120
1.317 0.300 - 100.0	 0.400 - 40.00	 0.010 - 0.000 139.5201 1412
1.133 0.200 - 10.00 0.306 - 100.0 0.010 - 0.500 161.6225 P60

3.300 0.300 - 100.0	 0.	 - .42.00	 0.010 - 0.000 139.5201 1113
1.112 0.306 - 0. 0.40(3 - 106.0 0.010 - 0.400 183.0381 P60
1.077 0.300 - 100.0 0.400 - 40.00 0.010 - 1.000 146.2990 1112
1.115 0. - 2.090 0.500 - 2.0(31 30.00 - 30.00 675.9706 P20
.900 60.00 - 100.0 20.00 - 50.00 1.506 - 3.000 175.0032 1112

P50134 AT192IMT1ON F1r1150	 11b) SIMLATED P(A11A*. £08U *5152.!

6866 D3P*2jC FOL3E11ft€

61630Y 4*69) - I 010 SMLAT10t4 	 90X 0,0
53 ATTTE&0171011 	 8650051134	 ELECTRONS	 TYPE

1.066 0.150 -50.00	 0.200 - 10.00	 0.010 - 0.400 47.8866 P60
1.101 0.150 - 100.0	 0.200 - 20.00	 0.000 - 0.160 53.5463 1112
3.002 0.106 - 6.000	 0.200 - 6.000	 0.010 - 0.506 25.5804 P20
1.140 0.100 - 100.0	 0.1*10 - 0.200	 -	 53.2419 1412
1.113 0.015 - 3.000	 0.040 - 3.000	 0.010 - 0.300	 6.6330 102

1.002 0.050 - 4.1310	 0.150 - 4.000	 0.010 - 0.000 11.5921 P60
1.274 0.060 - 109.0	 -	 -	 31.9541 4412
1.122 0.090-6.000	 0.150 - 6.000	 0.010 - 0.600 20.2180 120
1.219 0.100 -100.0	 0.150 - 0.200	 -	 47.7528 1412
1.147 0.000 - 6.060 0.150 - 6.000 	 0.010 0.600 *2.0002 P21)

1.259 0.050 - 100.0	 0.350 - 0.200	 -	 39.2350 1112
1.033 0.150 - 4.000	 0.200 - 3.000	 0.030 - 0.006 38.3912 160
1.101 0.100 - 0.060	 0.200 - 6.003	 0 010 - 0.600 27.0989 P20
1.177 0.100 - 1(31.0	 0.200 - 10.00	 -	 51.2103 4112
1.140 0.090 - 0.000	 0.150 - 6.000	 0.010 - 0.500 20.0015 P60

1.226 0.100-106.0	 0.150 - 10.00	 -	 42.2429 1412
1.134 0.080 - 6.	 0.150 - 6.000	 0.010 - 0.600 16.2034 *20
1.224 0.100 - 100.0	 0.150 - 10.00	 -	 41.530*5 1412
1.130 0.150 - 10.00	 0.200 - 10.00	 0.0*0 - 0.600 46.0668 P20
1.169 0.150 - 100.0	 0.206 -40.00	 -	 61.2746 1412

1.044 0.150 - 3.000	 0.200 - 3.000	 0.400 - 1.000 63.0074 160
1.074 0.150 - 3.000	 0.200 - 3.000	 0.300 - 1.000 50.1029 P52
1.093 0.150 - 3.000	 0.200 - 3.000	 0.200 - 1.100 50.6159 rED
1.032 0.200 - 9.000	 0.300 - 6.006	 0.100 - 0.150 143.0643 120
1.006 0.300 - 100.0	 O.	 - 40.00	 0.010 - 0.600 101.1442 1112

3.130 0.306 - 00.09 0.300 - 106.0 0.010 - 0.400 315.7740 *60
1.111 0.206 -106.0	 0.300 -20.00	 0.010 - 0.600 103.2152 1412

	

0.200 - 30.00	 0.300 - 10.133	 0.010 - 0.600 108.5137 120
-	 0.150 - 100.0	 0.300 - 15.00	 0.010 - 0.150 132.1010 5(12
- 0.350 - 5.000 0.300 - 5.000 0.010 - 0.000 51.3442 520

- 0.150 - 100.0 0.200 - 0.200	 -	 114.6540 4412
1.110 0.306 - 5.000 0.400 - 5.006	 -	 276.1527 (20
1.038 0.	 - 106.0	 4.0(31 - 20.00	 0.400 - 1.900 162.6339 1112
1.151 0.200 - 10.00	 0.300 - 109.0	 0.010 - 0.210 106.2365 120
1.111 0.300 - 100.0	 0.400 - 20.00	 0.010 - 1.000 134.3620 1112

1.140 0.200 - 30.00	 0.306 - 100.0	 0.010 - 0.400 166.2380 *20
1.102 0.300 - 309.0	 0.400 - 20.00	 0.010 - 1.000 134.3520 *112
1.116 0.300 - 5.	 0.400 - 100.0	 0.013 - 0.300 107.5973 PCI
1.072 0.	 - 100.0	 0.506 - 20.00	 0.030 - 1.000 140.2334 1112
1.100 0.409 - 2.006	 0.500 - 2.000	 30.00 - 30.00 682.9017 1(0

TABLE 4.4 THE FIRST PAGES OF RESULTS FROM (a) ZEDITA
AND (b) ZEDITB FOR MUSCLE SIMULATION,
POLYETHYLENE AS BASE MATERIAL AND
PHOTON ATTENUATION FITTING
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CHAPTER 5

TH CALCULATED PROPERTIES OF A RANGE
OF TISSUE AND AIR SUBSTITUTES

5.1 SOME GENERAL COMMENTS

The new selection procedures described previously have been

extensively applied to the formation of a range of tissue and air

substitutes. The formulations were produced by the use of the

two computer programs ZEDITA AND ZEDITB, which in most

cases were run simultaneously for each simulation exercise•

Many hundreds of two-component substitutes were generated during

the course of the study, and from these some thirty were selected

for manufactures

The choice of formulae depended upon the agreement between the

relevant radiation characteristics for the 'real' material and

substitute, and the subsequent application. An example was the

development of a breast tissue substitute designed for mammography

dosimetry. The substitute was required to have acceptable low

energy photon attenuation and absorption characteristics and be

suitable for casting large, air free sections.

The base materials that were considered included wax,

polyethylene, TPX, P.V.C., epoxy resins, polyurethane foams

and, of course, water. There was a gradual trend during the

study from polymer-based substitutes which required elaborate

equipment not available on site, towards epoxy resin based materials4

With these resins, the manufacturing procedures could be easily
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performed within any conventional laboratory equipped with modest

vacuum and stirring apparatus (described in CHAPTER 6). These

comments similarly applied to polyurethane foams used as lung

substitutes.

A problem that was always present was the accuracy of the

formulae available for the many materials invesUgated. This was

particularly important with the base materials which were often

commercial polymers. The large manufacturing organisations

such as I.C.I., SHELL and CIBA-GEIGY were exceptionally

helpful in this respect, but sometimes the advice was vague and

apparently shrouded in commercial secrecy. All too frequently

a formula would be quoted as being basically correct, except for

the addition of 'a small percentage of a stabilizing agent'. The

formula of the stabilizing agent was always highly classified

Another similar situation occurred with the'unknown' impurities

contained within many inorganic compounds. High purity chemicals,

such as ANALAR grades, were always used when these were

available If it was thought that a material was contaminated or

had an unknown composition, other methods of identification were

pursued. These methods included chemical analysis and high

precision, low energy photon attenuation measurements. The

latter technique, which successfully indicates small quantities of

high-Z contaminants, is described in CHAPTER 7,
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5.2 THE SIMULATED MATERIALS

When the different types of materials to be simulated were

being considered, three factors tended to influence the selection.

The first was historical. During 60 years of dosimetric

measurements, the many diverse problems that were encountered

obviously forced the evolution of the existing substitutes. In this

period the demand was predominantly for muscle, lung, bone and

air substitutes. As the analysis of existing substitutes showed that

in most cases the radiation characteristics were unacceptable, then

all of these materials should be simulated, in the light of standards

set in this study.

The second influencing factor involved the current demand for

substitutes. During the course of the work, inconsistencies

relating to the dosimetry of mammographic techniques has resulted

in the production of substitutes that simulate the tissues found in the

human breast. A great deal of effort was put into th search for a

reliable formula representing 'average' breast tissue, which was

unsuccessful except that it established the variations of the

composition with age and subject. Apparently the tissue varies

between the extremes of fat and water s 'Average' breast tissue

was quoted as being composed of a mixture of fat/water in the

proportions from 25:75 to 75:25. To resolve the dilemma the

measurements were performed on three test objects, constructed

of a fat substitute, a muscle substitute and a 'breast' tissue material

based on fat (50); water (50).
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The shortage of European sized' skeletons in the manufacture

of body phantoms (STACEY, 1971) has given impetus to the

development of bone substitutes. From data supplied by

SPIERS (1971), an 'inner bone' formula was calculated which had

the average composition of a mibjJre of hard bone and soft tissue.

The formula, which takes into account the average ratio3 of hard

bone to red marrow in trabecular bone structures, was based on

the ratio of 22.4% bone to 77.6% soft tissue (by weight). Bones

made with this mixture need only be coated with an outer layer of

a hard bone substitute, to simulate real bones on a macroscopic

scale.

Similarly, the continued search for more 'tissue equivalent'

thermoluminescent dosemeters, has stimulated the investigation

of mixtures of phosphors and inert powders that have improved

radiation properties.

The third influencing factor was a preprint of an ICRP document

on Reference Man which was received in 1970 (TIPTON, 1970).

The document contained an elemental analysis of some 80 tissues

and organs, with data covering 64 elements. This treatment will

ultimately replace a similar, but less extensive, ICRP publication

of 1959. Unfortunately the new document contains a number of

numerical anomalies and amended 'final' versions are still being

written.
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It was realised that an adequate evaluation of this mass of data

could only be performed by computer, so the formulae have been

compiled on to magnetic tape in the same way as the data for

compounds was stored (ATTAPE and ZETAPE - APPENDIX 4).

When amendments are received, the tapes are updated.

The influence of this source of data has arisen from the

dis crepancies between photon energy abs orption coefficients

calculated for these tissues, and those for the formulae

published by ICRP in 1959. An analysis of the 1959 data was

given by the ICRU (National Bureau of Standards, 1963) who

pointed out that the high atomic number elements in the thyroid,

liver and spleen would result in increased energy absorption

compared to muscle. In the energy range 10-50 keV, thyroid and

spleen were stated to give approximately 10%,and liver as much as

30% increased absorption.

Attenuation and energy absorption coefficients, stopping and

angular scattering powers have been tabulated for all of the 80

tissues and organs and these high absorption values with respect

to muscle, have not been recorded.

The differences appear to be due to the interpretation of the

1959 data. In the original ICRP document, tables of elemental

concentrations (in ig/g wet tissue) for 44 elements are given from

silver (Ag) through to Zirconium (Zr) omitting, among others the

elements carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen. The ICRU
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calculations were made on a muscle based material having these

trace elements. The new ICRP document includes the C, H, N,O

group of elements and shows that each tissue or organ is composed

of WATER + FAT + PROTEIN + TRACE ELEMENTS and not simply

WATER (or MUSCLE) + TRACE ELEMENTS as ICRU reasoned.

The result of this is that the coefficients are much lower than

previously reported because of the reduction caused by the fat

and protein components.

The calculated values of mass energy absorption coefficient

ratios, for a few tissues and organs quoted in the new Reference

Man document, compared to muscle, are shown in FIGURE 5.1.

The low absorption ratios for thyroid, liver and spleen are

illustrated in the figure.

The new ICRP document stimulated the production of skin,

liver and thyroid substitutes and should pave the way for the

simulation of many more tissues once the numerical discrepancies

have been eliminated from the data.

The new substitutes, and their calculated radiation

characteristics, will be discussed in the next two sections. The

first of these will deal with the tissue and organ substitutes,

namely MUSCLE, FAT, LUNG, BONE, SKIN, BREAST, LIVER

and HYR OlD. The last sectiain this chapter will deal with

'miscellaneous substitutes, in particular those for ,AIR and

thermoluminescent dosimetry (TLD) systems. For reference
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purposes, the chemical compositions and specific gravities of

all these simulated materials are grouped together in TABLE 5.1.

The formula for red marrow was supplied by APSDEN (1973).

1
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LUNG

HARD BONE

INNER BONE

0.26

1 . 05

1.85

MATERIAL

MUSCLE

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
(PERCENTAGE WEIGHTS)

H(102);C(12,3); N(3.5); 0(72.893); Na(0.08);
Mg(O.02); P(0.2); S(0.5); K(0.3); Ca(0.007)

S
G

1.0

1.05

FAT
	

11(12.21); C(76.08); 0(11.71)
	

0.92

AS MUSCLE

11(3.39); C(15.5); N(3.97); 0(44.1); Na(0.06);
Mg(0.21); P(10.2); S(0.31); Ca(22.2)

H(8.67); C(13.0); N(36); 0(66.40); Na(0.08);
Mg(O.06); P(2.43); S(O.46); K(0.23); Ca(4.96) 1.12

H(10. 0); C(22.7); N(4,62); 0(61 .5); Na(O.181);
SKIN	 Mg(O.0058); P(O.0327); S(O.158); C1(O.265);

K(0. 0846); Ca(O. 015)

BREAST	 I H(11.70); C(38.04); 0(50.26)

H(100); C(14.4); N(2.83); 0(66.7); Na(0.1);
LiVER	 Mg(0.0172); P(0.261); S(0.289); C1(02);

K(0.25); Ca(0., 005); Fe(0. 0178)

H(10. 0); C(10.6); N(2.19); 0(68.8); Na(0.219);
THYROID	 Mg(0.01); P(0.075); C1(0.169); K(0.119);

Ca(0 035); 1(0.06)

AIR
	

N(75.5); 0(23.2); Ar(1.3)

H(1.0.18); C(47.48); N(2.18); 0(36.04);
RED	 Na(0.008); Mg(0. 0024); P(0. 028); S(0.154);
MARROW	 C1(01); K(0.174);Ca(0. 0004); Fe(0.01);

Zn(0. 009)

TABLE 5.1 THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS AND SPECIFIC
GRAVITIES OF THE MATERIALS SIMULATED IN
THIS STUDY
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5.3 TISSUE AND ORGAN SUBSTITUTES

(i) MUSCLE

The first action in the development of this, and all the other

groups of substitutes, was to check the compound library to see

whether any materials, without additives, were suitable. This

normally produced a few interesting materials, useful over limited

energy ranges, but rarely produced ideal systems. In the case

of muscle a compound in powder form was found.

The next step was to decide upon the base materials. This

choice was, of course, governed by the subsequent use of the

material. The diversity of the applications for muscle substitutes

was such that six base materials had to be considered These

bases were paraffin wax, polyethylene, TPX, nylon, water and

epoxy resin formulations. This choice covered most, if not all,

of the possible uses of muscle substitutes, capable of being cast

in large or small volumes, poured, moulded and machined to any

desired shape.

Once the most promising formulae had been selected from the

tabulations produced by the ZEDIT programs, a complete listing

of coefficients, powers and other important data was derived via

the program TABLEC (APPENDIX 4).

TABLE 5.2 presents the fifteen best formulae that were

derived as muscle substitutes. Here, the constituents are

tabulated, together with the percentage weights bracketed after
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No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

MUSCLE SUBSTITUTES

CONSITIJENTS AND PERCENTAGE WEIGHTS

ALUMINIUM ACETYLACETONATE (100)

ALUMINIUM BUTOXIDE (100)

POLYETHYLENE (72. 66); MAGNESIUM OXIDE (27.34)

TPX (76.26); MAGNESIUM OXIDE (23.74)

TPX (74.47); ALUMINIUM FLUORIDE (25.53)

PARAFFIN WAX (70.65); MAGNESIUM OXIDE (23.55);
LITHIUM CARBONATE (5.80) '

EPDXY CB1/4PMS (72.24); SODIUM FLUORIDE (27.76)

EPDXY CB1/4PMS (78.87); MAGNESIUM OXIDE (21.13)

EPDXY CBL/3PMS (84.87); P.V.C. (7.13);
P.T.F.E. (8.00)

EPDXY CB2/4PMS (78.55); ALUMINIUM
FLUORIDE (21.45)

EPDXY CB2/4PMS (80.14); MAGNESIUM OXIDE (19.86)

NYLON-6 (64.97); MAGNESIUM CARBONATE (35.03)

NYLON-6 (73.77); SODIUM FLUORIDE (26.23)

WATER (99.83); MANGANESE FLUORIDE (0.17)

WATER (88.60); SODIUM ACETATE (11.40)

TABLE 5.2 SOME NEW MUSCLE SUBSTITUTES
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each compound. The formulae are numbered for easy reference

and specific ones are also coded (MS1, MS2, etc). These are

materials which have been manufactured and evaluated experimentally.

Those which are uncoded have not been manufactured but, from the

experience gained in this study, are considered to be practically viable.

Many of the points discussed in this section will be applicable to the

other substitutes, so some space will be devoted to descriptions of

these formulae and the philosophy behind their design. For

convenience they will be discussed in the groupings indicated in the

table.

The first two materials were found from a 'single material' search

of the complete compound library magnetic tape and may have

applications as bolus systems in Radiotherapy treatments. Variable

packing, often encountered with powders, might prove troublesome with

this type of product.

The next four substitutes were based on the polyolefin family,

namely polyethylene (C 2 H 4 ) and TPX (C 6 1112 ), together with

polypropylene (C3 11 ó ) and, to a good approximation, paraffin

wax (C 25 1152 ). It was found that a formula of the form CH2

was adequate for the four materials, yielding essentially the

same coefficients and powers. The specific gravities for these

materials ranged from 0.83 to 0.92 which made for a very useful

flexibility in terms of the density of the final product. Once a

suitable system was derived for the CH2 formula, based upon the
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agreement between coefficients and powers, the specific gravity

of the final product could be adjusted as required by choosing

different bases. This was evident with numbers 3 and 4.

Number 3, or MS1, was one of the first substitutes to be devised

and was based on polyethylene, with subsequently a high specific

gravity (1 .15). Number 4 was an improved formulation derived

with the latest versions of ZEDIT and used the lower density,

TPX, resulting in a specific gravity of 1 . 02. Formula 6 was

an attempt to improve the agreement o the coefficients and powers

by including a third additive. The problem was still analysed as

a two-component system, by using WAX + MgO, in the proportion

(by weight) of 75:2 5, as the base material when lithium carbonate

was indicated as the best additive.

Formulae 7-11 were epoxy resin based materials. Two

resin systems were investigated:-

cm:	 CIBA MY750, a liquid bisphenol A epoxy resin, is added

to the low viscosity liquid amino-amide hardener,

XD593, in the proportions (by weight) of 100:60.

Theoretical formula: C(72.35); H(8.97); N(5.62);

0(13.07).

çB2:	 CIBA MY750 is added to 2-ethylhexy glycidyl ether,

EP-587 and a mixture of 2, 4, 4 - and 2, 2, 4 -

trimethyihexane - 1, 6 - diamiries, XD555, in the

proportions (by weight) of 100:50:31. Theoretical

formula: C(71.25); H(9.54); N(3.03); 0(16.18).
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The specific gravities of these resins were approximately 1.1,

which resulted in unacceptably high density muscle substitutes.

To reduce these values, low density microspheres', microfine

powders made up of hollow, gas-filled, spheres, were added to

the resins. Two types of microspheres were used:-

PMS:	 BXL phenolic microspheres (BJO 0930) of specific gravity

-'0. 13. Mean particle size: 50 tim. Theoretical

formula: C(78.23); H(7.88); 0(13.89).

SMS:	 'SARAN' microspheres, a copolynier of vinylidene

chloride and acrylonitrile developed by the Dow Chemical

Co., of specific gravity - . 003. Particle distribution:

10-100 j.tm. Theoreticalformula: C(29.97); H(2.52);

N(3.18); Cl(6433).

Relatively small quantities of these rnicrospheres added to the

resins reduced the bulk specific gravities to below unity; for

example, 4% (by weight) of the phenolic microspheres reduced the

specific gravities to 0.85, while less than 1% of 'SARAN' was

required to produce the same reduction.

In the tabulation the percentage of added microspheres are

indicated immediately before the coding; 'CB1/4PMS' describes

a mixture of resin and phenolic microspheres in the proportion (by

weight) of 96% CB1 and 4% PMS.

In general, using the resin/microsphere mixture as the base

material, only one added compound was required to produce useful
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substitutes. An exception was MS5, a special system having two

additives, one controlling viscosity and the other correcting the

radiation characteristics. This procedure will be discussed in

greater detail in the next chapter.

Formulae 12 and 13 use nylon-6 as a base and were designed

as possible Radiotherapy bolus materials. A high density product

was intentional in order that the effective density of the particulate

form was close to that for muscle. This type of material, if

manufactured in small, identical spheres should have smaller

packing problems than the powders described earlier.

Although water has excellent properties as a muscle substitute,

differences of some 4% occurs in the mass energy absorption

coeffiiients. The ZEDIT programs were used in an attempt to

improve this divergence by the addition of suitable compounds.

Unfortunately, a number of the best additives produced by the

programs giving coefficient and power agreement within 1%, could not be

used because of their insolubility in water. Two acceptable materials

were located and are tabulated as numbers 14 and 15. Formula 14,

due to the extremely small quantity of material added and the

corresponding problems of uniform dispersion, probably has

limited applications.

As most of the substitutes described in this chapter were

categorised as class A materials with coefficient or power

errors below 5%, a tabulation technique is used to illustrate the
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variations in the relevant data. TABLE 5,3 shows the ratios,

between the fifteen muscle substitutes and muscle, of mass

attenuation and energy absorption coefficients, electron mass

stopping and angular scattering powers at three energies, 10 keV,

1 MeV and 100 MeV. For the coefficients, the ratio indicating

the largest error in the range 10-40 keV is quoted if the ratios

peak in this range. An inspection of the complete curves of

coefficient and power ratios in Chapter 2, will show that this

method effectively describes the response of the substitutes, as

the maximum errors occur at low and high energies, while the

1 MeV ratios characterise the magnitudes of the errors in the

broad medium energy region. This concise method of display

is useful if specific characteristics are required for a definite

application. The last column gives the calculated specific gravity

of the substitute.

It can be seen from the table that the errors are generally

low, and frequently have the CLASS A category for either photons or

electrons.
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5.3(11) FAT

Fat, which makes up some 19%, by weight, of the total

human body (TIPTON, 1970), has been rather neglected with

respect to simulation. In this study twelve fat substitutes have

been formulated and are described in TABLE 5,4 and the

corresp®rrding calculated coefficient and power ratios are shown

in TABLE 5.5. The coding for manufactured substitutes is 'FT'

(i.e. FT1, FT2, etc).

The first five materials all have useful characteristics without

the addition of any corrective compound. Number 1 is a copolymer

of ethylene and vinyl acetate, called 'EVA'. When added in the

correct proportions, the coefficients and powers differ by only a

maximum of 2% compared to those for fat, over the entire energy

range. EVA-28 is the commercial grade which corresponds to

these results. The specific gravity of EVA -28 is higher than

required at 0.95. Formulae 2 and 3 are powders while 4 and 5

are commercially available polymers. These four materials are

within 1% of fat, except for the high specific gravities of the

polymers. (The specific gravities of the powders were not

readily available in the literature).

TPX, with its low mass density, is ideal as a base for fat

substitutes, and formulae 6-9 were based on this material.

Maximum errors are generally below 2%; formula 9 is exceptional

as it had exactly the same coefficients and powers as fat.
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___	 IFAT SUBSTITUTES 
I

No.	 CONSITUENTS AND PERCENTAGE WEIGHTS

1	 EVA-28 (100)

2	 LITHIUM MYRISTATE (100)

3	 LITHIUM PALMITATE (100)

4	 NYLON-li (100)

5	 NYLON-12 (100)

6	 TPX(8142); LITHIUM CARBONATE (18.58)

7	 TPX (79. 68); LITHIUM CARBONATE (20.32)

8	 TPX (95.87); SODIUM FLUORIDE (4.13)

9	 TPX (72.66); ACETYLUREA (27.34)

10	 EPDXY CB1/2PMS (70.63); TPX (29.37)

ii	 EPDXY CB1/0.5SMS (70.63); TPX (29.37)

12	 EPDXY CB1/2PMS (45); TPX (55)

CODE

FT2

FT1

FT3

FT4

FT5

FT6

TABLE 5.4 SOME NEW FAT SUBSTITUTES
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The last three substitutes (10-12) are epoxy resin based, with

TPX as additives. Number 12 was a special formulation made

after some low energy photon attenuation measurements had

indicated that the theoretical formula of the resin might have a

small, but detectable, errors

Although, admittedly, fat is a relatively simple material to

simulate, these results illustrate the potential of the new selection

procedures. Ignoring number 12, which was not evolved through

the selection procedures, the largest coefficient and power error

for eleven materials is 2% while many are within 1% or even less

of the real values.
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5.3(iii) LUNG

It was shown earlier that existing lung substitutes are very

poor, when for photons no class A, or even class B materials were

evident from a search of the literature. Two systems were

analysed, one based on polyurethane foams and the other on epoxy

resin/niicrosphere syntactic foams. Both materials present

manufacturing problems (described in detail in the next chapter)

when the low density substitutes are required. For polyurethanes,

lung specific gravities of 0.26 fall between the low values for

flexible foams (sg :-0. 03) and the relatively high values for rigid

foams (sg :-0.5). Fortunately I.C.I. were able to suggest a

semi-rigid material which proved to be quite useful. With

mixtures of epoxy resin and microspheres, the problem wasfinding

a grade of microspheres with the distribution of particle size such

that large quantities of spheres may be added to reduce the density

to the levels required. Specific gravities down to 0.5-0.6 were

feasible with the phenolic microspheres quoted earlier.

The polyurethane system is described below.

PU1:	 I.C.I. ACTiVATOR HM 10, a stable blend of catalysts,

surfactants, foam stahiisers, polyols and water, is added

to a mixture of DALTOCEL SF, a cross-linked polyester,

and SUPRASEC DN, a diphenylmethane diisocyanate

composition. The proportions, by weight, of

DALTOCEL SF, SUPRASEC DN and ACTiVATOR HM 10,

were 100 85 40. Theoretical formula: C(60); H(7);

N(5); 0(28).
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Due to the complexity of this composition, only the approximate

theoretical formula quoted was available.

Three formulations based on polyurethane foams and two

based on the epoxy resin/rnicrospheres are described in TABLE 5.6,

together with their calculated coefficient and power ratios in TABLE

57. The manufactured materials are coded 'LW.

The ratios given in TABLE 5,7 show that the agreement between

the substitutes and lung tissue is extrefhely good, although it must

be borne in mind that errors could be introduced in the polyurethane

data if the chemical formula differs appreciably from the one quoted.

The specific gravities for the polyurethane based substitutes are

measured values and not theoretical ones • Measured values had

to be given because the foams were not allowed to rise freely but

were contained within aluminium inoulds and forced to 'over-pack'

to achieve the required densities.
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_____	 JLUNG SUBSTITUTES I	 _____
CONSTITUENTS AND PERCENTAGENo.

	

	 CODEWE IGHTS

1	 PU1 (85.73); ALUMINIUM OXIDE (14.27) 	 LN1

2	 I PU1 (68.89); MAGNESIUM CARBONATE (31.11) I -

3	 I PU1 (83.13); MAGNESIUM OXIDE (16.87) 	 I -

I
EPDXYCB2/16.2PMS(78.4t8); 	

LN2ALUMINIUM FLUORIDE (21.52)

5	 I EPDXY CB2/16.2 PMS (91.89);P.V.C.(8.11) 	 I LN3

TABLE 5.6 SOME NEW LUNG SUBSTITUTES
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53(iv) BONE

A similar situation exists with bone substitutes as with

lung, in that no class A materials have been apparently recorded

in the literature for photon interactions.

TABLE 5 • 8 shows six formulae of hard bone substitutes

(manufactured materials coded TSBT) and five inner bone formulations

(coded TI]3t). The calculated coefficient and power ratios for the

substitutes compared to the bone tissue are given in TABLE 5.9.

The base materials chosen for bone simulation were polyethylene,

epoxy resins, acrylics, P.V.C. and water.

For hard bone, the epoxy resins (without microspheres) were

ideal systems giving agreement within a few percent for most

interactions. Due to the densities of resin and added materials,

and their relative masses in the formulations, the resultant specific

gravities were very close to the required value. Formula 4 'was

exceptionally good, having exactly the same coefficients and powers

as hard bone s Formula 6 was a P.V.C. formulation manufactured

by Plastic Coatings Ltd. The original formula, having acceptable

radiation characteristics, could not be manufactured by the firm

so the rather inferior form shown was produced as a compromise.

Formulae 7-11 were for inner bone s With the acrylic and epoxy

based substitutes, agreement was again within a few percent.

Water based formulae again suffered from the problem of

insolubility of the best additives, although Number 11 appears

promising.
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____

	

	 IB0NE SUBSTITUTES 
1	 ____

CONSTITUENTS AND PERCENTAGENo.	 WEIGHTS	 CODE

(a) HARD BONE

1	 POLYETHYLENE (32 . 55); VINYLIDENE
CHLORIDE POLYMER (67.45)	 -

2	 POLYETHYLENE (35.78); CALCIUM
METASILICATE (64.22)	 -

3	 EPDXYCB1 (32.71); CALCIUMCARBONATE 	 S 1(67.29)	 B

4	 EPDXY CB1 (36.62); CALCIUM METASILICATE
(63.38)	 -

5	 EPDXY CB2 (32.66); CALCIUM CARBONATE 	 3(67.34)	 SB

6	 'PLASTISOL' P.V.C. (60); CALCIUM
ALTJMLNIATE (40)	 SB2

(b) INNER BONE

7	 EPDXY CB1 (74.50); P.V.C. (25.50) 	 IBL

8	 ACRYLICS (84.96); HEXACHLOROETHANE
(15.04)	 -

9	 ACRYLICS (75.92); P.V.C. (24.08) 	 1B2

10	 WATER(83.0); SODIUM CHLORIDE (17.0)

11	 WATER (70.26); POTASSIUM SORBATE (29.74)

TABLE 5.8 SOME NEW BONE SUBSTITUTES
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5.3(v) OTHER BIOLOGICAL TISSUES

TABLES 5,10-5,14 show the formulae and characteristics

of materials devised to simulate skin,'breast tissue', liver and

thyroid; the codes for manufactured substitutes were TSKT, 'BR',

'LV' and 'TIP, respectively. Acrylic, epoxy resin and water

based substitutes have been formulated, again with reasonable

success • The tables are self-evident, but the formulae for 'breast

tissue' requires some comment.

The breast series, coded 'BR' were devised for low energy

photon mammography measurements. Formulae BR1 to BR6

were the results of an experimental investigation to find a

formulation which would stand up to the- severe restrictions

laid down in the manufacturing requirements (chapter 6). Although

the complete set of coefficient and power ratios are quoted

(TABLE 5.12), the important values in this particular application

were the photon attenuation and energy absorption coefficient

ratios below 40 keV.
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3

4

5

SKiN SUBSTITUTES I
No.	 CONSTITUENTS AND PERCENTAGE WEIGHTS

1	 ACRYLICS (83.78); MAGNESIUM FLUORIDE (16.22)

2	 ACRYLICS (56.79); P.T.F.E. (43.21)

EPDXY CB1/2PMS (82.98); ALUMINIUM FLUOR]DE
(17.02)

EPDXY CB1/2PMS (71.55); MAGNESIUM
CARBONATE (28.45)

EPDXY CB1/2PMS (78.58); SODIUM FLUORIDE
(21 .42)

TA BLE 5.10 SOME SKIN SUBSTITUTES

____	 [BREAST TISSUE' SUBSTITUTES 
I

No.	 CONSTITUENTS AND PERCENTAGE WEIGHTS

1	 EPDXY CB1/4PMS (70.14)5PT.F.E.(29.86)

2	 EPDXY CB1/2PMS (96.36); P.V.C. (3.64)

3	 EPDXY CB1/3FMS (85.86); P.V.C. (2.14);
P.T.F.E. (12.00)

4	 EPDXY CB1/1PMS (95.79); P.V.C. (3.71);
P.T.F.E. (0.50)

5	 EPDXY CB1/2PMS (92.89); P.V.C. (3.11);
P.T.F.E. (4.00)

6	 EPDXY CB1/3PMS (89.44); P.V.C. (2.56);
P.T.F.E. (8.00)

TABLE 5.11 SOME 'BREAST TISSUE' SUBSTITUTES
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LIVER AND THYROID_SUBSTITUTES( 	 ______

No.	 CONSTITUENTS AND PERCENTAGE WEIGHTS 	 CODE

(a) LIVER

1	
EPDXY CB1/4PMS (84.47); ALtJMINItJM	

LV1
OXIDE (15.53)

2	 EPDXY CB1/4PMS (72.47); SODIUM CARBIDE
(27.53)	 -

3	 WATER (60); LITHIUM NITRATE (40)	 LV2

(b) THYROID

4	 EPDXY CB1/3PMS (83.48); ALUMINIUM
FLUORIDE (16.52)	 -

5	 EPDXY CB1/0.5SMS (79.48); SODIUM
FLUORIDE (20.52)	 Till

TABLE 5.13 SOME LIVER AND THYROID SUBSTITUTES
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5.4 MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS

Two other groups of substitutes have been analysed, namely

air substitutes and those based on the thermoluminescent phosphor,

lithium borate.

The air substitutes are described in the same format as before,

in TABLES 5.15 and 5.16, with the manufactured materials coded

'AR'. Numbers 1 and 2 are powders, formulae 3-8 are based on

the polymer P.T.F.E. and the remainder on acrylics, bakelite and

epoxy resin • No attempt was made to specify the electrical

conduction properties of the products, although this could easily

be achieved by including a fixed amount of carbon with the chosen

base material.

P.T.F.E. is a particularly interesting base because it is

composed of carbon and fluorine, whose atomic numbers conveniently

straddle the important atomic numbers of the components of air -

nitrogen and oxygen. As P. T . F . E. has the formula C 2 F 4 , the

fluorine contribution to the coefficients at low energies causes them

to be ni ore than 30% higher than those of air • The addition of a

material containing predominantly lower atomic numbers should

improve this situation • This is illustrated in formulae 3 and 4.

Number 4 was shown by the ZEDIT programs to have errors '-p10%,

but it was thought that the material warranted some investigation.

Number 3, or AR1, was found to be commercially available, with

percentage weights close to those of formula 4
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l AIR SUBSTITUTESI

No. J	 CONSTITUENTS AND PERCENTAGE WEIGHTS	 I CODE

1	 LITHIUM NITRATE (100)	 -

2	 OXALICACID(100)	 -

3	 P.T.F.E.(75); CARBON (25) (FLUONVP25) 	 AR1

4	 P.T.F.E. (71.63); CARBON (28.37)	 -

5	 P.T.F.E. (58.45); ACET.AMIDOQUINOLINE (41.55) 	 -

6	 P.T.F.E. (59.43); ANTHRACENE (40.57)	 -

7	 P.TWF.E. (47.39); MELAMINE FORMALDEHYDE (52.61) -

8	 P.T.F.E. (59.16); NYLON-il (40.84)	 -

9	 ACRYLICS (47.62); LITHIUM FLUORIDE (52.38)	 -

10	 BAKELITE (40.20); P.T.F.E. (59.80)	 .AB2

11	 BAKELITE (67.59); MAGNESIUM CARBONATE (32.41)	 -

12 EPDXY CB1 (56.87); SODIUM METABORATE (43.13) 	 -

TABLE 5.15 SOME NEW AIR SUBSTITUTES
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The use of these materials in ionization chambers requires

ideally that the substitute be made up of elements having similar

atomic numbers as those found in air, in order that the electron

emission is comparable (SPIERS, 1972). For this reason the choice

of additives was further restricted.

Another application of the selection procedures has been in the

formulation of TLD based mixtures (coded 'TL') of powders which

have radiation characteristics corresponding to muscle, bone, liver

and red marrow (TABLE 5.17). These formulations have greatly

improved coefficient and power ratios (TABLE 5.18) over the basic

material and should improve the accuracy of dosirnetric investigations.

An example of this improvement would be low energy photon

measurements, when the volumes of powder normally employed

could seriously distort the photon and electron energy spectra from

that distribution which a perfect equivalent powder would produce.

Formulae 3 and 4 are bone substitutes and, together with

formula 6, a formulation simulating red marrow, could be used to

derive information of interest in trabecular bone dosimetry.

The substitutes introduced in this chapter have, from their

calculated properties, advantages over existing substitutes. They

have well defined and more precise radiation characteristics for

photons and electrons, are diverse in composition and, as will be

seen later, are reasonably easy to manufacture. In sOme cases the
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new materials simulate tissues which have been poorly served

in the past and, in a few instances, break new ground. The

epoxy resin based substitutes, in particular MS5, FT5, LN3,

SB3, IB1 and BR6, have proved in practice to be extremely useful

in many dosimetric situations.

After the manufacturing techniques and quality control tests

have been described in the next chapter, the measured radiation

properties of selected materials will be compared with these

calculated results.
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CHAPTER 6

THE MANUFACTURING AND QUALITY TESTING TECHNIQUES
DEVELOPED FOR THE NEW SUBSTITUTES

In this chapter the various methods evolved for manufacturing

the new substitutes will be described, together with the physical

investigations that were used for quality testing each batch of

materials. The chapter falls naturally into two sections dealing

respectively with the manufacturing and the physical testing

procedures.
1

6.1 THE MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES

It was stated earlier that the trend throughout the study was

away from the polymers which required elaborate manufacturing

procedures, to the more amenable epoxy resin systems. From the

tables of new materials introduced in the last chapter, it was

evident that these resins were extensively applied in many

simulation studies. Before the practical experience in this aspect

of the study is evaluated, wax and polyolefin based substitutes will

be considered
.4
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6.1(i) WAX

Historically, this material has found universal acceptance,

either on its own, or, with additives that were claimed to improve

the radiation properties.

The melting point of paraffin wax is 49-63°C, so it is a

fairly simple task to either mould, or cast, a pure wax sample.

Problems arise when additives (called 'fillers') are introduced a

powders, into the molten wax. If the time taken for the material

to solidify is prolonged after the fillers are added, then the wax

and fillers will separate according to their relative mass densities

and the particle size of the powder.

The only method of eliminating this effect is to stir the mixture

continuously until the solidification process is almost complete,

so that the increasing viscosity results in the particulate filler being

'held' in position. This technique unfortunately produces a large

quantity of trapped air within the sample which is difficult to

rem ove•

A possible solution to some of•these problems would be to stir,

or tumble, the molten mixture of wax and filler within an evacuated

chamber, allowing the material to cool and partially solidify.

Transfering the mixture to moulds or trays is always difficult,

whatever method is adopted. Pouring necessitates a low viscosity

mixture with subsequent settling-out defects, while the use of a

spatula with high viscosity mixtures introduces large quantities of
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trapped air into the final product

Some of the defects which may result from these procedures

are illustrated in the Xeroradiograph shown in FIGURE 6.1. A

breast shaped phantom was manufactured using MS2, a mixture of

paraffin wax and finely ground powders of magnesium oxide and

lithium carbonate. Extreme care was taken to exclude air and to

transfer the material into a silicon rubber mould, by pouring at

the last possible moment before the process of solidification

inhibited the flow. The solidified phantom was xeroradiographed

at 50 kV on the Siemens 'Mammomat T X-ray machine at the Royal

Marsden Hospital, London. This method was chosen for its fine

resolution and corresponding ability to demonstrate small differences

in composition. Due to the reversal process produced during the

xerbradiographic technique, the light areas are due to trapped air

and the dark areas to absorption in conglomerates of filler s It

is clear from these results that, despite the extreme care taken

during its manufacture, the breast phantom shown in the figure is

far from homogeneous.

A further characteristic which leads to poor results is the rapid

shrinkage as crystallisation occurs during cooling. Differential

cooling in wax phantoms of large volume have been purported to

produce such enormous stresses that explosions have frequently

occurred (STACEY, 1973).
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FIGURE 6 1 1 A XERORADIOGRAPH OF A BREAST
PHANTOM MANUFACTURED FROM THE
WAX BASED SUBSTITUTE MS2
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Once the material has been manipulated into the desired shape,

there still exist severe handling problems. Wax phantoms,

although cheap, are fragile and often brittle, they will warp and

often distort if handled excessively.

In short, although it is a simple procedure to heat a volume

of wax, add a filler and pour the mixture into a mould; it is

exceedingly difficult to produce an air-free, homogeneous sample,

which maintains its shape with continued use.
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6.1(11) POLYOLEFS

Some of the problems inherent with wax based substitutes

were solved in 1949 when JONES AND RAINE introduced MIX D.

Realizing that paraffin wax and polyethylene were similar as

regards photon attenuation, a mixture of these two materials was

used as the base and magnesium oxide and titanium dioxide added

to improve the radiation properties. The authors stated in their

paper that the mixture 'ensured that when molten the wax pours

easily and is yet viscous enough to keep the Mg 0 - Ti0 2 filler

in homogeneous suspension'.

MIX D was an improvement, but the disadvantages of samples

warping, shrinking and shattering easily still existed. Added to

this, inspection of typical samples of MIX D has shown poor

dispersion of filler, when,even by visual observation, large masses

of filler are clearly visible•

An obvious solution is to eliminate wax completely, and to base

the substitute on either polyethylene, TPX or polypropylene.

Theoretically, a mixture such as the German M3, based on one of

these polyolefins instead of wax, should be extremely good.

TPX offers the most advantages due to its superb machining

properties, especially compared to polyethylene, and its low specific

gravity that would result in a substitute (TPX + fillers) having a

bulk density approaching unity.
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These polymers may be processed by a variety of techniques

(BRYDSON, 1970). With COMPRESSION MOULDING the polymer

is heated in a mould, compressed to shape and cooled This

method is often used to produce large, strain-free objects. With

INJECTION MOULDING, the polymer is melted and injected, often

under great pressure, into a mould which is at a temperature

below the freezing point of the polymer so that the latter can

solidify. Because of the tendency for crystallisation to occur,

high shrinkage may take place. Another method is EXTRUSION

MOULDING, when the molten polymer it extruded into a mould

and left to set1

When fillers are added to a polymer, frequently a two-roll mill

is used. In this equipment the powdered polymers and fillers,

after being thoroughly mixed in 'powder blenders', are fed on to

two heated rotating cylinders. The polymer melts and by suitable

temperature controls, a leathery hide is formed round one of the

rolls On cooling,the hide is removed, pulverised and moulded by

one of the above processes into the desired shape. A mill

specially designed to produce good particle dispersion and uniformity,

essential in the manufacture of substitutes, was described by

SHONKA et al.(1958) in connection with their work on conducting

plastics.

At the temperatures required to melt these polymers, oxidation

is likely to occur unless air is excluded from the molten material,
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or special antioxidants are added. The range of processing

temperatures are from 150°C for polyethylene, 210-250°C for

polypropylene to 2 70°C with TPX. The high temperatures

required for TPX present problems when roll mills constructed

of stainless steel are employed.

Unfortunately the equipment outlined here is extremely

costly and rarely found in Hospital environments. Even in some

University Departments specialising in Polymer Research, only

the plastics requiring low processing temperatures can be

manipulated and consequently TPX cannot be considered.

(This latter comment similarly applies to P. T . F . E., which is

normally sintered at temperatures -'370°C).

Large commercial organisations can, of course, perform all

of these functions. I. C .1. has, without any charges being made,

produced a number of the polyolefin based substitutes, including

the TPX materials FT1 and FT3. All of the I.C.I. manufactured

substitutes had excellent dispersions of filler. Some smaller

organisations were able to produce these materials, but the cost

was often prohibitive.

The advantages of using TPX based substitutes are numerous•

Excellent samples may be made having good filler dispersion,

small shrinkage, are easy to machine and clean to handle and have

good radiation characteristics. The disadvantages appear to

revolve around the problems of manufacttire and the technical

difficulties when large, air-free sections are required.
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6.l(iii) EPDXY RESINS

The problem of producing substitutes in a conventional

hospital laboratory was solved by the use of epoxy resin systems.

Using these resins it was possible to manufacture both small and

large objects, completely air-free with good dispersion of fillers

and small shrinkage on curing.

The apparatus used for their manufacture is shown in

FIGURE 6.2(a).

Accurately measured quantities of liquid resin and hardener,

microspheres (if required) and filler were poured into the reaction

vessel (500 ml) and the specially ground lid attached A twin

bladed rotor was passed through the central stirrer gland and

connected to the variable speed electric stirrer. The components

were then thoroughly mixed by ensuring that the blades of the rotor

were deep in the fluid. Once the desired degree of mixing had been

achieved, the blades were raised to just below the top surface of

the fluid. While still stirring the mixture, the system was

evacuated. The pressure reduction caused the fluid to rise in

the vessel, but the rotating blades soon broke the resulting foam,

allowing the trapped gases to escape. After approximately 3-5

minutes, depending upon the viscosity of the mixture, the foam

would collapse and contract. At this point the rotor was lowered

into its previous position deep in the fluid and the mixing and

evacuation continued for 20 minutes. At the end of this time,
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FIGURE 6.2 (a) APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING EPDXY.
• RESIN BASED SUBSTITUTES

(b) TECHNIQUE USED FOR PRODUCING EPDXY
RESINS IN SHEET FORM
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the mixture was generally air-free and could be poured into moulds

or trays. The samples were left at room temperature for 15-20

hours to complete the hardening process.

The problem of filler separation was still present with these

systems but could virtually be eliminated by a suitable adjustment

of the viscosity of the mixture. If a small loading of filler (that

is, below 5%, by weight) had to be added, it was found that' the

viscosity of the resin ("25 Ns/m 2 ) as not great enough to hold

the particles in position. The situation could be improved to a

small extent by using finely ground powdered fillers, thus

increasing the surface area presented to the resin. Another,

and more useful approach was to stir and evacuate the mixture

as outlined previously, and then to delay the pouring for

approximately two hours, so that the hardening reaction increased

the viscosity. Stirring during this waiting period was essential

to inhibit filler separation. Normally low speed agitation was

adequate throughout this period, ending with the normal high speed

stirring immediately before the pouring stage.

The combined use of delayed pouring and finely ground additives

proved extremely successful when small quantities of fillers were

used.

A factor which limited the application of these mixtures was

the production of heat during the chemical reaction, called the exotherm,
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When these masses, greater than 1 kg were cast, the exotherm was

so excessive with unfilled resins or those containing small quantities

of filler, that the samples were often distorted and discoloured and

occasionally shattered It must be stressed that this occurred with

quantities of filler below 5%, by weight (e.g. BR2).

With larger am ounts of filler the problem was the efficient

rem oval of air from a high viscosity, or s orn etim es dough-like,

mixture (e.g. SB1) . In these cases little filler separation and a

reduced exotherm occurred. To effectively extract the air it was

found that a large reaction vessel (5 litres) gave acceptable results

as it produced a large surface area from which gas could be removed.

In addition an increased evacuation time (30-60 minutes) assisted the

process. Particle size was also an important consideration, as a

finely ground powder would increase the viscosity more than the

same mass of a coarse powder.

Substitutes BR2 with only 3 . 64% filler and SB1 with 67.29% illustrate

the extremes of the additive proportions, while in ost formulations

were in the range 20-30% which yielded manageable mixture 1 The

addition of microspheres as density correction agents produced

increased viscosities due to their small particle size s This was

particularly true with 'Saran' inicrospheres which, in quantities of

only a few percent produced unworkable systems. Some chemical

reaction between 'Saran' and the epoxy resin was also recorded,

leading to higher density final products than theoretically predicted.
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An attempt to produce a tperfect T epoxy resin formulation, having

a viscosity large enough to hold the filler in position, but still be

able to allow gas to escape, resulted in the series BR2 to BR6.

P.T.F.E., which was available as a fine powder (mean particle diameter -

5 jim), was used as the principal thickening agent. Powdered P.V.C.

was employed for correcting the coefficients and powers,while the

microspheres corrected for mass density and also produced some

increase in viscosity. The relative proportions arrived at finally

in BR6 produced a system that could be used to cast large, air-free,

horn ogeneous phantoms.

At this stage it would be appropriate to consider the methods of

manufacturing different types of test objects. Thin films of epoxy

based substitutes were produced when a series of low energy photon

attenuation measurements were performed. A number of different

techniques were tested, including sandwiching the material in the

liquid phase between horizontal plates. Plates constructed from

glass, aluminium, P.T.F.E., perspex, 'rnelinex'and polystyrene

were evaluated The method finally adopted is shown in FIGURE 6.2(b).

An accurately ground surface plate was covered with a sheet of

'melinex'and four spacers of the same thickness as the required

sample, were placed around the periphery. A small quantity of

the stirred and de-gassed resin was poured on to the centre of the

'rnelinex'. Another sheet of'melinex'was used to cover the lower

plate and a second surface plate placed on the top. By applying
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suitable pressure the mixture was squashed between the plates into

the required thickness. The whole system was left undisturbed

until the resin hardened, when the top plate was removed and the

'melinex' easily peeled from the sample. Films down to 0.1 mm

have been manufactured by this meth.od.

Certain materials were found to have excellent release

properties, notably polyethylene, 'melinex', P. T F .E,, polystyrene

and silicon rubber. The release of the hardened resins from

perspex, glass and aluminium was poor.

For large resin based samples polystyrene petri dishes and

trays were used to cast either discs or sheets up to a few centimetres

thick. For body sections silicon rubber moulds have proved to be

extremely useful and, with care, may be re-used many times.

A suitable product was found to be SILASTIC', sold as a low

viscosity solution (3110 R.T.V) and a thixotropic gel (504 R.T.V.).

Large quantities of heat may be evolved when in this type of

application only small am ounts of fillers are added.

These procedures have been found to be capable of producing

high quality samples during some eighteen months of investigation

and are well within the scope of most Hospital Physics Departments.
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6.1(iv) POLYURETHANE FOAMS

Polyurethane foams were used in the manufacture of low

density lung substitutes (specific gravity - 0.3). A semi-rigid

formulation was specified by I.C.I. (5.3(iii)) which could be

manufactured at this density level.

The principal constituents of the foam, DALTOCEL SF,

SUPRASEC DN and the filler were thoroughly mixed together in

the required proportions and de-gassed. The ACTIVATOR HM 10

was then added and stirred quickly into the mixture. As the

chemical foaming action started 10-15 seconds after the activator

was added, the constituents were mixed in the moulding containers

Strong aluminium nioulds were necessary because to attain the

desired density the foam, normally a much lower density, was

contained and forced to overpack, which consequently caused

considerable pressures to develop. To withstand these forces,

the cylindrical nioulds were capped, top and bottom, by brass

plates, and clamped in a mechanical press. Wax treatment of

the metal surfaces ensured good release properties.

The short time available for stirring after the activator was

added, precluded the use of evacuation, so a certain amount of

trapped air was always present. The air above the unfoamed

mixture in the mould was allowed to escape via a small hole in

the upper retaining plate, when the foam expanded This hole was

plugged when all of the air had been ejected.
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Filler separation was not a problem, as the mixture had a high

viscosity.

The maximum thickness sample that could be produced by this

method was one centimetre s Larger thicknesses reduced the

amount of overpacking and resulted in non-uniform foams having

unacceptably low bulk densities
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6.1(v) MISCELLANEOUS SYSTEMS

To complete this section a few words will be devoted to

the remaining base materials that have been used in this study.

The other polymer based substitutes mentioned in the formulae

quoted in Chapter 5 were nylon-6, P.T.F.E., bakelite and P.V.C.

The comments given in 6.1(u) again apply to these substances,

with the degree of difficulty in the manufacturing procedures

depending upon the individual material. Milling, extrusion and

injection moulding and sintering techniques were employed.

The P.V.C. TPlastisolr bone substitute, SB2, was an attempt

to produce a liquid P.V.C. mixture which could be used for coating

cores of Tinner bone' (IB1, 1B2). The liquid mixture contains a

solvent which evaporates on contact with the air. A formula,

suggested by Plastic Coatings Ltd, was based on a P.V.C. resin,

a phthalate plasticiser and a stabiliser . It was found that when

the filler, calcium aluniinate, was added to the liquid P.V.C.

formulation suggested, the filler inhibited the action of the

plasticiser, which had to be increased in concentration. This

modification obviously ruined the agreement in the coefficient and

power data which were based on the original P.V.C. formula.

Added to this, the high viscosity of the mixture resulted in poor air

release and, subsequently inferior samples.

The other system tested was the two-component acrylic product,
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I. C. I. 'Tensol No. 7'. It was found that the recommended quantity

of catalyst that was to be added to the monomer had to be reduced

from 4% to 1% (by weight), so that the hardening time could be

increased from a few minutes to 10-20 minutes. This permitted the

mixture. of acrylic and P.V.C. (1B2) to be adequately de-gassed.

The speed of hardening eliminated any filler separation problems.

It was noted that the addition of P.V.C. apparently acted as a

catalyst and decreased the hardening time.

The manufacturing procedures utilized for each of the new

substitutes are summarized in TABLE 6.1. On the same table

are quoted details of the appearance of each material and the

machining properties. These latter comments are obviously

subjective and cannot be specified precisely.
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RIGID/	 MA CHIN-
CODE	 PRODUCTION	 COLOUR FLEXIBLE ING PROPS

MS1 MILLED/EXTRUDED	 CREAM	 FLEXIBLE POOR
MS2 CAST	 WHITE	 RIGID
MS3	 BROWN	 FAIR
MS4	 ti	 Vt	 GOOD
M S5	 II	 It

MS6 MILLED/EXTRUDED	 CREAM	 FLEXIBLE FAIR

FT1 MILLED/EXTRUDED	 WHITE	 RIGID	 GOOD
FT2	 tt	 GREY	 FLEXIBLE POOR
FT3. • .	WHITE	 RIGID	 GOOD
FT4 CAST	 BROWN.
FT5	 YLLOW
FT6	 '	 BROWN	 FAIR

LN1 FOAMED	 YELLOW	 FLEXIBLE POOR
LN2 CAST	 BROWN	 RIGID	 GOOD
LN3	 It	 II

SB1	 CAST	 CREAM	 RIGID	 V. GOOD
SB2	 GREY-BROWN "	 POOR
SB3	 CREAM	 V.GOOD

IB1	 CAST	 ORANGE	 RIGID	 GOOD
1B2	 WHITE	 I'	 Vt

SKi	 CASTS	 BROWN	 RIGID	 FAIR

SERIES CAST •	BROWN	 RIGID	 GOOD

LV1	 BROWN	 RIGID	 GOOD
2	 CAST	 It	 It

a

Till CAST	 YELLOW	 RIGID	 FAIR

AR1 SINTERED	 BLACK	 RIGID	 GOOD
AR2 MJECTION	

YELLOW	 Vt	 POOR

TABLE 6.1 THE MANUFACTURING PROCEDURES AND SOME
PROPERTIES OF THE NW SUBSTITUTES
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6.2 SOME PHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS FOR QUALITY TESTING

(i) SPECIFIC GRAVITY DETERMINATIONS

Specific gravity measurements were performed on all of the

manufactured substitutes and also on a range of polymers,

existing substitutes and TLD materials. These values were

subsequently used in a series of determinations of photon mass

attenuation coefficients described in detail in the next chapter.

A selection of these materials were accurately machined into

small discs,2.2 cm diameter and 1 cm thick 1 The discs permitted

the measurement of specific gravity with high precision by a direct

determination of mass and volume. In the cases when accurately

machined discs could not be made, a 40 ml Hubbard Density

Bottle was employed. This latter technique was necessary for

such materials as 'Temex' rubber and the thin films of 'Melinex'

and 'Kapton'

TABLES 6.2 and 6.3 list the measured and, where appropriate,

the published or calculated specific gravities of all the materials

used in the attenuation measurements Suppliers and the types

of materials are also indicated on the tables. The standard error

of measurement was 0.5%.

The agreement between the two sets of data is generally

good, especially with the polymers. Some disagreement occurred

with the new substitutes when different grades of fillers were used
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SPECIFIC GRAVITIES
SUBSTITUTE	

MEASURED	 CALCULATED

MS1	 1,00	 1.15

MS2	 1.00	 1.15

FT2	 0.95	 0.95

FT3	 0.84	 0.86

FT4	 0.92	 0.92

FT5	 0.92	 0.92

FT6	 0.83	 0.89

SE1	 1.85	 1.90

SB2	 2.39	 173

IB1	 1.17

1B2	 1.18	 1.21

SKi	 1.14	 1.08

AR1	 1.94	 2.10

TABLE 6.3 THE SPECIFIC GRAVITIES OF SOME OF THE
NEW SUBSTITUTES
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during the manufacture. The wax used in the manufacture of M3

and MS2 had a lower specific gravity than published and resulted

in the reduced value. TABLE 6 .4 summarizes the grades and

suppliers of all the powdered fillers used.

The measurement of specific gravity provided a quick and

effective means of detecting density anomalies in the constituents

of the new substitutes or dispensing errors in their manufacture.
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6.2(u) HOMOGENEITY TESTS

Four different tests were used to investigate the

homogeneity of the manufactured substitutes and, indeed, some

of the existing substitutes. These were respectively xeroradiography

and three types of microscopy, namely optical transmission,

optical reflection and electron scanning microscopy.

The results of xeroradiography have already been illustrated

(6.1(1)). The method is superior to conventional radiography; even

high resolution radiography does not yield as much information.

The smallest detectable particle size with the system at the Royal

Mars den Hospital was 100 1.im. Particles of this size were

observed from a series of xeroradiographs of large test objects

containing particles of different diameters. This method is the

best one for indicating air voluin es within a sample.

Optical transmission microscopy could only be used if the

sample could be manufactured into a thin optically translucent

film. This exciudea such materials as opaque rubbers (Temex')

and resins filled with large quantities of additives (e.g. SB1, with

its large loading of calcium carbonate, or Alders on lung substitute

with its loading of phenolic microspheres). FIGURES 6.3 and 6.4

show typical results with specially prepared thin samples of 1B2 and

FT6. The magnification in each case was X150. Both of these

illustrate the uniformity possible with the epoxy resin systems.

1B2 has P.V.C. as a filler with mean particle sizes of 100 m. FT6
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has TPX powder added to the resin 1 together with phenolic

microspheres. The distribution of the large TPX particles with

the smaller microspheres dispersed amongst them is still very

uniform. The mean diameter of the TPX particles is 250 rn.

Optically opaque materials may be investigated by reflection

microscopy. Tests made on a suitable apparatus at the City

University (PHILLIPS, 1973) showed that the technique was

effective, providing the sample was carefully ground on the surface

of interests
I

The last and rather elaborate method which was investigated

was electron microscopy. Attempts to produce samples suitable

for transmission studies failed so a scanning electron microscope

was 'used and produced spectacular results • FIGURES 65 and 6 .6

show the scans for Alders on lung and SB1. Magnification varied

from X200 for the lung material to X1000 for SB1. Fractured and

prepared (ground) surfaces were analysed, the latter producing

slightly better results. The samples, in the form of cubes of

side 4mm, were first coated with carbon and then gold before

being scanned

A single phenolic microsphere is clearly visible in the centres

of FIGURE 6.5 (a) and the electronically magnified scan shown in

FIGURE 6.5(b). The numerous craters are apparently made by

the spheres removed when the sample was ground. Increased
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FIGURE 66 ELECTRON MICROSCOPE SCANS OF A
SAMPLE OF SB1
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magnification could not locate any other particulate filler within

the crater walls.

FIGURE 6.6 shows the distribution of calcium carbonate in

SB1 and illustrates that aggregates of the fillers can be formed

within these mixtures.

The scans were produced on the S4 STEREOSCAN Scanning

Electron Microscope at University College, London, (MILLEDGE,

1973).

The four methods described in this section appear to be

complementary, but the choice of test will often depend upon

whether the material is optically opaque or translucent and the

degree of homogeneity required; the latter frequently being

governed by the subsequent use of the substitute. If it is thought

that trapped air is present, then the optical and electron methods

are not suitable and Xeroradiography should be used. If a high

degree of particulate uniformity is required, the scanning electron

microscope offers a quick and elegant solution. The fact that

special procedures have to be adopted to prepare a sample for

analysis, (for example, grinding) always result in uncertainties

regarding the modification or destruction of important characteristics

Techniques which were not dependent upon such preparative procedures

were always employed whenever possible.
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CHAPTER 7

PHOTON ATTENUATION MEASUREMENTS ON SELECTED
SUBSTITUTES AND ALLIED MATERIALS

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The validity of the theoretical data presented in Chapter 5 was

investigated experimentally by a series of Tnarrow beamT photon

attenuation measurements. These measurements were made on

3 0-40 materials including a selection of the new substitutes,

some important existing substitutes, the common polymers and a

few thermoluminescent materials. Carbon and aluminium samples,

together with water, were also considered as a means of establishing

the reliability of the measuring techniques.

It was decided at an early stage in the experiments that the photon

energies used must extend from 10 key to at least 1 MeV so that

calculated data in the predominant photoelectric and incoherent

scattering ranges could be adequately assessed The lower

energies were particularly important as the strong Z-dependence

of the photoelectric process allowed both the elemental compositions

of the materials and the precision of the selection procedures, to be

probed.

Attenuation measurements with Am ericium -241 and Cobalt-6 0

were made at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, as convenient sources

and nucleonic equipment were readily available. These

radionuclides provided photons of 59.57 keV ( 241Am), 1.1732 and

1.3325 MeV ( 60 Co). Low energy measurements were made at
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Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories using characteristic X-radiation

from germanium and molybdenum targets. These provided

essentially monoenergic beams with the following mean energies:-

Germanium

	

	 Ka - 9.8709keV
Kp - 11.0415 keV

Molybdenum

	

	 - 17.4268 keV
- 19.7868keV

Equipment for the latter experiments was made available by the

Environmental and Medical Sciences Division of A .E .R.E ,Harwell.

The manufacture of the absorbers for these measurements

presented a number of problems. As the photon energies were

nominally from 10 keV to 1 MeV, a wide range of absorber thicknesses

had to be produced. TABLE 7.1 shows the Half Value Thickness

(H.VT.) for each of the tissues, lung, fat, muscle and bone at

10 keV, 20 keV, 60 keV and 1 MeV. To obtain reliable results it

was decided that whenever possible, a series of the transmission

readings would be taken from zero thickness to at least one H.V.T.

For bone substitutes this necessitated the manufacture of thin slices

below 0.1 mm thick for use at 10 keV to centimetre thick absorbers

at 1 MeV. At the other extreme lung substitutes required centiretre

thicknesses at 10 keV to tens of centimetres at 1 MeV. The wide

range materials analysed (listed earlier in TABLES 6.2 and 6.3)

similarly produced technical difficulties. The mechanical

properties of, say, wax and pyrex or epoxy resin and single crystals

of lithium fluoride required completely different manufacturing techniques.
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H.V.T. (mm)
TISSUE	 S.G.	 10 keV	 20 keV	 60 keV	 1 MeV

LUNG	 0.26	 5.1	 34	 130	 380

FAT	 0.92	 3.1	 16	 38	 110

MUSCLE	 1.00	 1.3	 8.8	 34	 99

BONE	 1.85	 0.13	 096	 12	 57

TABLE 7.1 THE H.V. T Ts FOR LUNG, FAT, MUSCLE AND BONE
TISSUES FOR PHOTON ENERGIES FROM 10 keV-1 MeV
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FIGURE 7.1(a) shows a few of the 500 absorbers manufactured

for this study. Absorbers from 0.05 to 1 mm thick were mounted

in 35 mm transparency frames and are shown in the slide box to

the right of the photograph. Disc absorbers, 22 mm diameter,

5 and 10 mm thick are shown stored in polystyrene tubes to the left

of the photograph.

FIGURE 7.1(b) shows the perspex holder used to position the

absorbers in the photon beam. The holder was constructed such
1

that the narrow beam passed unimpeded through its central section.

Slots in the inner walls of the holder allowed a maximum of ten

thin absorbers in the transparency frames to be placed in the beam•

The thicker disc absorbers were positioned centrally in the beam by

placing the TV-block T assembly (front left of photograph) in the main

holderS.

Each absorber was uniquely coded so that anomalous readings

could be traced to a specific sample.

Attenuation measurements on water were performed using the

cells shown in FIGURE 7.2. Three annular perspex holders were

constructed, such that the central sections, of diameter 22 mm,

contained tensioned'melinex'walls, 0.06mm thick, separated by

1, 5 and 10 mm spacers. Holes at the top of each spacer allowed

water to be injected into the void between the 'in elinex' windows

producing water absorbers of thicknesses nominally e4ual to those

of the spacers.
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FIGURE 7.1 THE ABSORBERS AND HOLDER USED
t THE ATTENUATION MEASUREMENTS
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FIGURE 72 'MELINEX'-WALLED CELLS USED FOR
ATTENUATION MEASUREMENTS ON LIQUIDS
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The thicknesses of all the absorbers were carefully measured

with precision micrometers	 The thicknesses of one hundred of

the most important samples were checked at the Mullard Standards

Laboratory. A Johansson Mikrokator, with 41 cm radius anvils

and a measuring pressure of 10 g, was used for the solid absorbers

and an optical feeler microscope for the three (filled) water cells

The absorbers were measured at a central position, corresponding

to the region traversed by the radiation beam. Uncertainties were,

at best, ± 0.005 mm but a few samles (rubbers, cleaved crystals

and waxes) gave uncertainties of ±0010 mm.

These absorbers and the methods of positioning them in the

narrow beams have proved in practice to be completely

successful for all the photon attenuation measurements.
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7.2 THE EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Although the general approach to the measurements, using both

radionuclide sources and characteristic X-rays, were similar, the

differences in the experimental apparatus require a short

description.

FIGURE 7.3 depicts schematically the apparatus used for the

radionuclide measurements ( 4 Am and 60Co). An encapsulated

'point' source, 2 mm diameter and of activity varying from 2.5 mCi

for 60Co to 14 mCi for 241Am, was fitted into the lower end of the

lead collimator A. Lead collimator B was fixed co-axially above

A, the facing surfaces of the collimators being 80 cm apart.

Collimator B was manufactured such that a 2 .5 cm Sodium Iodide

scintillation assembly could be located vertically above its upper

surface. Absorbers were placed, midway between the collimators,

on a perspex platform which had a 2 cm hole co-axial with the

collimators. The effective beam diameter at the sample was

5.6 mm The whole assembly was held in a rigid metal frame•

The scintillation assembly was connected to a Nuclear

Enterprise SR3 scaler, analyser and H.T. unit. Maximum

count-rates, integrated over the channels giving the 'peak'

response, when no absorber was present in the beam ('zero

thickness') was 22,000 counts/minute for 241Am (59.57 keV) and

20,000 counts/minute for 60 Co (1.1732 MeV). The standard

deviations on these count-rates, during the complete series of
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measurements, amounted to approximately 0.7% for 241Am and

0.9% for 6O

FIGURE 74 shows the Harwell/ Berkeley apparatus which was

used for the measurements with characteristic X-rays from

germanium and m olybdenum targets. Characteristic radiation,

emitted at right angles to a beam of primary X-rays (80-1 00 kV)

was allowed to pass through three lead collimators, X, Y, Z, to

fall on to a lithium drifted germanium detector. The dimensions

of the collimating system were as shown in the figure. To reduce

the amount of scattered radiation falling on the detector, the whole

system was housed within a 5.5 mm lead surround. The output

from the X-ray machine was monitored by a Victoreen 1LA

ionization chamber (M), placed inside the entrance port machined

in the surround. The beam diameter at the absorbers, which were

placed before collimator Y in the perspex holder, was approximately

4. 5 mm. Signals from the germanium detector were fed into a

Harwell designed nucleonic counting unit, which included a

multichannel analyser with computer compatible paper-tape output.

Typical spectra obtained with this equipment are shown in

FIGURE 75. The Ka and K lines for germanium and molybdenum

were plotted after the beams had traversed different absorber

thicknesses. In both cases the K lines produced large count-rates,

when zero thickness rates, integrated over the channels spanning the

peaks, amounted to 23,000 counts/minute with germanium and 31,000

counts/minute with molybdenum. The standard deviations in these
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'zero' values, during the complete period of the measurements,

amounted to approximately 0.5%.

At the beginning of this section it was stated that the general

approach to the measurements was similar in the two experimental

procedures. In both cases the zero thickness count-rate was

determined at the start of each run e Absorbers of one material

were then added and count-rates measured until the readings were

reduced by 50%. After appropriate corrections for deadtime and

X-ray output variations had been mde, the integrated count-rates

over the peak were converted to percentage transmissions, giving

the zero thickness rate the 100% value. The regression of log

(transmission) versus absorber thickness was then computed and

the slope or narrow beam linear attenuation coefficient ( p.) derived.

Whenever possible, zero thickness readings were repeated at the

beginning and end of each series of measurements on a particular

material, and the mean value used in the computation. In the few

cases when only one suitable absorber thickness was available, this

procedure could not be followed and the linear attenuation coefficient

was calculated from the zero and single thickness readings.

Typical transmission curves for the Ka and K lines from

germanium and molybdenum are shown in FIGURE 7.6. In

the figure the data for perspex, presented in the previous figure,

are drawn on a log-linear plot. Due to the lower count-rates

produced by the K lines and the associated reduction in the overall

precision for the derived att enuation coefficients, data for these

lines will not be presented in this analysis.
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Before the results of the measurements are compiled, a short

description will be given of the computation procedure adopted

for the evaluation of mass attenuation coefficients at the tnon_

standard' energies employed. These calculated coefficients were

required so that a direct comparison could be made with the

measured data.
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7.3 CALCULATED DATA

Mass attenuation coefficients for compounds were generally

calculated, from elemental cross section data, at 33 energy points

These'standard' energies covered the range 10 keV to 100 MeV,

having repeated increments as shown below:-

.01, .015, .02, .03 , • 04,.05,.06,. 08, .1, .15, .2, ----i00(MeV)

The coefficients of the materials used in the attenuation measurements

had to be calculated at 'non-standa1rd' energies, for example, at

9.8709 keV instead of 10 keV, so suitable interpolation and

extrapolation procedures were required.

Curve fitting techniques were adopted, fitting to the basic data

polynomial expressions of the form, in C	 (lnE)' , where the

mass attenuation coefficients (C) for a material at different

Tstandard T energies (E), were used to establish the values of a

Once the polynomial expression had been produced, substitution

of a 'non-standard' energy readily yielded the required mass

attenuation coefficient.

FIGURE 7. 7 shows the errors in the	 T and 'fitted' total

mass attenuation coefficients for muscle, when (a) the polynominal

fitting procedure was applied to TOTAL attenuation coefficients

and (b) the procedure was applied to the individual PARTIAL effects

and the total attenuation coefficients found by summation. In both

cases the total mass attenuation coefficients at the 'standard' energies,
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from 10 keV to 2 MeV, were compared with the coefficients

calculated at the same energies by substitution into the derived

polynomial expression. This was repeated for expressions of

different degrees until errors below 1% were obtained.

It was found that to achieve comparable results, higher degree

polynomials were necessary when the expressions were fitted to

the total coefficients, than when partial coefficient fitting was

employed. Subsequently, total mass attenuation coefficients at

the Tnon_standardT energies were taken as means of the coefficients

computed by the two methods, when polynomials of degree 7 for

total coefficient fitting and degree 4 for partial coefficient fitting

were adopted. Agreement between the two methods vs generally

better than 0.5%.
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7.4 THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

TABLES 7.2-7.5 summarize the experimental results obtained

from 60Co, 241Am and the Ka lines of germanium and molybdenum,

respectively. Each table comprises of five columns:-

The FIRST column, on the extreme left, lists the names of the

materials beipg tested.

The SECOND column lists the measured values of the narrow

beam linear attenuation coefficients, p (m 1 ). The standard

deviation is given in the cases where a number of transmission

measurements were made enabling a regression computation to be

made.

The THIRD column quotes the measured values of mass

attenuation coefficients, (m/kg). These values were calculated

from the linear attenuation coefficients given in the previous

column and the measured specific gravities listed in Chapter 6

(TABLES 6.2 and 6.3).

The FOURTH column quotes the values of the mass attenuation

coefficients, !. (m 2/kg) calculated by the polynomial fitting routines

described in section 7.3

The FIFTH and final column presents the ratios of the measured

mass attenuation coefficients to the calculated values.
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In TABLE 7,2 the results for 31 materials are summarized,

when the 1.1732 MeV gamma radiation from 60Co was used.

Maximum differences between calculated and measured data was

5%, although the agreement was generally below 2%. The random

errors associated with these measurements were due to counting

statistics, uncertainties in sample thickness and the unknown

impurities present. An indication of the size of these errors is

given by the quoted standard deviations, which were typically in the

range 2-3%.

TABLE 7,3 shows the results for the same 31 materials when

the 59.57 keV gamma radiation from 241Am was selected.

Excellent agreement between calculated and measured coefficients

was found for most materials, when the standard deviations

computed from the regression data were typically in the range

0.5-1%. The higher precision of these results compared to those

for 60Co was thought to be due, in part, to the better collimation

produced by the apparatus at the lower energy, and the difficulty

in obtaining 60 Co transmission curves down to 50%attenuation

for all of the materials, with the available absorbers.

For both 241 Am and 60Co the measured results for water and

the elements aluminium and carbon were within 2% of the calculated

values, which lends confidence to the experimental method.

Excellent agreement between measured and calculated data was

achieved for the new substitutes, indicating the high precision of
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p(nr1 )	 P/p (m2/kg)
MATERIAL	

MEAS.	 MEAS. CALC. RATIO

CB1	 7.23	 .17	 .00651	 .00638	 1.02
NYLON-6	 726	 .24 .00642	 .00645	 1.00
PERSPEX	 6.80	 .16 .00618	 .00638	 0.97
POLYETHYLENE	 6.33 .06 .00688	 .00671	 1.03
POLYCARBONATE	 7.42 - .13 .00618	 .00620	 1.00

POLYSTYRENE	 6.20 .12 .00652	 .00632	 1.03
P.T.F.E.	 12.0	 .3	 .00558	 .00565	 0.99
P.V.C.	 8.17	 .14	 .00614	 .00603	 1.02
TPX	 5.52	 .13	 .00649	 .00671	 0.97
ALDERSON FAT	 5.16 - .21 .00586	 -	 -

ALDERSON MUSCLE	 5.90 .11 .00573	 -	 -
ALDERSON LUNG	 1.75 .06 .00547	 -	 -
M3	 6.83	 .13	 .00683	 .00653	 1.05
MIXD	 6.47 - .17 .00667	 .00664	 1.00
PYREX	 13.3	 .00599	 .00585	 1.02

SHONKA A-150	 7.16 .14 .00639	 .00637	 1.00
SHONKA C-552	 10.5	 .1	 .00590	 .00587	 1.01
TEMEX	 6.68	 .15 .00668	 .00639	 1.05
ALUM]NIUM	 15.2 .3	 .00565	 00567	 1.00
CARBON	 10.4 - .1	 .00598	 .00588	 1.02

WATER	 6.65 +	 .00665	 .00652	 1.02
MS2	 6.58	 .26	 00658	 .00646	 1.02
FT1	 6.01	 .14	 .00660	 .00652	 1.01
FT2	 6.40	 .15	 • 00674	 .00659	 1.02
FT3	 5.64 - .02	 .00671	 .00666	 1.01

FT4	 6.06	 .17 .00659	 .00649	 1.02
FT5	 6.02	 .04	 .00654	 .00649	 1.01
SB1	 11.4	 .1	 .00616	 .00605	 1.02
IB1	 7.69	 .17	 .00657	 .00630	 1.04
1B2	 7.41 - .35	 .00628	 .00628	 1.00
SKi	 7.34	 .13	 .00644	 .00627	 1.03

TABLE 7.2 NARROW BEAM ATTENUATION RESULTS - 60Co

- 1.1732 MeV -
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MATERIAL	 MEAS.	 MEAS.CALC.	 RATIO

CB1	 21.74	 14	 .0196	 .0191	 1.03
NYLON-6	 22.23 - .20	 .0197	 .0193	 1.02
PERSPEX	 20.54 .15	 .0187	 .0193	 0.97
POLYETHYLENE	 18.26 - .14	 .0198	 .0197	 1.01
POLYCARBONATE	 22.5lt .19	 .0188	 .0187	 1.01

POLYSTYRENE	 18.10 .29	 .0191	 .0187	 1.02
P.T.F.E.	 40.11	 .24	 .0187	 .0188	 0.99
P.V.C.	 45.67	 .45	 .0343	 .0337	 1.02
TPX	 16.22	 .17	 .0191	 .0197	 0.97
ALDERSONFAT	 16.00- .13	 .0182	 -	 -

ALDERSONMTJSCLE	 19.10t.f8	 .0185	 -	 -
ALDERSON LUNG	 6.00	 .03	 .0188	 -	 -
M3	 21.02	 .11	 .0210	 .0207	 1.01
MIXD	 20.14- .14	 .0208	 .0208	 1.00
PYREX	 53.68	 .0242	 .0245	 0.99

SHONKAA-150	 22.2616	 .0200	 .0198	 1.01
SHONKA C-552	 33.02 .21	 .0186	 .0189	 0.98
TEMEX	 21.32 .27	 .0213	 .0202	 1.06
ALUMINIUM	 75.13 .09	 .0279	 .0284	 0.98
CARBON	 30.42 - .22	 .0175	 .0176	 0.99

WATER	 20.30 +	 .0203	 .0206	 099
MS2	 20.41	 .15	 .0204	 .0205	 1.00
FT1	 17.47	 .29	 .0192	 .0195	 0.98
FT2	 18.82	 .13	 .0198	 .0196	 1.01
FT3	 16.66 - .24	 .0198	 .0198	 1.00

FT4	 17.87	 .10	 ,0194	 .0193	 1.01
FT5	 17.63	 .12	 .0192	 .0194	 0.99
SB1	 59.78	 .29	 .0321	 .0319	 1.01
IB1	 27.39	 .12	 .0234	 .0230	 1.02
1B2	 27.29 - .26	 .0231	 .0228	 1.01
SKi	 22.82 t .23	 .0200	 .0196	 1.02

TABLE 7.3 NARROW BEAM ATTENUATION RESULTS - 241Am

- 59.57 keY -
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the selection and manufacturing procedures.

The acceptability of the new substitutes was only put in question

when the results at lower energies were analysed. TABLE 7.4

presents the results for the Ka line from molybdenum (17.4268 keV)

for 30 materials and TABLES 7.5(a), 7.5(b) the results from

germanium (9. 8709 keV) for 43 materials. The standard

deviations on these measurements were generally in the range

1-2% for molybdenum and 0.5-1% for germanium.

Although the data for the TPX, polyethylene, perspex and

P.T.F.E. based substitutes (FT2, FT3, 1B2, AR1) showed good

agreement with calculated values, the epoxy resin based substitutes

(FT4, FT5, SB1, IB1, SKi) showed both positive and negative

discrepancies in excess of 5%. Positive discrepancies were

also noted in the measurements on the unfilled resins CE1 and

CB2, indicating that either the basic 'CHNO' theoretical formula

was incorrect or, more probably, that a contaminant of high

atomic number was present. Discussions with the manufacturers,

CIBA-GEIGY (UK) LTD (MARTIN, 1974), have established that a

small percentage of chlorine is always present in the raw materials,

ranging from 0.1-0.2% at its lowest concentration, to 0.8% at its

maximum Most resins were stated as having 0.4-0.5%

concentrations of chlorine. Calculations have shown that chlorine

concentrations of 0.25% produce discrepancies of 5% at 10 keV,

whil9 .571lorine produce 10% errors
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MATERIAL	
'/P(rn 2/kg)	 RATIO

CB1	 75,08 1.22	 .0676	 .0635	 1.06
PERSPEX	 87.93 1.60	 .0745	 .0735	 1.01
POLYETHYLENE	 48.92 .28	 .0531	 .0534	 0.99
POLYSTYRENE	 51.38	 .0541	 .0546	 0.99
P.T.F.E.	 286.7	 .133	 .134	 0.99

TPX	 44.781: .26	 .0527	 .0534	 0.99
ALDERSON FAT	 42.55 1.14	 .0484	 -	 -
ALDERSONMUSCLE	 85.751:2.48	 .0833	 -	 -
ALDERSON LUNG	 22.881: .12	 .0715	 -	 -
M3	 113.1	 .113	 .111	 1.02

MIXD	 .101	 .102	 0.99
SHONKA A-150	 106.21: ,5	 .0948	 .0925	 1.02
SHONKA C-552	 190.02.1	 .107	 .106	 1.01
TEMEX	 104.9 - .8	 .105	 .0999	 1.05
ALU1VIINIIJM	 1407 1: 6	 .523	 .508	 1.03

CARBON	 97091: .74	 .0558	 .0560	 1.00
PARAFFIN WAX	 46.09	 .0536	 .0533	 1.01
WATER	 107.2	 .107	 .107	 1.00
LITHIUM BORATE/

P.T.F.E.	 266.6+	 .125	 .121	 1.03
LITHIUM FLUORIDE	 298.8 - .4	 .114	 .121	 0.94

MS2	 109.7	 .110	 .110	 1.00
FT2	 57.261: .51	 .0603	 .0600	 1.01
FT3	 50.66	 .0603	 .0606	 1.00
FT4	 58.92	 .0640	 .0606	 1.06
FT5	 59.781: .49	 .0650	 .0606	 1.07

FT6	 49.11	 .0592	 -	 -
SB1	 1000	 .0541	 .0584	 0.93
LB2	 263.6	 .215	 .216	 1.00
SKi	 108.1	 .0948	 ,0985	 0.96
AR1	 224.2	 .116	 .114	 1.02

TABLE 7.4 NARROW BEAM ATTENUATION RESULTS - Mo(Ka)

7.4268 keV -
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ii(m')	 I1/o (m 2 fkr)MATERIAL	 r	 ' ________ RATIOMEAS.	 MEAS.	 CALC. ______

CB1	 332.54.2	 .300	 .275	 1.09
CB2	 325.3 - 2.6	 .301	 .281	 1.07
MELNEX	 502.4±49	 .361	 .349	 1.03
NYLON-6	 300.7 - 1.8	 .293	 .287	 1.02
PERSPEX	 401.5 t .7	 .340	 .337	 1.01
POLYETHYLENE	 l9O.7-f1.1	 .207	 .208	 1.00
POLYCARBONATE	 347.311	 .289	 .294	 0.98
POLYIMIDE	 455.6 -4.0	 .323	 .318	 1.02
POLYSTYRENE	 233.612.4	 .222	 .222	 1.00
P.T.F.E.	 1481	 9	 .689	 .702	 0.98

P.V.C.	 4747 +	 3.57	 3.42	 1.04
TPX	 173.41.2	 .204	 .208	 0.98
ALDERSONFAT	 177218	 .201	 -	 -
ALDERSONMUSCLE 406435	 .395	 -
ALDERSON LUNG	 98.5 - 3.3	 .308	 -	 -

M3	 548.99.1	 .549	 .534	 1.03
MIXD	 421.9-1.3	 .435	 .456	 0.95
PRESSDWOOD	 568.6	 .592	 -	 -
PYREX	 3009 +	 1.36	 1.77	 0.77
SI{ONKA A-150	 481.7 -4.4	 .430	 .421	 1.02
SHONKA C-552	 933.84.1	 .558	 532	 1.05
TEMEX	 455.04.3	 .455	 .440	 1.03
ALUMINIUM	 7489	 63	 2.78	 2.73	 1.02
CARBON	 396.0 - 5.6	 .228	 .237	 0.96
PARAFFIN WAX	 179.7	 .209	 .207	 1.01
WATER	 530.2	 .530	 .536	 099
LITHIUM BORATE!

CARBON	 606.6	 .386	 -	 -
CARBON/RESIN	 515.4	 .280	 -	 -
LITHIUM BORATE/

P.T.F.E.	 1351	 .634	 .625	 1.01
LITHIUM FLUORIDE	 1539	 585	 .633	 0.92

TABLE 7.5(a) NARROW BEAM ATTENUATION RESULTS - Ge(Ka)

- 9.8709 keV -
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p(rxr l )	 P/p (m 2 1kg)	
RATIOMATERIAL MEAS.	 MEAS.	 CALC.

MS1	 490.0	 .490	 ,569	 0.86

MS2	 576.2 1.8	 .576	 .534	 1.08

FT2	 243.7tl.l	 .257	 .250	 1.03

FT3	 2l1.Ot k5	 .251	 .253	 0.99

FT4	 254.3 t .7	 .278	 .255	 1.09

FT5	 255.61l.3	 278	 .255	 1.09

FT6	 2l5.8t2.l	 .260	 -

SB1	 5140	 2q78	 3.00	 0.93

SB2	 2398	 34	 1.00	 2.49	 040

EB1	 1062	 10	 0.908	 1.10	 083

1B2	 1299	 25	 1.10	 1,07	 1.03

SKi	 489.316.9	 .429	 .475	 0.90

AR1	 1134 t 6	 .585	 .586	 1.00

TABLE 7.5(b) NARROW BEAM ATTENUATION RESULTS - Ge(Ka)

- 9.8709 keY -
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The positive errors in FT5 and FTI- were probably due to this

chlorine contamination. Substitute FT6 was specially formulated

to take into account the large measured coefficients for the resins

and yielded mass attenuation coefficients of 0.260 m 2 1kg for

germanium Karadiation. This corresponded very favourably to

the value of 0.2 55 m 2 /kg calculated at the same energy for fat.

It is thought that poor sample preparation was the cause of

the low values for SB1, IB1 and SKi, which were visually inferior

to the other samples. In particular, substitute SB1, which had a

high initial viscosity, was extremely difficult to compress into the

thin absorbers required for these tests•

For reliable systems based on epoxy resins these results show

that attenuation measurements, preferably around 10 keV, must be

made on the raw materials. Once the characteristics of the

unfilled resins have been established, resulting substitutes should

be similarly checked by attenuation investigations.

Poor sample preparation was also responsible for the anomalous

results obtained with the substitute MS2, a wax based material

manufactured at St Bartholomew's Hospital, and the polymer

based substitutes MS1 and SB2 which were manufactured commercially.

The calculated coefficients for pyrex were derived from the

Corning 7740 formula which the manufacturers claimed applied to

their product. The significantly low values measured indicated
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that this formula[B(4.O1); 0(53.96); Na(2.82); Al(1 1 16); Si(37.72);

K(O.33)] was not applicable.

Excellent results were obtained with most of the polymers.

elements and water. The measured data for the lithium borate

and resin coated carbon TLID discs (BRUNSKILL, 1973) could not

be compared with any calculated values due to the unknown

formulation of the high temperature resin employed. The cleaved

single crystals of lithium fluoride had measured coefficients 6-8%

below the calculated values.

To allow the data for the commercial products to be assessed,

TABLE 7.6 summarizes the measured mass attenuation coefficients

for the products and the calculated coefficients for the materials

being simulated. TABLE 7.7 gives the ratios of the measured

coefficients to the calculated values of the 'real' material. In both

tables data for the four energies are presented. The Alders on

materials gave particularly poor results, the popular muscle

substitute producing errors exceeding 25% at 10 keV. 'Temex'

was better than predicted but still gave errors in excess of 15%

at low energies.
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(a)

(b)

MASS ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS
MATERIAL_______	 P/p (m 2 /kg)	 ________

9.8709 keV 17.4268 keV 59.57 keV 1.1732 MeV

ALDERSON FAT	 .201	 .0484	 .0182	 .00586
ALDERSON MUSCLE	 .35	 .0833	 .0185	 .00573
ALDERSON LUNG	 .308	 .0715	 .0188	 .00547

SHONKA A-150	 .430	 .0948	 .0200	 .00639
SHONKA C-552	 .558	 •107	 .0186	 .00590

TEMEX	 .455	 .105	 .0213	 .00668

FAT	 .255	 .0608	 .0196	 .00658
MUSCLE	 .546	 .110	 .0205	 .00647
AIR	 .518	 " .104	 .0188	 .00587

TABLE 7.6 THE (a) MEASURED AND (b) CALCULATED MASS
ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS FOR SOME COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTS SIMULATING FAT, MUSCLE AND AIR

MATERIAL	 MASS ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT RATIOS

9.8709keV 17.4268keV 59.57keV 1.1732MeV

ALDERSON FAT	 0.79	 0.80	 0.93	 0.89
ALDERSON MUSCLE	 0.72	 0.76	 0.90	 0.89
ALDERSON LUNG	 0.56	 0.65	 0.92	 0.85

SHONKA A-150	 0.79	 0.86	 0.98	 0.99
SHONKA C-552	 1.08	 1.03	 099	 1.01

TEMEX	 0.83	 0.95	 1.04	 1.03

TABLE 7.7 THE RATIOS OF THE MEASURED MASS ATTENUATION
COEFFICIENTS FOR THE COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS TO
THE CALCULATED COEFFICIENTS OF THE 'REALT
MATERIALS
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TYPE I CONSTITUENTS AND PERCENTAGE WEIGHTS 	 I % Cl

MS5	 CB1/3PMS(84.87); P,V.C.(7.13); P.T.F.E.(8.00)	 ZERO
CB1/3PMS(85.23); P.V.C.(6.77); P.T.F.E.(8.00)	 0.25
CB1/2.5PMS(85.60); P.V.C(6.40); P.T.F.E.(8.00) 	 0.50

FT5	 CB1/0.5SMS(70,63); TPX(29..37)
CB1IO.35SMS(58.44); TPX(41.56)
CB1/0.2OSMS(50.00); TPX(50.00)

LN3 CB2/18PMS(91 .89); P.V. C. (8 .11)
CB2/18PMS(91.94); P.VC'(8.06)
CB2/18PMS(92.37); P.V.C.(7.63)

SB3 CB2(32.66); CALCIUM CARBONATE(67.34)
CB2(32.78); CALCIUM CARBONATE(6722)
CB2(32 .89); CALCIUM CARBONATE(67 11)

IB1 CB1(74,50); P.VC.(25.50)
CB1(74.84); P.V.C.(25.16)
CB1(75.17); P.V.C.(24.83)

BR6 CB1/3PMS(89.44); PV.C.(2.56); PT.F.E.(8.,00)
CB1/3PMS(89.84); P.V.C.(2.16); P.T.F.E.(8.00)
C131/3PMS(90.23); P.V.C.(1.77); P.T.F.E.(8.00)

TA BLE 7.8 FORMULATIONS BASED ON EPDXY RESINS
CONTAINING DIFFERENT CHLORINE
CONCENTRATIONS

ZERO
0,25
0.50

ZERO
0.25
0.50

ZERO
0.25
0.50

ZERO
0.25
0.50

ZERO
0,25
0.50
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It was concluded from these measurements that the polymer based

substitutes, provided the manufactured samples have good

dispersion of fillers and are free from trapped air, yield excellent

products. Epoxy resin systems can produce comparable results

if the attenuation properties of the unfilled resins are first

established.

The corrections in the theoretical filler proportions for epoxy

resins containing differing chlorine levels are given in TABLE 7.8,

and cover the formulations which have proved to be most useful

in practical applications. In most cases the modifications are

minimal; an example being SB3, requiring 67.34% calcium

carbonate if the resin is chlorine-free, or 87.11% if 0.5%

chlorine is present.
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CHAPTER 8

SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE NEW SUBSTITUTES

In this chapter some of the possible applications of the substitutes

will be explored and examples given of the dosimetric studies that

have already been initiated Detailed descriptions of individual

studies will not be given, but a more general approach will be

adopted in order that the diversity of the new systems is adequately

covered

8.1 THERMOLUMINESCENT DOSIMETRY

One of the attractions of the therm oluminescént dosimetry

materials lithium fluoride and lithium borate has been their much

publicised 'tissue equivalence' for photon interactions • - This is

particularly true of lithium borate systems which are frequently

said to have superior equivalence to muscle tliafi lithium fluoride.

Their relative merits are put into perspective if the ratios of the

calculated mass energy absorption coefficients of the dosimetry

materials to those for muscle are derived. TABLE 8.1 shows

these ratios for the two systems described above, together with

those for two popular teflon (P.T.F.E.) disc dosemeters. It can

be seen that discrepancies at low energies approaching 20% are found

with the basic materials while the teflon loaded discs have similar

discrepancies of 30%.

Six TLD formulations using lithium borate (0.1% Mn) as the basic

material, were presented in Chapter 5 (TABLES 5.17 and 5.18).

These weremixtures of the powdered lithium borate phosphor and
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MATERIAL	 COEFFICIENT RATIO

lOkeV	 1MeV	 100MeV

LITHIUM BORATE	 0.79	 0.88	 0.93
(Li 2 B 4 07

LITHIUM FLUORIDE	 1.19	 0.84	 0.92
(Li F)

TEFLON/5% LITHIUM	 1.30	 0.87	 1.01
BORATE

TEFLON/5% LITHIUM	 1.31	 0.87	 1.01
FLUORIDE

TABLE 8.1 MASS ENERGY ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT RATIOS
FOR SOME TLD SYSTEMS COMPARED TO MUSCLE
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a number of different powdered fillers, producing particulate systems

simulating muscle, bone, liver and red marrow

TL1 using aluminium (3.81%) & TL3 using calcium carbonate

(i . 7%)were found to be completely satisfactory in practice, giving

essentially the same light output as the basic powder. TL1 was a

muscle substitute, while TL3 represented liver

TL2, another muscle substitute, was found to be difficult to

produce due to the large quantity of P.T.F.E. (41.83)making

mixing difficult. An extremely useful doseineter would be

produced 1 particularly for low energy studies if solid teflon discs

could be manufactured with the loading of lithium borate (58.17%)

giving these relative proportions.

The bone substitutes, having the fillers calcium fluoride (49.34%)

and calcium sulphate (63 . 86%)appear interesting and, if the TLD

forms are used, could lead to useful data applicable to trabecular

bone dosimetry.

Mixing the powders adequately will always be a difficult problem,

especially as, with repeated use, the components tend to separate

according to their relative mass densities and the dimensions of

the particles. Despite these limitations the particulate systems

could prove to be superior in low energy studies when the absorption

properties of the dosemeter might strongly influence the results.
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8.2 RADIATION DOSIMETRY IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY

The new substitutes are ideally suited for dosimetric studies

in diagnostic radiology, especially those materials which are

easily manipulated into typical body or organ phantoms. With the

wider range of substitutes that are now available more realistic

phantoms may be readily manufactured giving a degree of

simulation which has not been possible in the past.

An application which is currently being investigated is the

measurement of skin dose during mammography. A series of
'.

breast shaped phantoms (FIGURE 8.1), constructed of fat, fat/water

(5 0:50, by weight) and muscle substitutes, have been used to measure

the skin doses delivered by the Mammomat and Senographe X-ray

units. Using typical machine settings, surface and exit doses were

measured with thermolaminescent dosemeters. The sites of the

dosemeters are illustrated in TABLE 8.2, which also depicts in

(a) the combined results from the two machines when the'50:50'

mixture, BR6, was used. The two sets of figures represent the

doses received during Xeroradiography (50 kV, 50 mAs) and

conventional radiography. TABLE 8.2(b) shows the maximum skin

doses delivered by the Senographe machine when breast phantoms

simulating the range of possible breast tissues, were employed.

In this case, maximum doses increased from 3.4 to 4.2 rads as

the phantom material was changed from a fat to a muscle substitute.

These experiments, which show that significant doses are
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FIGURE 8.1 TWO BREAST PHANTOMS USED FOR
DOSIMETRY TN MAMMOGRAPHY PROCEDURES
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(a) SENOGRAPHE AND MAMMOMAT BREAST' MATERIAL - BR6

___________ _________	 DOSES	 IN	 RADS

MACHINE	 SETTING A	 B C	 D	 E	 F

SENOGRAPHE 30kv., 45mAs 2.9 3.6 3.0 0.58 .0.70 	 <0.02

MAMMOMAT 50kV, 5OmAs 4.2 6.4 8.4 1.6 3.1 	 0.22

28kV,400rnAs 8.8 12.0 17.0 2.6 	 3.6	 0,09

*

A	 F - below phantom

(b) SENOGRAPHE ONLY

BREAST PHANTOM	 MAX. DOSE (rads)
MATERIAL	 (POSITION B)

'FAT'(FT5)	 34

T BREAST'(BRG)	 3.6

'MUSCLE 1 (MS2 &MS5)	 4.2

TABLE 8.2 EXPERTMENTAL RESIJ1JTS OF MAMMOGRAPHY DOSE
MEA S TJREMENTS
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recorded during this important diagnostic procedure, are essential

if long-term patient screening investigations are contemplated.

An extension of these measurements is being planned so that a

wider range of X-ray machines and techniques are considered.
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8.3 TEST OBJECTS

Test objects are frequently required in diagnostth X-ray

departments for checking the resolution of radiographs when

parameters such as beam quality, film type or processing are

varied, Many types of test objects have been used in the past

varying from metal step wedges to strips of human or animal

tissue embedded in wax. As the results are to be applied to the

clinical situation it is obviously better to employ objects which

closely resemble, in their photon absorption and scattering

characteristics, the biological materials likely to be encountered.

Two different test objects have already been produced using the

new materials, but many more could be designed once the different

tissues to be resolved have been specified.

The first of the two new objects was a model of a hand requested

for an investigation of the radiographic contrast obtained from

different types of film. An epoxy resin based muscle substitute

was cast around the skeleton of a hand and provided a simple, yet

effective object for these tests.

More elaborate test objects have been designed for checking

the resolution of mamm ography X-ray machines FIGURE 8.2

shows the contents of the latest version, Mk lv, in a series which

has undergone many modifications in their development. Step

wedges of fat and muscle substitutes, 'fat' monofilarnents, calcium

phosphate cylinders, aluminium oxide spheres and powdered
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calciuications are all contained within a breast shaped phantom

constructed of a 'breast tissue' substitute. These objects have

already been used to check the resolution of the X-ray machines

mentioned in the previous section.

Test objects are also used in other disciplines and are not

confined to diagnostic radiology. An example is their use in

gamma ray scanning procedures. A large bone step wedge has

been constructed from a bone substitute, SB3, and is being used

in the calibration of the nucleonic equipment designed for bone

density studies.

The application of the substitutes to the manufacture of test

objects is very important and should contribute to the improvement

of radiographic techniques.
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8.4 'AIR EQUIVALENT' IONIZATION CHAMBERS

A number of air substitutes were tabulated in Chapter 5

(TABLE 5. 15) for use in the construction of the 'air equivalent'

walls required in thimble ionization chambers A variety of

base materials were considered, in the hope that the poor

selection of existing air substitutes could be enhanced.

In order that the substitute AR1 could be tested experimentally,

the thimble of a 0.6 cc Farmer Ionization Chamber was replaced

by a thimble constructed of this electrically conducting material

(Volume Resistivity 1	 ohm. cm). The mechanical properties

of AR1 allowed the thimble to be readily machined to the necessary

tolerances. Preliminary results of a comparison of this modified

version to a conventional Farmer Chamber are promising, and

have indicated a more uniform response at low photon energies

for the new chamber.

Tests on AR1 and other suitable materials are in progress which

should ultimately lead to improved dosimetric systems.
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8 5 RADIONTJCLIDE DOSIMETRY

The water, acrylic and epoxy resin based substitutes may

readily be applied to the study of the dosimetry of organs containing

radionuclides. If the shape and chemical composition of the organ

is accurately known, an experimental shell replica may be constructed

into which the substitute containing the radionuclide, may be poured.

Dosemeters placed at defined points within the volume will permit

the dose distribution to be plotted.

Water based substitutes are ideal for water soluble solid or

liquid radionuclides as the procedure may be repeated. Acrylic

or epoxy resin based substitutes may be used with radionuclides in

powder form, when the active material is added when the

substitute is in the liquid phase.

FIGURE 8.3 shows a liver phantom made up of a thin sealed

acrylic shell containing five tubes machined to hold columns of

TLD capsules. The phantom was designed for water based

substitutes such as LV2 and the TLD powder TL3. FIGURE 8.4

shows a typical set of isodose curves resulting when technetium - 99xn

(22.2mCi) was added to the aqueous liver substitute (1500m1). The

dosemeters were left in position for 3 days when the residual activity

had decayed to below 0.2%.

Future experiments along these lines are planned for other

radionuclides and organs, in particular thyroid and kidneys. In

its present form dose distributions may only be investigated in the
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situation when the radionuclides are uniformly distributed. Non-

uniform concentrations may be considered if the phantom is

constructed in small solid blocks or as a compartmented shell,

each block or compartment containing the requisite activity.
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86 RADIONUCLIDE COUNTING STANDARDS

Many clinical radionuclide tests rely on counting standards as

a means of calibrating nucleonic equipment. The new substitutes

allow standards to be made for a wider range of tissues and organs

than was feasible in the past. For example realistically shaped

thyroid phantoms, either completely solid or shells containing

liquids with a known activity of the relevant radio iodine, could be

constructed and used for calibrating thyroid uptake counters

At the request of the National Radiological Protection Board

(BAILEY, 1974) a skull phantom has been manufactured in the bone

substitute, SB3. During the manufacturing process, a known

quantity of lead-210 will be added to the epoxy resin and filler

when the mixture is in the liquid phase. After adequate mixing

and evacuation the material will be poured into a rubber mould and

left to harden s The resulting model will ultimately be used as a

counting standard in lead-21 0 retention tests on miners•
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8.7 BONE MODELS

The commercial body phantoms currently being sold all

suffer from a serious dimensional defect, because small Asian

skeletons are embedded in large European sized bodies 	 The

'inner bone' substitutes, simulating the mixture of trabecular

bone and red marrow was devised as a possible solution to the

problem. A complete full sized skeleton of 'inner bone' could be

manufactured and then coated in a cortical bone substitute to produce

a skeleton acceptable in macroscopic? dosimetry. In the next

section it will be seen that this scheme has been used successfully

in a modified form.

Experimental studies evaluating the X-ray doses received in

cavities within trabecular bone are in progress. The general

procedure is to construct cavities of varying sizes in small blocks

of bone and muscle substitutes. TLD powder is then added to the

cavities and the absorbed doses assessed when the blocks are

irradiated with X-rays. Similar tests are feasible using the

radiation from radionuclides dispersed within the substitute blocks

instead of external sources.

The possibility of using polyurethane based bone substitutes to

produce foams which closely resemble trabecular bone is also

being investigated.
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8.8 REALISTIC BODY PHANTOMS

The new range of tissue substitutes make the manufacture of

sophisticated body phantoms, once the exclusive domain of large

commercial enterprises, within the scope of most hospital physics

laboratories. The fact that any tissues of known chemical

composition can now be simulated means that more realistic

phantoms may be constructed.

FIGURE 8.5 shows a mid-thoracic body section (2 cm thick)

that was manufactured from the new substitutes. The outlines of

the principal tissues were drawn onto a slab of expanded

polystyrene. Bone, lung and fat volumes were cut from the block

and epoxy resin based substitutes poured into the cavities.

In the case of the bone volumes, the edges of the cavities in the

polystyrene were first coated, to a few millimetres thick, with a

cortical bone substitute (SB1) and then filled with an inner bone

material. When the resins had hardened the remaining

polystyrene was rem oved with acetone and the other substitutes

(muscle and fat) were poured into the relevant cavities. When

these materials had hardened the whole section was 'faced' on a

lathe to produce a slab with parallel, plane faces. In this fashin

a complete body phantom, comprising of 2 cm thick sections could

be built up in a reasonably short times

This technique could be used for distributions of many more

types of tissues, so long as each set of non-adjacent volumes are
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FIGURE 85 PHOTOGRAPH OF A MID-THORACIC
BODY SECTION

28



completed and allowed to harden before the next is considered,

A more flexible variation on this theme might be the use of

small blocks, perhaps interlocking, representing the important

tissues. These blocks would be built into any array producing

sections which could be tailored to individual patients.

Body phantoms made up in this segmentedfashion, with either

fixed or variable geometry, are particularly useful in dosimetry

applied to radiotherapy or diagnotic radiology as dosemeters

can easily be sandwiched between sections or within individual

tissues and organs. They are also applicable in radiological

protection studies when radiation scatter distributions similar to

practical situations are frequently required.

From these discussions it can be seen that the number of

applications of the new substitutes is due principally to their

manufacturing flexibility and to the diversity of the tissues that

can now be simulated. It is hoped that future applications will

demand even more tissue substitutes to be formulated, so that

the full potential of the new selection procedures may be realized.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

This study has shown that although the choice of substitutes is

extensive, many of the existing products give poor simulation for

both photon and electron interactions. This is particularly true

at low photon energies when discrepancies exceeding 20%

frequently exist between the attenuation and energy absorption

coefficients for the substitute and the material being simulated

Many published substitutes, claimed to be'tissue equivalent',

have unknown, variable or poorly defined chemical compositions,

so that comparisons are difficult Pressdwood is a typical

example which is still used as a 'muscle equivalent' material,

although 30 years ago it was realized that its variable composition

made it unacceptable for reliable measurements The chemical

composition of many commercial products are frequently shrouded

in secrecy, so that only attenuation measurements or chemical

analyses can establish their characteristics.

Lung and bone substitutes are possibly the least acceptable, as

materials of the correct mass density, irrespective of composition,

are selected and used in dosimetric studies applied directly to

clinical situations.

Despite the fact that much effort has been directed to the

improvement of accuracy in the measuring systems, comparatively
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little effort has been applied to the improvement of the materials

being used. It seems curious that dosemeters capable of

recording doses to within 1 or 2% are employed in phantoms

constructed of substitutes differing in attenuation characteristics

from those of the true tissue by more than 20%. No solid muscle

substitute, probably the most commonly used material, has been

developed during the past 12 years, although in that time many new

polymers and resins have been introduced.

1

The types of tissues considered also requires some comment.

Existing substitutes have been limited, almost exclusively, to

muscle, lung and bone tissues Most tissues and organs appear

to be composed basically of fat, protein, water and trace elements.

The relative proportions of fat and water are very important and

strongly govern the attenuation properties of the tissues 	 Typically.

these proportions (by weight) can vary from 1 . 6% fat and 77.8% water

found in the spleen, to 10.0% fat and 72.7% water in the heart (TIPTON,

1970). Surprisingly few fat substitutes have been developed, and

polyethylene, giving 20% errors in attenuation and energy absorption

coefficients at low energies, remains the most popular material.

Consequently the available materials do not adequately cover the

different types of tissues likely to require dosimetric investigations.

Attenuation and energy absorption coefficients, electron stopping

and angular scattering powers, from 10 keV to 100 MeV, were

calculated for all of the published substitutes with known composition.
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The computation procedures, described in Chapter 1, appeared to

be adequate. Recent work by KIM (1973) on the derivation of the

density correction in stopping power calculations requires

investigation. If this new procedure is acceptable, the accuracy

of absolute stopping power data at high energies for compounds

will be greatly improved.

Of the nearly 80 substitutes described in the literature, the

only systems having low energy (10-300 keV) attenuation and energy

absorption coefficients within 5% of the simulated material were as

follows:

MUSCLE: LIQUID SYSTEMS (FRIGERIO and SAMPSON, 1969)
M3 (MARKUS, 1956)
POWDER SYSTEMS (SPIERS, 1943)
WATER

FAT:	 TRIOLEIN

AIR	 CONDUCTING PLASTIC (SHONKA et al., 1958)

The number of acceptable materials for electron interactions is

similarly sparse. The systems having stopping and angular

scattering powers within 5% of the simulated material, for the

energies 0 keV-100 MeV, were as follows:

MUSCLE: LIQUID & GEL SYSTEMS (ROSSI & FAILLA, 1956)
(and derivatives)
LIQUID SYSTEMS (FRIGERIO & SAMPSON, 1969)
WATER
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FAT:	 POLYETHYLENE
P OLYSTYRENE
TRIOLEIN

BONE:	 RESIN SYSTEM (POLL, 1972)

The choice of substitute for a particular investigation is

frequently governed by finance, availability and the previous

studies performed at the centre, rather than the need for perfect

simulation. From the poor results indicated by the calculated

data it is indeed fortunate that waVer has remained the most

popular muscle substitute.

Most of the important formulated substitutes such as MIX D,

TEMEX, RANDO and LINCOLNSHIRE BOLUS. were based on

effective atomic numbers, usually only for photoelectric interactions.

As large errors occurred at these low energies, this quantity, or its

manipulation, was put in question. An evaluation of the techniques

adopted by the authors showed that a combination of both these

factors contributed to the discrepancies. It was found that better

agreement resulted from the use of the quantity x), or n [Z (x)f

with the values of x for the photoelectric process higher than

normally employed. The analysis of Z-dependence provided useful

data for all of the photon and electron interactions, enabling these

quantities to be applied more widely.

The two new selection procedures and their associated computer

programs have both been extremely successful, yielding excellent

formulations for every simulation problem considered This
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success was, in part, due to the large library of compounds scanned

at each run e In the library,, the inorganic compounds and the polymers

have proved to be most useful, being readily available in the finely

ground powders required for homogeneous samples. The extensive

range of organic compounds, which because of their diversity was

expected to provide many acceptable formulations, was only a

limited success, due probably to the small variation in attenuation

properties between compounds. The complete library of compounds

should enable the elemental equi'valence method to be evaluated in

more details

Many hundreds of new two-component substitutes have been

formulated and the 77 systems presented in Chapter 5 represent

the best formulae, based upon radiation characteristics and

manufacturing feasibility. A wide range of tissues was considered

so that the flexibility of the selection procedures could be evaluated

while at the same time providing a more comprehensive set of

substitutes than was currently available

The manufacture of these substitutes produced some interesting

problems. Wax based materials were found to be extremely

difficult to produce in homogeneous, air-free samples, and should

not be used in dosimetric investigations. Polymer based materials,

requiring specialized equipment beyond the scope of Hospital

Physics Laboratories, were always difficult to manufacture, and

only the large commercial organisations, such as I.C.I., had the
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necessary expertise to provide acceptable samples. The need for

accurate weighing of the components, adequate mixing and freedom

from contamination was beyond the capabilities of many smaller

firms. Epoxy resins overcame most of these problems, when the

products could readily be manipulated with modest equipment.

The manufacturing procedures that were developed for the resin

systems proved to be reliable so long as the viscosity of the liquid

resin, after the fillers had been added, permitted efficient de-gassing

without filler separation. Considrable exotherms were experienced

with large volumes of epoxy based substitutes having small filler

concentrations.

The most effective quality testing procedures were Xeroradiography

and specific gravity determinations, providing the relevant important

information quickly and with reasonable accuracy.

High precision, low energy photon attenuation measurements

confirmed the reliability of the new selection procedures and

provided a means of testing the attenuation properties of materials

with unknown composition. A contaminant of high atomic number

was discovered in the epoxy resin systems and later confirmed by

the manufacturers. Chemical analyses of this resin by two

independent organisations did not indicate this contaminants

The attenuation measurements could be used to establish the

properties of a large batch of resin so that subsequent formulations

would be within the desired limits of accuracy. High atomic number

contaminants were not present in the polymers investigated showing
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that these materials are eminently suitable in powdered form as

fillers.

The measurement of electron stopping p.nd angular scattering

powers for this range of materials would yield important data for

clinical dosimetry. Due to relatively small variation in stopping

powers between different materials, very accurate experimental

procedures are necessary. The possibility of using conversion

electrons from radionuclide sources, together with a solid state

detector, is currently being evaluated;

The diversity of the new substitutes is indicated by the many

applications given in the previous chapter. The use of the materials

in radionuclide dosimetry, counting standards and in the formation

of realistic body phantoms with fixed or variable geometry, appear

particularly promising. Therm olumines cent materials could

easily benefit from an extensive analysis using the ZEDIT programs.

A possible improvement to the whole concept of tissue substitutes

could result from the formulation of three epoxy resin based

substitutes simulating respectively fat, protein and water. These

systems could then be added together in any desired proportions'

to simulate any specific organ or tissue'. Trace elements could

be added as required and mass density corrections made by the

addition of microspheres or foaming agents. This procedure

would greatly simplify the practical problems of formulating

substitutes for each tissue. Reliable data on the composition of
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tissues and organs are required if this scheme is to be successful.

It is hoped that this study will stimulate more interest in

substitute materials and will result in improved clinical dosimetry.

If the chemical compositions of the tissue or organ to be simulated

and the base material are known precisely, then either of the new

selection procedures should produce acceptable formulations,

simulating to within 1-2% for all of the photon and electron

interactions	 This degree of simulation is obligatory if the full

advantages of modern dosimetric measurements are to be utilized.
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APPENDIX 1

LIST OF SYMBOLS AND PHYSICAL CONSTANTS
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A(M) Atomic weight (Molecular weight)

a	 Polynomial coefficients

a1	 Fractional electron content of 1th element or
compound

p	 V/c

PA,PB	 Fractions [F(w, C)] - FIGURE 3.6

C	 General term - 'coefficient 1 or Tpower'

c	 Velocity of Light

5	 Density correction

E	 Energy

f	 Fitting Ratio

I	 Mean excitation energy (eV)

<I>	 Adjusted mean excitation energy (eV)

K	 Energy Ratio

k	 A constant

-	 Path Length

m	 Slope

Rest mass of electron (0.511006 MeV)

e2/f. Mass angular scattering power

S/p	 Mass stopping power

Collision mass stopping power

(S/p)rad Radiation mass stopping power

11	 'Narrow beam' linear attenuation coefficient

P/p	 Mass attenuation coefficient

Pen/p Mass energy absorption coefficient

NA 	Avogadro's number (6.02252 x iø26 kinol 1 )

(N)A,(N)B Total number of electrons in compounds A & B
Number of electrons in th element
Electron density

(no)A,(no)B Electron densities of compounds A & B
Weight proportion
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Pe	 Momentum of electron

p,q	 Molecular proportions

$A,+B Fractions [F(n 0 , a.)] -FIGURE 3.10

ii	 Constant - 3.14159

I1A'4B Fractions —F(a , [Z (x)]'5_ FIGURE 3.11

R	 Z-Power Ratio

re	 Electron radius (2.81777 x 1015 rn)

p	 Mass density

a	 Photon cross section

I	 Kinetic energy in units of mec2

Mean square scattering angle (electrons)

v	 Velocity

x	 Z-exponent
7(x)	 Product of n o andZ (x)]

Z	 Atomic number

<Z/A> Mean ratio Z/A for compound

Z(x) Effective atomic number
[(x)JX Z-Power (using electron fractions)

[Z(x)]X Z-Power (using weight proportions)
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APPENDIX 2

THE ELEMENTAL DATA USED IN THE STUDY
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ATOMIC (17.

65.47
07.52

06.908

91.22
92. 9DB
95.94

307. 070
1)2.40

116.69
123.75

227.60
126.9044

132. 905
137.34
136.91
140.12
150.35
151.96
357.25
3 58.924
154. 930
167.26
166.934
173.04

174.97
163.65
392.2
195.09
196.967

200.59
207.39
206.980

(230>

(226)

232. 030

S	 ELEMENT	 ATOMIC (.17. I S	 ELEMENT

S HYDROGEN	 (H >	 1.00797	 37 RUBIDIUM	 (RB)
2 HELIUM	 (HE)	 4.0026	 36 STRONTIUM (BR)
S LIThIUM	 (LI)	 5.939	 39 YTTRIUM	 ('V
4 BERYLLIUM (BE)	 9.0122	 40 ZIRCONIUM (ZR)
S BORON	 (B )	 10.631	 41 NIOBIUM	 (NB)
S CARBON	 (C )	 32.01315	 42 MOLYBDENUM (MO)
7 NITROGEN	 (N )	 14.0067	 47( SILVER	 (AG)

6 OXYGEN	 (0 >	 15.9994	 46 CADMIUM	 (CD)
9 FLUORINE	 CF )	 16.9964	 50 TIN	 (SN)

10 NEON	 (NE)	 20.183	 5) ANTIMONY	 (SB)
11 SODIUM	 (NA)	 22.9698	 52 TELLURIUM (IC)
12 MAGNESIUM (MO)	 24.312	 53 IODINE	 CI

33 ALUMINIUM (AL>	 26.9815	 55 CAESIUM	 (CS)

14 SILICON	 (51)	 26.086	 56 BARIUM	 (BA)

15 PHOSPHORUS (P 3	 30.9738	 57 LANTHANUM (LA)

16 SULPHUR	 (S )	 32.064	 56 CERIUM	 (CE)

17 CHLORINE	 (CL)	 35.453	 52 SAMARIUM	 (SM)
35 ARGON	 (AR)	 39.948	 63 EUROPIUM	 (EU)

19 POTASSIUM (K ) 	 39.102	 54 GADOLINIUM (GO)

20 CALCIUM	 (CA)	 40.00	 65 TERBIUM	 (TB)

21 SCANDIUM (SC)	 44.956	 67 HOLMIUM	 (HO)

22 TITANIUM (TI)	 47.90	 66 ERBIUM	 (ER)

23 VANADIUM (V ) 	 50.942	 69 THULIUM	 (TM)

24 CHROMIUM (CR)	 51.996	 70 YTTERBIUM (YB)

25 MANGANESE ((1*	 54.9380	 73 LUTETIUM (LU)
26 IRON	 (FE)	 55.647	 74 TUNGSTEN	 (H

27 COBALT	 (CD)	 50.9332	 77 IRIDIUM	 (IR)

28 NICKEL	 (MI)	 58.71	 76 PLATINUM	 (PT)

29 COPPER	 (CU)	 63.54	 79 GOLD	 (AU)

30 ZINC	 (ZN)	 65.31	 60 MERCURY	 (140)

31 GALLIUM	 (GA)	 69.72	 62 LEAD	 (PB)
32 GERMANIUM (GE)	 72.59	 83 SISIRJTH	 (51)
33 ARSENIC	 (AS)	 74.9216	 04 POLONIUM	 (P0)

34 SELENIUM (SE)	 78.96	 88 RADIUM	 (RA)

35 BROMINE	 (BR)	 79.909	 90 THORIUM	 (Th)

AVOGA090S NUMOER 6.02252X10

t
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APPENDIX 3

A TABULATION OF THE COMPOUND LIBRARY
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APPENDIX 4

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
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(1) TAPE WRITThG ROUTThES:

The programs write the indicated data onto magnetic tape.

The contents of the magnetic tapes stored at ULCC are given in

the last column.

PROGRAM	 DATA WRITTEN ON TAPE 	 CONTENTS OF

DATAPE	 Coherent, incoherent, photoelectric 	 Cross sections
and pair production cross sections	 for 70 elements
(attenuation) for elements over 33
energy points from 10 keV-100 MeV

ENTAPE	 Incoherent, photoelectric and pair 	 Cross sections
production cross sections (energy	 for 70 elements
absorption) as for DATAPE

ELTAPE	 Collision and Radiation electron	 Powers for 25
stopping powers for elements over 	 elements
the same energy range as DATAPE

ATTAPE	 (1) Mass Attenuation coefficients 	 Coefficients for
for compounds	 -'1040 compounds

(2) Mass Attenuation coefficients 	 Coefficients for
for biological tissues (ICRP	 80 tissues
Reference Man)

ZETAPE	 (1) 30 effective atomic numbers 	 Data for
(exponents 0.8-4.0), electron	 1040 compounds
densities and -Powers for
compounds

(2) As ZETAPE(1) but for biological 	 Data for 80 tissues
tissues (ICRP Reference Man)

COTAPE	 The contents of DATAPE, ENTAPE	 Cross sections
and ELTAPE for 70,elements

and powers for
25 elements

Routines are also available for checking the accuracy
of the data stored on the magnetic tapes. Error
codes are given if the INTEGER and ALPHA NUMERIC
data are not exactly reproduced and if the REAL
(floating-point) data differs by more than 1 part per
million
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(2)	 COMPOUND CALCULATIONS

The programs compute and tabulate various properties of

materials and tissues.

PROGRAM	 DATA CALCULATED AND TABULATED

A TDA TA	 Mass attenuation coefficients

ENDATA	 Mass energy absorption coefficients

ELDATA

STOPWR

ASDATA

ZEDATA

TABLEA

TABLEB

TABLEC

Electron stopping powers (from elemental
data)

Electron stopping powers (from first
principles)

Electron mass angular scattering powers

Effective atomic numbers, electron
densities, V-values and Z-powers

All above data for compounds

All above data for biological tissues

All above data for ZEDITA/ZEDITB
formulae

CODA TA	 Energy ranges for which attenuation,
absorption and stopping power data are
within specified limits
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(3)	 LINEAR REGRESSION CALCULATIONS

The programs calculate logarithmic linear regression

data for equations of the form:	 in (y) = in (k) + m in (x)

PROGRAM	 y-input	 x-input

DATFIT	 Attenuation cross	 Atomic number or
sections	 photon energy

ENFITT	 Energy Abs orpton	 Atomic number
cross section	 or photon energy

ELFITT	 Elemental electron	 Atomic number or
stopping powers	 photon energy

MASFIT	 Elemental electron	 Atomic number or
mass angular	 photon energy
scattering powers

ATFITT	 Mass attenuation	 V-Values
coefficients

ARATIO	 Mass attenuation	 Z-Ratios
coefficient ratios	 -
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(4) CALCOMP AND MICROFILM PLOTTING

PROGRAM

ATPLOT

ELPLOT

COPLOT

DATA PLOTTED! TA BULA TED

Mass attenuation coefficients versus
photon energy plotted

Element names, atomic numbers and
atomic weights tabulated

Compound names, formulae and
specific gravities tabulated

(5) EQUIVALENT MATERIAL CALCULATIONS

PROGRAM
	

FUNCTION

ZEDITA	 Produces a tabulation of formulations
that simulate a specified material
(from Y-data)

ZEDITB	 As ZEDITA, but from attenuation and
energy absorption coefficients and
stopping power data

NEDITA	 Produces a tabulation of formulations
suitable for neutron studies
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APPENDIX 5

PUBLISHED AND PROFERRED PAPERS

BY

D. H. WHITE
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